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NICHOLAS MINTURN.

BY J. G. HOLLAND.

CHAPTER XVI.

WHEN Nicholas left " The Crown and Crust," on the evening of hisencounter with the three rogues, he had only the shadow of an idea of
what he was going to do with them, on the fulfilment of their promise
to call upon him the following morning. Of one thing he was sure:
he cherished no. resentments against them ; he desired to do them good.
How to accomplish his purpose was the question which the reflections
and inventions of the night were, in some imperfect or tentative way,
to answer. He had the men at an advantage, which he did not intend,
in any way, to relinquish. He saw that they were to be treated with
a firm hand. He supposed that they would endeavour to overreach
him, and he had never felt himself so stimulated and excited as during
the night which preceded their appointed visit. Indeed, he slept but
little; but before morning he had reasoned the matter out to his own
satisfaction, and evolved a scheme, in the success of which he felt a
measurable degree of confidence.

He informed Pont, at an early hour, of the visit he expected, and
told him that he should be at home to no one until these men had
core -and gone.

At precisely ten o'clock, according to the agreement, the men pre-
sented themselves together. There was a guilty, sheepish look upontheir faces, most unlike that which they wore upon the previous day.
Then they were all in earnest, in their propagation of lies for the secur-
ing of a gift. This morning they had no story to tel], no part to play
-at least none that had been determined upon and rehearsed. They
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had been detected as rogues; they were under the menace of prosecu-

tion as such ; and Nicholas had surprised them so much by his boldness

and promptness in getting back his money that, to use bis own familiar

phrase, they " didn't know what he was going to do." As Nicholas

heard them ascending the stairs to his room, he went to his door and

opened it, before Pont had the opportiinity to knock.

They entered in the same order as on the previous day. First, Mr.

Jonas Cavendish received a cordial greeting, and then Mr. Yankton,
and then Mr. Lansing Minturn. Pont was indulging in a broad grin,
and evidently desired to make an excuse for lingering in the room. He

advanced to the fire to give it a little attention, but a motion of his

master sent him out, and Nicholas was left alone with bis " raw material."

" Draw up to the fire, gentlemen, and make yourselves thoroughly

comfortable," said Nicholas. " It is very kind of you all to be here so

punctually."
" Oh ! don't mention it," responded Mr. Cavendish. " We are onily

too glad to be in such pleasant quarters."

" Shall I call you all by the names you gave me yesterday " inquired

Nicholas.
" You may as well do so,'' replied Mr. Cavendish, who assumed the

leadership, by virtue of bis superior art and education.

" Very well, gentlemen ; are you interested in art î I have some ex-

cellent engravings in this volume. Suppose you look it over between

you."
Mr. Yankton sat in the middle, and took the volume in bis lap.

It was a volume of engravings, representing the classical ruins and

art-treasures of Rome. Nicholas sat near them, and for more than half

an hour, as the leaves were slowly turned, explained the pictures to

them as well as he could. Not unfrequently, Mr. Cavendish came

bis aid, or offered suggestions which betrayed bis early culture, astonish-

ing Nicholas, and his companions as well, and acquiring in the process

a degree of self-respect, or personal pride, which wrought a curious

transformation in him.
"I have some pictures on the walls," said Nicholas, " that you may

be interested in ;" and he rose from his chair and led the way to a

sunny landscape, where a number of children were playing under a tree.

Beyond the tree a placid river threaded a broad meadow, and beyond

the meadow rose green hills, and beyond the hills, defining the sky-line,

a mountain swelled, wrapt in its morning atmosphere. The picture was

full of the morning-the morning light, the morning of the year, the

morning of life. The dew was on the grass, a wreath of mist shone

white on the mountain-side, and freshness was everywhere, as if there

had been a shower on the previous day, and nature and life were cele-
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brating the event with new blood in their veins. The men looked at it
a long time. What thoughts were in their hearts, Nicholas did notknow. He only knew that the picture was its own interpreter, andthat no weary man, in whom the slightest degree of sensibility remained,
could look upon it without sympathetic or pathetic pleasure.

The men lingered as if spell-bound. Not a word was said. The
beautiful room was so still that the little clock upon the manteltree
could be heard telling the tale of the passing time.

Then they passed on, and the next object to which Nicholas calledtheir attention was a small group of the Laocoon, in plaster. The menpaused before it. The transition was abrupt, and it told upon them.There were the three helpless victims, writhing in the coils of the re-lentless serpents, and there stood the three men. They were quick-witted, and appreciated at once the lesson they had received. Theyknew and felt that the vices and the circumstances which enchainedthem were typified before them. They could not resent the rebuke or thelesson, because they were treated by a gentleman like gentlemen ; andthey could not know whether there had been design in it. They lookeduneasily in one another's faces, and then back upon the group, in astrange and painful fascination.
"How do you like that ? " inquired Nicholas.
"Well, it doesn't strike me as being very lively," said Mr. Cavendish.
"It strikes me as devilish unpleasant," said Mr. Yankton.
"Rather suggestive, eh ? " said Mr. Lansing Minturn.
"It doesn't look as if those fellows were going to get out of it, veryeasily or very soon," Nicholas remarked.
"No, sir," said Cavendish; "the devil is too much for any man, or

any three men, when he once gets a good hold and gets the advantage."
In an instant, Nicholas advanced to the bracket upon which the

group rested, raised his hand and hurled the Laö&oon to the floor. It
came down with a tremendous crash, and lay scattered over the carpet
in a thousand fragments. The men were thoroughly startled and sur-
prised. Pont came rushing up stairs, and, without waiting to knock,entered the room, under the impression that his master was suffering
violence.

" Pont," said Nicholas quietly, " bring a basket and a broom, and
carry off those pieces."

Pont's eyes were very wide open, and he hesitated.
" Be quick about it, Pont."
The negro saw that there was to be no explanation, and went off

mystified, to the accomplishment of his task.
" Let's sit down again," said Nicholas, ' until we get rid of this

rubbish."
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When Pont had carefully performed his task and left the room,
Nicholas said :

l I'm glad that tbing is out of the way. It has always been a pain
to me, and I really do not know why I have tolerated it so long. It

embodies a lie to every ordinary imagination. There is no evil bond so

strong that a man cannot break- it. All it needs is a resolute hand.

You can never put the serpent together again that I have just crusbed."

"Or the men," said Mr. Cavendish.
"I don't wish to. Their contortions would have no meaning with-

out the monster which they resist. There, let me place my beautiful

Apollo on that bracket-free, beautiful, divine ! What do you think

of tbat ?'"
There was no more desire that morning to study the fine arts. The

men found themselves under a strange influence. They had, first and

last, entered a great many rooms of luxury and refinement on their

swindling errands, but their minds had been in no mood for receiving

good impressions. They had, this morning, been in this room so long,

they had been in a mental attitude to receive and had received so many

new impressions, that they had almost forgotten who and what they

were. They had had the leading parts in a great many low and vicions

comedies. Here they had been spectators in a drama of a different

sort. They had been led by a beautiful path up to a realization of

their own bondage and degradation, and, before their eyes, there had

been typified the overthrow of their enthralling vices and their own

resurrection from them.
" Fellows," said Nicholas, " tell me about yourselves. I'm sure you

never came to this without going through great temptations and great

struggles."
" There isn't much to tell. People call us ' dead-beats,'" said Mr.

Cavendish, who always spoke for himself and his friends, " and that's

just what we are. We have had our trial with the world, and we have

all been dead-beaten. The road into our life is straight and easy. There

isn't one of us who didn't begin -to lie when he came into pecuniary

trouble. Just as soon as a man begins to lie to excuse himself for not pay-

ing a debt, or stretches the truth a little in order to borrow money, he's on

the direct road to our kind of life. He goes on lying more and more,
as his troubles increase, and, before he knows it, lying becomes the

business of his life. There are plenty of men in New York now, who

are shinning around from day to day to keep their heads above water,
and who will be among us, and as low as we are, in two years."

"Doesn't it trouble your conscience 1 " inquired Nicholas.

"Not a bit," responded Mr. Cavendish; and the others laughed in

approval.
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"And do you never have a desire to get out of this kind of life 1"
Well, no. It's rather exciting. We were having a pretty good

time last night, when you broke in on us."
"And you were not ashamed when I showed myself to you ?"
"I can't exactly say that," said Cavendish.
"Cone, now, tell me honestly : would you not be glad to enter again

upon honest and respectable life if I will help you to a chance
" What does it matter to you, now I What do you care about us

inquired Cavendish.
Nicholas was getting toward the practical results of his experiment,

and bis eyes filled with tears as he answered:
" Life seems so beautiful a thing to me that I cannot bear to see a

man throw it away. Manhood is something so noble and grand that
its ruin seems to me to be the most terrible thing in the world. Here
you are-three ruined men--preying upon society like three wolves-
your manhood gone, your mothers and sisters forgotten, your wives and
children, if you ever had any, either killed by your disgrace, or living
in despair, your tongues trained to daily lying, your past a failure, your
future hopeless, and yet, when I offer to help you out of it, you ask me
what it matters to me 1 If I did not care about it, I should be a brute.
If I did not care about it, I should feel that I ouglit to get down upon
my knees, even to you, and ask your pardon. God only knows how
much I care about it."

Nicholas said this with the most earnest feeling, looking into the faces
of the men who sat before him, silent, spiritless, and unresponsive.

"It's too late," said Cavendish.
"It's not too late. It shall not be too late. You will accept the

proposition I make to you, or you will be in the lock-up before night. If
you will not reform, it will be my duty to protect society from you. I
do not like the alternative any better than you do. To me, you are all
men now-gentlemen, if you please. For this morning, you have laid
aside your unworthy characters, and we are here together to see what we
can do for ourselves. I know I can help you, and I know you can help
me, if you will. There is no man-there are no three men-in the world,
who can do for me a favour so great as you have it in your power to do
for me this morning. Why, if I never did anything else in ail my life, it
would make me glad and rich to be able to help you back to life and self-
respect."

Nicholas saw that the man who had assumed the relation of distant

cousin was moved. Even the rheumatic man was profoundly sober, but
both were under the restraint of the superior brain which the missionary

possessed. The latter had the dignity, in his own domain, of being a
leader, and Nicholas was inviting him to a life of subordination. It was
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painful to see how weakly the wills of all of them worked toward a de-
termination upon anything that was good.

"Besides," Nicholas went on, after observing them a moment, "I
want you to help me. You know so rmuch more than I do about this
city life and its temptations and miseries that I want you to help me-
to be my counsellors, my assistants."

The thought that they could be -of use to anybody-that they could
be accounted of importance in any scheme of good-that irstead of being
beneficiaries they could become benefactors-was a new and fruitful one.
Mr. Cavendish was quick to see the drift of impression in the minds of
bis companions, and was conscious of certain ambitions that were awaken-
ing within himself. Light began to dawn in the horizon of them all,
but still the enthusiastic missionary to the Flat Heads was inclined to
question and delay.

"J suppose," said Cavendish, " that you expect to make praying sneaks
of us all,-that we are to be pawed over, and palavered with, and
preached to."

"I don't know that I am acquainted with any praying sneaks, as you
call them," said Nicholas; " but if there is any sneak that is ineaner or
worse than one who sneaks into a benevolent man's house with a lie in
his throat with which to steal bis money, I should like to see him. He
must be a curiosity."

" Good ! " said Mr. Lansing Minturn, laughing suddenly ; and lie and
Mr. Yankton clapped their hands.

Mr. Cavendish felt that bis sceptre was departing, but he could not
give it up yet.

" But that's what they do," lie said. " They all want us to become
pious, you know. They want us to embrace religion, if anybody knows,
what that is."

"I am sorry to say," said Nicholas, " that religion is not for such fel-
lows as you are. I think that many well-meaning persona make a great
mistake in this matter. I should just as soon think of presenting reli-
gion to a pig as to a confirmed dead-beat, or willing pauper. A person

who has not will and shame enough to take the single step that places
him back within his manhood, will never take the two steps that will
lift him into Christianity. I am not a preacher, but if I were, I should

never think of preaching to you, until you had become something dif-
ferent from what you are now. Christianity was made for men, and not

for those who have ceased to be men. There is not a Christian motive
that can touch one who has sunk below his own respect. I was once in

very deep water myself, and I was obliged to come up, and work to get
up and stay up, before the rescuers could reach me and save me."

The men looked in each other's faces.
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"What do you say, boys 1 " inquired Mr. Cavendish.
"I'm going to try it," said Mr. Lansing Minturn, " whether the rest

do or not."
"I, too," said Mr. Yankton.
"Very well, I'm with you," said Cavendish.
Nicholas was overjoyed. He seized the hand of the first speaker,

and said impressively:
" You are quite welcome to the nane of my father and of my mother.

Keep them both. They will help to shut you off from your old associa-
tions, and hold you to your new."

Then he shook the other men by the hand, and told them that they
had given him one of the happiest moments of his life.

" Now, what do you propose to do with us 1" said Cavendish, who
refused to relinquish his lead.

" Don't put it in that way," responded Nicholas. " What do we
propose to do with ourselves, for you must remember that we are all
engaged in one enterprise. I ar to help you, and you are to help me.
I propose lunch."

" I presume we are all agreeable," said Cavendish, laughing.
Nicholas touched a bell, to which Pont promptly responded.
" Bring up lunch for four," said Nicholas as the negro appeared.
Then they broke bread together, and their viands were served with

courteous punctilio. The men were awkward at first, but their embarass-
ment soon passed away, and they entered into a lively conversation,
which made the meal thoroughly enjoyable.

"Now," said Nicholas, as he rose to his feet, " you are strong enough
to promise me a few things which will be necessary to your success. In
the first place, you must promise me never to return to your old haunts,
never to drink a glass of liquor unless it is prescribed for you by a
physician, always to stick together and be society for one another, and
always to come to me if you are in trouble."

"That's pretty tough," said Cavendish.
"Do you falter î"
"A man doesn't like to lose his liberty, you know."
"Liberty to lose your place! " exclaimed Nicholas. " Liberty to go

into dirty society when you can have good! What can you mean ?"
The other men did not demur, and Nicholas knew that he had not

yet touched the right spring in Cavendish,but he determined to study him
thoroughly, and to find it at any cost.

" Well" said Cavendish, with a sigh, " let's come back to the question:
What do propose to do with us ? "

"I propose to set you to work for wages, and to keep you at it every
day. I propose to get you a comfortable boarding-house, where you
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can all live together. I propose to interest you, if I can, in an enter-
prise in which I have great faith--the best enterprise, I am sure, which
it is possible for a man like me to undertake. I am going to try to get
hold of a great many such fellows as you are, and as you know all about
them, you can be of much assistance to me. You, Cavendish, must be
my right-hand man, unless it should happen that I am compelled to
become yours."

Nicholas had found the spring without looking far. A prospect of
leadership and influence lighted the eye of the ex-missionary to the Flat
Heads.

" Now," said Nicholas, putting on bis overcoat and bat, " let's go and
find a boarding-place. I have a dozen advertisements in my pocket,
clipped out of the papers while I was waiting for you this morning."

As they passed out of the hall and struck the sidewalk, Mr. Cavendish
coupled himself with Nicholas, and the men walked down the street
together. Nicholas was conscious that he was but little known, and
that few, if any, would notice his strange companionship. Besides, he
was deeply interested, and he did not care.

They went to one house after another, and finally decided upon a large
double-bedded room, in a cheap part of the city. Nicholas, after the
decision was made, had a long conference with the landlady, which
ended in bis becoming personally responsible for the board of the three
men for a month, and an agreement on ber part, that she would report
to him any irregularities of ber new boarders, should any occur.

During this interview he had left the three men in their room. On
returning, he found them very comfortable, and cheerfully chaffing each
other.

" You two fellows," said Nicholas, speaking to Lansing Minturn and
Yankton, " are to stay here, while Cavendish and I go out. You have
had enough to eat, you are comfortable, you have no temptation to go
away. We are going ont to see what we can do for you."

Nicholas and Cavendish had hardly reached the corner of the street,
when the two men, thus left free from care and in pleasant quarters, lay
down upon their beds and went soundly to sleep. They had been up
more than half of the previous night, and the beds were the most invit-
ing they bad seen for years. No lock and key was needed for then.

Nicholas and bis companion made directly for Glezen's office. They
found him. as he told them, " up to bis eyes " in work, though he gave
Nicholas a cordial greeting, and received bis companion politely. Glezen
knew, with the quick insight that comes to an observant man in city
life, that Cavendish " had had a history." He knew that he was not an
ordinary man, in ordinary circumstances. His seedy clothes, his Sharp-
ened countenance, bis quick eyes, betrayed the adventurer who lived
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upon his wits. "Glezen," said Nicholas, "I have brought this man
here, looking for employment, because I have become very much inter-
ested in him."

"Do you know him 1"
Yes-the worst of him."

"XWell," said Glezen, "I want a clerk. My work is getting too heavy
for me, but I must have a capable and a faithful one. How long have
you known him ý "

" Since yesterday morning."
Glezen looked into the face of the applicant with an amused smile,

which Cavendish not only understood but responded to for reasons which
even Glezen did not apprehend.

Mr. Cavendish cleared his throat, and then, with some hesitation,
turned to Nicholas, and said: " You have no idea of deceiving your
friend. You will tell him all about me, some time, and if anybody is
going to do it, I had better do it myself. Mr. Minturn "-turning to
Glezen-" has been kind enough to bring me here, after I have abused
his confidence, with the hope of giving me the chance for an honourable
life, which I had supposed was forever gone. I am what they call a
dead-beat. I don't know that I am very much ashamed of it. The
world has used me roughly, and I have had a hard time, but I am will-
ing to try again. This gentleman is the first who has given me a good
word, or exercised a good intention toward me for years. I am not very
hopeful of myself, but I am willing to try to please him. In fact, I
have promised to do so. And now if you will give me employment, you
will find that I am capable. So long as I stay, I shall serve you faith-
fully. You may come here some morning and find that I am gone, but
you'll miss nothing but me. That's all, and I couldn't speak to you a
more honest word if I were dying, so help me God ! "

" I like that pretty well," said Glezen. "J believe you'll do what you
say, too."

" Thank you," said Cavendish, " and you'll excuse me if I say that I
think we shall get along very well together."

" Thank you," responded Glezen, " and now let's see what you can do
with a pei."

Cavendish drew up to a table, wrote a polite note to Glezen, and signed it.
Glezen gave it a glance, and said :
" That will do. Now what wages do you want ?"
" J think," said Nicholas, turning to Cavendish, " that you had better

leave that matter to Mr. Glezen. He will deal fairly by you, I know:"

"All right!" said Cavendish.
Glezen comprehended the object that Nicholas had in view, and said

promptly :
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" Your salary begins fron this morning ; and here is a document that
I wish you to copy before you sleep. I shall be obliged to sit up all
night to do it if you do not."

Cavendish took it in his hand, but seemed troubled, doubtful and
hesitating.

What is it " said Nicholas.
"I'm afraid the boys will get tired of their confinement, and leave,"

Cavendish replied.
Nicholas was delighted to find him assuming a sense of responsibility

for them, and said:
"I Mr. Glezen will permit you to take your work home, at tea-time, I

am sure, though I'm not afraid of their leaving their comfortable quar-
ters for the present. They have no money."

"J know," said Cavendish, " but we must keep them contented and
interested."

Glezen readily gave his consent to the proposition of Nicholas, and
then Cavendish sat down at the desk prepared for him, to begin bis work.

" By the way," said Nicholas, rising, and addressing Cavendish, " do
you know whetlher that newly manufactured cousin of mine was ever a
civil engineer, as he pretends to have been ?"

" Yes, that was once bis profession, and he will do well in a subordi-
nate position."

"What about Yankton "
"Well, I don't think he was ever trained to anything. The rheumatic

dodge isn't high art, you know. Don't send him out-of-doors."
" Very well," said Nicholas ; "you will work here till six, and l'Il call

and go home with you. I mean to get some good news for them before
we see them again."

Then our enterprising young philanthropist shook bands with Glezen
and bis clerk, and went out. He could think of no one so likely to
second bis plans as Mr. Coates. He remembered what the old man had
said at bis dinner table, but that did not discourage him. He had learned
that talk did not mean much, on either side of the question, and that
those who seemed the hardest and the most prejudiced were quite as likely
to be helpful as those who were more weakly and tenderly sympathetic.

So he went directly to the prosperous mercantile establishment of Mr.
Coates. If he had appreciated the fact that the old man could not have
denied anything to the rescuer of bis wife and daughter, be would have
hesitated, but the thought that he had ever rendered Mr. Coates or bis
family a favour had not entered bis mind. He was going to ask for grace
and not for reward.

Nicholas entered the private office of Mr. Coates with a good deal of
timidity, but he was heartily received and put at bis ease.
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Any one who held an interview with the old and eccentric merchant
was obliged to do the most of the talking. His nature seemed to be
extractive and absorbent. To simple-hearted Nicholas thesequalitieswere
irresistible, and with a few suggestions and questions here and there, Mr.
Coates managed to draw out from the young man the whole story of
his experiences and experiments with the rogues he had taken upon his
hands. The old man carried a sober face through it all, but suffered
through certain inward convulsions, which, on rising to his throat, in
the direction of laughter, were suddenly shunted off into a cough.

He had heard many praises of Nicholas from his wife and daughter,
as well as from Glezen, with whomi he had become well-acquainted ; but
this was the first time he had ever enjoyed the privilege of a good look
into him. He was pleased with him and more than ready to serve him.

"D-did you ever skin an eel 1" said lie.
"Never."
"S-ippery," said Mr. Coates.
"You think these are slippery fellows, I suppose."
"iH-handle 'em with m-mittens. D-don't make too m-uch of 'em."
"My mittens are the police," said Nicholas. " They have seen the

rough side of my hand, and felt it too. All that I want to have you under-
stand is that my whole heart is in the enterprise of saving these men.
I believe it can be done. I have the advantage of them, and I propose
to keep it. If one of these men dares cross the line back into his old
life and associations, I shall put him where lie will have an opportunity
to repent at leisure."

"You w-want me to t-take Y-"
"Yankton, yes."
"I d-don't see how I c-an."
"I'm very sorry. Have you nothing for him to do i"
"Y-yes, I could m-make a light p-porter of him, but I c-couldn't

speak his n-name once a f-fortnight."
Nicholas laughed heartily, and responded:
" Then we must get a new name."
" C-call it T-Twitchell," said Mr. Coates. " He'Il r-recognise the

t-translation."
"So you'll take Twitchell will you 1"
"Y-yes, I g-guess so. I suppose a r-rose by any other name would

5-smell a g-good deal sweeter."
"Oh, l'Il see that he is cleanly dressed," said Nicholas.
"W-what are you g-going to d-do with the other one "
"I don't know."
Mr. Coates, who sat in a revolving chair, wheeled around to his desk,
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and wrote in silence a long note, which he carefully folded and ad-
dressed. Then he turned and handing it to Nicholas said:

" T-try that."
It was addressed to the Commissioner of Public Works, and contained

a statement of all the facts relating to the history and position of the
man for whom Nicholas was seeking employment. It contained also
the request, as a personal favour to the writer, that the Comumissioner
would do what he could, consistently with the interests of the public
service, to further the bearer's enterprise.

Armed with this document, his heart glad and expectant, his face
glowing with enthusiasm, Nicholas bade the old merchant a good after-
noon, and sought the office to which the note was addressed.

He found the Commissioner very busy, with a number of impatient
men in the ante-room of his office, waiting for an interview. It was
more than an hour before his opportunity came. He presented his letter,
which the Commissioner read with a frown. Then he sent for half a-
dozen men in different parts of the building, and held a consultation
with them. The matter looked very dubious to Nicholas, and he began
to tremble for the fate of Mr. Lansing Minturn.

However, after the young man had been sufficiently impressed with
the importance of the matter, which he had presented, and the pro-
foundness of the difficulty which had been mastered in arriving at a
decision, he was called to the side of the Commissioner, and in the most
friendly and confidential way, informed that it was winter, that not
much was doing, that the department was overwhelmed with applica-
tions for employment, that there were those among his friends who, if
they should know that he had favoured Mr. Coates before them, would
make it hot for him, that the appropriation was running very low, that
Mr. Lansing Minturn's precedents were not such as would reflect credit
either upon his family-begging the pardon of the family as it was repre-
sented by the gentleman before him-or upon the department, that he
really had no right in his public capacity to respect personal considera-
tions, etc., etc., etc.

After he had squeezed all the hope out of Nicholas that was possible,
and shown him the preposterousness of Mr. Coates's request, and placed
the young man in the position of an humble suitor for a benefaction of
untold value, he condescended to say that it had been decided that, as
a favour to an old and highly respected citizen, whose political influence
had always been upon the side of economy and public order, Mr. Lansing
Minturn should have a chance.

" Oh, I thank you! I thank you !" said Nicholas, pressing his hand,
with a warm stream of feeling spouting up from his heart like a geyser,
and overflowing the rocky Commissioner at his side.
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"You appreciate the difficulties of my position," said the Commis-
sioner.

" Entirely, and it is only too kind of you. I can never forget this
courtesy."

"I can't ask that," said the Commissioner, smiling in a patronizing
way. " Remember it until after election. That's all I ask."

Nicholas saw the point distinctly, and saw furthermore that he had
been a little boyish and gushing.

" Send your man here in the morning, with a letter," said the Com-
missioner. " Good evening, sir ! "

The mind of Nicholas was too full of his victories to make any analysis
of the operation through which he had just passed. During the long
stay in the Commissioner's office, the short winter day had come to an
end, and he found, on issuing upon the street, that the lamps were
lighted. He returned to Glezen's office, where he found both the lawyer
and his new clerk busily engaged at their work.

" Hurrah ! " exclaimed Nicholas, " I've got work for them al]. Did
anybody ever hear of such luck? "

Then he told them briefly what he had done, and how he had been
able to accomplish his purpose.

" Nicholas," said Glezen, solemnly, " do you know that you are ripen-
ing for a memoir i Don't die. I've always been afraid of being too
good for this world, and have tried to keep just wicked enough to live."

Cavendish, driving away at his pen, with a smile illuminating~his
pointed face, responded:

" So have I."
A laugh followed, and then Nicholas told his protégé that he would

accompany him to his boarding-place. Papers, pens and ink were taken
from the office, and the two, with a strange, light feeling in their hearts,
threaded the streets together, and arrived at their destination just as
the two men whom they had left there were yawning themselves into
consciousness.

Nicholas sat down with them, and told them the results of his after-
noon's labour on their behalf. When he reached the matter of Yank
ton's change of name, and the reasons which had determined it, the
merriment of the party became uproarious. The whole affair was as
good as a play. While they sat, the tea-bell rang, and Nicholas rose to
take his leave.

" Cavendish will be obliged to work this evening, and will be fully
employed," he said, addressing the other two men. " He will need to
get rid of you, and I want you to come to my rooms to obtain the letters

you will need to-morrow; and, perhaps, I can do something to make
you more comfortable and more presentable."
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The men promised to call, and then Nicholas went out, took a pass-
ing omnibus, and rode home. Dispatching his dinner, he wrote the
letters he had alluded to, and was ready to devote himself to his visitors
when they arrived. The sheepish look of the morning had passed from
their faces, and, relieved of the presence of Cavendish, they talked free-
ly of their histories, and spoke courageously and hopefully of the future.
Nicholas passed an interesting and 'delightful evening with them, and
before they took their leave brought out to them some of his half worn
clothing, which he begged them to accept.

"I don't give you any money," he said, " because you don't need any,
and it would be a temptation to you. I'll call to see you to-morrow
night."

They took leave of their benefactor and helper with hearty expres-
sions of gratitude, and pledges of good behaviour in the situations which
had been procured for them ; and then Nicholas sat down and thought
it all over. He had accomplished the largest day's work of his life. He
had laboured under the influence of the best motives all day, and had
worked in earnest. He was weary in body and mind, but he had never
been more thoroughly happy. What the final result of his efforts might
be, lie could not foresee, but he felt that if he could save these three men
he should not live in vain. He had only begun, however, and the pros-
pect of future harvests filled him with enthusiasm. He knew that for a
long time these men must be kept under surveillance. He knew that
Glezen and Mr. Coates would do what they could to help him, and that
they would be trustworthy counsellors ; but he saw that all three men
must be kept busy-that their evenings would have to be looked after.
It was for this necessity that he must wisely provide, and nothing
seemed so promising to him as in some way to make them responsible
for each other, and to change their attitude from that of beneficiaries to
benefactors. If he could interest them in his schemes, and make them
helpers in the task of reclaiming others, he was sure that he could hold
them to their present resolutions.

If the rich young men of the city who had tried in vain to tempt
Nicholas into their life of meaninglessness and idleness had looked into
his heart that night, they would have seen how small occasion they had
to regard him either with pity or contempt.

CHAPTER XVI.

WHILE all these events were in progress, others of hardly less interest
to the reader occurred in Miss Larkin's little parlour.
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Few are they who, in the activities of robust life, pause to think of
the loneliness of the helpless invalid-of the isolated bondage of weak-
ness. To a young woman who is cut off fromn all youthful amusements
and pursuits, who is restrained from love, who, within four walls, is
bound to her couch by chains as cruel as if they were made of steel,
whose hands are forbidden any response to the busy motions of her
mind, there come.hours when even sympathy wearies of its ministry,
and mercenary attendance must seek relief from its burdens. She must
be left alone, her hands folded in patient waiting. Reminiscence, idle
dreaming, aspirations, regrets, tears-these corne in pathetic routine to
fill the heavy hours when society departs. Great, silent heroisms are
wrought out in intervals like these, more wonderful than the common
imagination can conceive; or great moral disasters are suffered, from
which there is no recovery.

In one direction or the other-toward cheerful, self-forgetful, ever-
buoyant fortitude ; or toward fretfulness, impatience, discontent and
veak complaining-the invalid always gravitates. Wine, long shut

from the sunlight, ripens into nectar or vinegar. The alternative is
mfainly fixed by the amount of sunlight it had the privilege of absorbing,
when it hung in clusters upon the vine.

Grace Larkin had had a delightful girlhood. Before she had been set
aside by the hand of disease, and previous to the bereavements which

had placed her in Mr. Benson's keeping, she had absorbed all the sun-

shine that could come into life through health, a happy temperament,
parental love and prosperity. So invalidism had ripened her into a

womanhood that was marvellously strong and sweet. Like all invalids,
she had her lonely hours-hours that seemed like eternities while passing
-but no friend ever found her in tears, or left her without the experience

of a pleasant inspiration. Al who came to give the comfort of sympa-
thetic companionship, departed with the consciousness that they had

received more than they had bestowed. This was the secret of her hold

upon her friends. This was what made her tasteful little parlour a de-

lightful resort.
The change in her condition, to which her guardian once alluded

in his conversation with Nicholas, was one concerning which she had

held no communication with him. He had either guessed the truth, or

utilized a vagrant impression in the accomplishment of his purpose to

ascertain the young man's sentiments.
It was true, however, that she felt more hope concerning her ultimate

recovery, during the months that followed the disaster which interrupted
her attempt to travel, than she bad ever dared to indulge in before. The

reaction which followed the terrible shock had raised her. She felt that
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she was stronger-that the nerves and muscles which had so long refused
to perform their offices had received new life.

Thenceforward her lonely hours were far from being the least inter-
esting that she passed. She said nothing of lier altered feelings and her
awakening hopes, even to Miss Bruce lier companion ; but that lady was
more and more at liberty to be absent ; and she often found her charge,
whom she had left reclining, sitting'upright upon lier lounge when she
returned, and looking flushed, though not unhappy. What experiments
had been in progress during lier absence she did not know, but she
guessed.

Miss Larkin could not have been a woman-least of all the woman
that she was-if she had failed to recognise the passion which Nicholas
felt for lier. From the first moment that she suspected it, she had been
upon ber guard. She did not dare to indulge herself in thoughts of him.
She knew that ber conscience would never permit lier to burden his
life with the care of lier invalidism. For any selfish satisfaction or
delight, she would not load him with the reproaches or the pity of his
friends. If she could not be a wife to him, in all wifely ministries of
care and helpfulness, she would live alone and die alone, even if she
should ever permit herself, or be compelled, to love him.

Nicholas did not need to be told this, for lie had already divined it.
Indeed, it was this consideration which more than once had restrained
him from laying his heart and life at her feet, and offering ber his hand.
He knew that she would reject him if lie should ever be tempted by the
stress of his affection to discover his heart to lier, and that the event
would bring to lier and to him an overwhelming pain.

She ordered her thinking as well as she could, but she could not en-
tirely put him out of it. Much as she longed to mingle in the busy
scenes of life which engaged lier friends, earnestly as she desired re-
covery that sie might be an actor in the beneficent schemes which they
were pushing on every hand, Nicholas, and the possibility of life in his
companionship, always mingled with her motives and lier hopes. She
believed in him wholly. Her heart gave him its supreme approval. So,
however she might disguise the fact to herself, she desired to get well
for him,-for many other things besides, but always for him.

One afternoon when Miss Bruce returned from a hurried walk, she
noticed that different objects about the room had been disturbed. A
shawl had been dropped in the middle of the room. A rose had been
picked from a pot in the window.

Miss Bruce paused and picked up the shawl. Seeing the rose at Miss
Larkin's throat, she said:

" Has any one called 1"
"é No."
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Has Mrs. Benson been in ?"
"No."ý

"No woman-no child-no angel 1"
"I have but one angel, and she is asking me questions. I wish she

were less inquisitive," answered Miss Larkin, with a merry laugh.
Miss Bruce regarded her a moment, then crossed the room, knelt at

the couch, put ber arms around the beloved invalid's neck, and burst
into tears.

"Oh, it is too good to believe-too good to believe!" she said.
"It isn't much, my dear," responded Miss Larkin, greatly moved.

'1 arn very weak, and a long way from recovery yet. Don't speak of
it. I don't wish to awaken hope in any one. I intended to bide my
own hope from you, and you must not betray me."

" Oh ! my child, my child i shall I ever see you well again-walking
again ? " said Miss Bruce, kissing ber with ardent affection. "Il eaven
be praised for the hope; and Heaven only knows how often I have
prayed for it."

Miss Larkin was very much affected by this demonstration on the
Part of one who was naturally calm and self-contained, and who had
trained herself to silence.

"Are you going to let me see you do iti" inquired Miss Bruce,
rising to her feet and wiping her eyes.

" I'm tired now. Let me rest awhile."
After the unwonted exertion, she slept for an hour. Then she woke,

and finding Miss Bruce present, she drew a chair to ber couch, and by
its aid rose to her feet, and pushing it before her, followed it totteringly
into the middle of the room. Miss Bruce saw that she faltered during
the last steps, and had time only to throw her arms around her, before
she sank so nearly helpless that she was with great difficulty restored to
her couch.

" You see, my dear, that you must not try this again alone," said
Miss Bruce tenderly.

" I'm afraid I shall," responded Miss Larkin smiling, but panting and
faint.

The attempt was a failure, but it was sufficient to fill Miss Bruce with
hope and expectation. There was certainly a change. There had been
an accession of new life and strength, and she was physician enough to
know that use would divert to the inactive limbs the vital energy and
the muscular power which had been so long withheld.

For days afterward, however, she would not permit ber charge to re-
peat the experiment. Then, once a day, and always at ber side, she
presided at the trial. Progress, if any was made, was slow; but the
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patient met with no drawbacks. She found her strength at no time
utterly failing, but was always able to get back to ber couch unaided.

Of these experiments and the hopes that were based upon them, none
knew but Miss Larkin and her devoted companion. Mr. Benson occa-
sionally looked in,-always with his bat and cane in his hand,-nade a
kind inquiry, and departed. From the time he had read his ward's note
requesting another private interview, he had studiously avoided all re-
ference to it, and all opportunities for the interview desired. It was
his delight and bis policy to come in when others wei e calling. He
knew she would not betray him, and that he could play bis part of affec-
tionate guardian under such circumstances to the advantage of bis reputa-
tion. He could enter the room, ready for the street and his bisy out-
side life, take her hand, inquire tenderly for ber health, apologize for bis
intrusion, give a hearty word to ber friends, and gracefully retire. Grace
understood -the trick, and be knew that she understood it. Once or
twice he had been nearly caught. He had found ber friends retiring as
he entered; and tben he always excused himself upon the ground that
he had some business with one of them. Then he found that it was
never safe to call when only Miss Bruce was present, because she always
took the opportunity to retire wben he entered. He was quick to guess
the truth, viz.: that the matter was understood between bis ward and
her companion, and that he was to be entrapped if possible. As he bad
reasons for avoiding such a catastrophe, he avoided it.

One evening, when he had sat longer than usual over his dinner and
bis evening paper, and Miss Bruce and Mrs. Benson were enjoying a
quiet tèe-à-tUe in the corner of the dining-room, they heard steps and the
moving of a chair above them. Mr. Benson raised his eyes and listened.
Then he looked at Miss Bruce, and saw that she was pale and seemed
uneasy.

" What is that noise 1" inquired Mr. Benson.
Mrs. Benson answered that she did not know. She knew, however,

that the servants of the house were at their dinner, and that no one had
called. Mr. Benson knew this, too. Miss Bruce made no answer. She
would have flown upstairs in a moment if she had dared to do so, but
she was afraid of arousing the suspicions of the family. Finally, she
rose quietly, and saying that it was time for ber to rejoin Miss Larkin,
prepared to leave the room. Before she reached the door, there came a
heavy jar upon the floor above them, and a noise as of falling furniture.
She sprang from the room and mounted the stairs in headlong haste.

Mrs. Benson suggested that it might be robbers, and that Mr. Benson
had better follow and see what the trouble was.

He laid down his paper, and, in a leisurely way sought Miss Larkin's
room. The door was open, and he found Miss Bruce engaged in the dif-
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ficult attempt to help Miss Larkin back to lier couch. Quietly entering
and motioning Miss Bruce to stand aside, he lifted his ward in his arma
and laid her upon the lounge.

Miss Larkin was not hurt, and was laughing. The exceeding solemnity
of Mr. Benson amused her.

" Shall I leave you," lie said, " and have a talk about this indiscretion
at Our leisure ? "

"Oh no, by no means," she replied.
"You must see that you have been indiscreet, my child," he said in a

tone of tender concern.
" Nevertheless, 'i not sorry," she responded, " for it has brought you

to me. Don't you see that I write you a note, and you will not cone, and
then my chair slips away and falls down with me, and that brings you ?"

"Don't trifle, my dear. It is a serious matter."
"It is not half so serions to me as the fact that I can never see you,"

said Miss Larkin. Mr. Benson looked around, and learned that Miss
Bruce had silently left the room. Then lie impulsively rose to bis feet.

" Don't go," said Miss Larkin. " Wait until Miss Bruce comes back.
I want te talk with you."

There was no help for it. He had run into the trap, and insuperable
considerations had closed it upon him. How he was te manage to get
out of it without being hurt, he did not know; but the first expedient
was one toward which he was directed by the habits of his life.

" My dear Grace," ho said, "I had supposed that you were reconciled

te your lot,-that you had humbly made up your mind te the assign-
menta of Providence. AfRictions do not rise from the ground. They
descend from above. The discontent which you manifest-this quarrel
which you seem disposed to enter upon with the Power which has pros-
trated you-disappoints me."

Miss Larkin looked with ber large eyes into his, as if she were won-
dering how such a man couild say such words, and yet, te all appearance,
believe himself te be sincere.

"Disappoint you 1" she said. " We are often disappointed in one
another."

Mr. Bonson coloured. He did not dare to push his reprimand any
further in that direction.

" How long have you been engaged in experiments like this 1 " he
inquired.

"For several weeks."
"Without the advice of a physician 1"
" Yes,"

" Has Mise Bruce known of them 1
" Yes, she has assisted me in them."
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" Then she is an imprudent woman, and quite unworthy of the charge
I have committed to her. I think it time that you have a more discreet
and conscientious person in her place."

" So long as I am more than satisfied with Miss Bruce, I do not see
why I should part with her," Miss Larkin responded.

" My dear," said Mr. Benson, quickly, "I have a duty upon my
hands, and I must discharge it. Itis my duty to place with you one
who will counsel and keep you safely. I should forever blame myself
if disaster should come to you through my neglect."

Again the large eyes were turned upon him in wonder. He saw
straight through them into the memory of his own cowardly surrender
of her life. He could not bear the look, and turned away from it.

"I release you from all responsibility for me," she said.
"You release me I What do you mean 1 "
"Can you forget, Mr. Benson, that I have arrived at the age at which

I become responsible for myself i This is what I have been wanting to
tell you. Miss Bruce will stay with me, because I wish her to stay. I
shall persist in my experiments toward getting back into my life, be-
cause I am responsible for them. I am not discontented. I have never
complained, but I am hopeful. I expect to get well, and after all these
years of care I feel as if you ought to be glad, and to load me with con-
gratulations."

Mr. Benson was thinking. There was no smile upon his face. She
could not read his thoughts, bnt she knew that she had brought him no
sense of relief, and that there were no grateful responses in his heart.

At this moment the door-bell rang, followed by the sound of merry
voices in the hall below.

"Your friends are coming, and I will go," he said.
"Oh, not yet ! " she replied hurriedly. " There is one thing that I

must say to you. I must know about my affairs. I want you to tell
me everything. It will employ my mind, and you know that you can
do nothing legally in regard to them without my consent."

" Let us talk about this at leisure. Your friends will be here in a
moment."

He turned to go out, and heard the words:
" I must insist on this, Mr. Benson. It must be done at once. I

cannot live in this way."
Mr. Benson opened the door, and met the incoming visitors, whom he

received with his accustomed courtesy. Then turning, he said : " Good
night, my child !" in his most affectionate tone, and sought his library.

He sat down and thought. Everything was working against him.
Of course he had not been ignorant that Miss Larkin had arrived at her
majority, but her affairs were not quite in a condition to be exposed to
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her. The shrinkage of the values in which her funds had been invest-
ed, the personal use of her income, to which he had been compelled, by
the necessities of lis own credit, the continued downward tendency of
business and property, the bankruptcy that threatened him-all this was
terrible, and he could see no way out of it. He had been once humbled
into abjectness by ber, in view of her power over his reputation. Again
he had come under her power through the maladministration of a trust.

There was no way-there could be no way-for him but to make a
full confession to bis ward, on bis knees, if need be, ofhis short-comings,
and to crave her forbearance and ber aid.

CHAPTER XVIII.

"THE Larkin Bureau" was in session again. It was the habit of thislittle group, consisting of the young people with whom our story basmade the reader familiar, and others witb wlose personalities tle story
does ,ot need to be burdened, to relate their experiences and to discussways and means." Their interest in these meetings surpassed thatwith which they regarded any of the other of the social assemblages ofthe winter.

Already hints of some of the fresh experiences of Nicholas had been
gathered by different members of the company, and all were desirous to
hear the complete story from his own lips. They listened with the pro-
fouiidest interest, and with much laughter, to the recital of the incidents
connected with lis encounter with, and capture of, the three rogues he
had undertaken to reform. Quite unconsciously to himself, he revealed
bis own gifts and bis own character in lis narrative, as vividly as he
did those of the rogues. Miss Larkin and Glezen exchanged significant
glances, which meant: " He is even better and brighter than we thought
him to be."

" Now, Mr. Minturn, what are you going to do with these men I " in
quired Miss Larkin.

"That is the question you are to help me to answer," he replied.
"But you have your own idea 1"

Yes, I know what needs to be done. They must be kept busy, and
kept interested and contented. They are, in some way, to be so helped
back to their sense of manhood, and they are so to commit themselves to
a new course of life that they will never fall again. How to effect these
objects is the great question, and I really feel incompetent to answer it.'

" The difficulty to be overcome in the attempt to reform a pauper of
any sort, it seems to me," said Miss Larkin, "lies in the impossibility of
Placing hin in dignified conditions. No matter what ambitions and rese-
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lutions you may be able to stir in a man whose conditions are mean and
suggestive only of his animal wants, they fade out when he realizes the
setting in which his life is placed. His wife and children are ragged,his tenement is filthy, his neighbourhood is base, and everything around
him is a draught upon his self-respect. How he is to get that which will
keep him and his alive is the ever-present question. Every thought is
concentrated upon his animal life. Every thought of his neighbour is en-
gaged in the same way. In this respect they are all like babies. Every-
thing that comes to their hands is carried at once to their mouths. They
cannot see any significance in the Christianity which gcod people preach
to them unless it will, in some way, feed them or give them money."

" Well, I have removed my men from their mean conditions," said
Nicholas, " and I shall lend them books and pictures."

"I was not thinking so much about them, as about those who are in
worse conditions," said Miss Larkin. "If we could only contrive, in
some way, to dignify the facts of their every-day life and surroundings,
to inspire ambitions and emulations among them, to enable them to see
that even poverty has its poetical side, and that their pinched lives may
be dignified by humble spiritualities, we could do much for them. Until
we can accomplish this, every good thing which we do for them will be
debased. We must make men and women of them before they will
answer to motives addressed to men and women. There is no use in
addressing our religion to an open mouth; we must have the open mind
and heart."

" You have taken a very large contract, my good friends," said Glezen,who had neyer entered very heartily into their schemes. " Wise heads
have been trying to solve this problem for a great many years, and they
have never solved it."

" Well," said Nicholas, " perhaps the solution of the problem is to be
revealed unto babes. I believe in Christian benevolence, of the right
sort, but I suspect that the benevolence of propagandism is not exactlythe thing for our pauper population. There is one field, it seems to me,
which Christian benevolence has never properly occupied. It has fed
the mouth and clothed the back, and thus nursed the very greed which
it ought to have destroyed. When it has done this, it bas undertaken
to give to the pauperism it has helped to develop, the Christian religion.
I don't believe it can be made to grow on such a stock. I believe you
might just as well preach religion to a stableful of ravenous horses.
There is an intermediate ground that Christian benevolence generally
bas failed to occupy. There is, now and then, a missionary or a Chris-
tian preacher, who sees the right thing to be done ; but most of
them ignore the conditions of the life they attempt to benefit, and,
after cramming and clothing the body, present their religion in the
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form of a sermon or a tract. I feel sure that if three-quarters of the
money that has been Ixpended on food and clothing, and Sunday-schools
and preaching, had been devoted to the enterprise of placing the pauper
population in better conditions,-to giving them better tenements, better
furniture, instruction in the facts and possibilities of common life, enter-
taining books, suggestive pictures, and training in household arts,-the
good results to religion itself would be ten-fold greater than they are."

"Where did you learn all thisl" inquired Glezen, with genuine surprise.
I never learned it ; I see it ," replied Nicholas. " I thank God thatI never learned anything to cloud my instincts in this matter."

" Well, you seem to have succeeded very well with the three fellowswhose salvation you have undertaken, so far. The end is not yet, evenwith them, but I'm inclined to think you can manage them."I am going to make them help me in some way," said Nicholas."The reformed drunkard knows what motives to address to a man Who
is still a slave to hie vice, and I don't see why a reformed pauper cannot
be as useful to the class front which. he has risen."

We muet al be careful about one thing," said Miss Larkin; I wemut be careful not to forget that the poor who need aid are not allvoluntary paupers, and we must not forget the little children."This remark brought out Miss Coates, whose whole heart was with
the children, and who believed that the way to cure pauperism was to
stop raising paupers.

" Now you touch the vital point," she said. "I have not much faithin the reformation of the confirmed paupers, but I have great faith inthe training up of a generation of children that will wipe out pauperi»m."
"Do you suppose you can counteract on Sunday a week's teaching inpauperism 1" inquired Nicholas. " Do you suppose that children wholive in a room little better than a sty, and who hear nothing talked ofbut food and the easiest way to get it, and who are instiucted tomanage for the reception of benefactions from their teachers, can becured of pauperism in a Sunday-school I Their whole life is in pauper

homes and pauper conditions."
" They can be taught honesty and truthfulness and moral obligation,at least," she responded.
"Under hopeless disadvantages, I fear," he said.
"Would you advise that we let them alone 1" she inquired.
"No, but they ought to have something more done for them-some-

thing more and of a different kind. Your teaching will go to waste,
otherwise. You will find that parental influence will quite overbalance
yours."

" I am ready to learn," she said; <'but until I do learn I shall work
in the old way."
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" Oh, tell us about Bob Spencer," said Miss Ilmansee, who was get-
ting somewhat bored by the character of the discussion, in which she
was incompetent to bear a part.

Miss Coates laughed. She had a good deal to tell, beyond what she
liad reported on the night of her visit to the Spencer family. Even
Glezen had heard nothing of her Sunday experiences, and when, in her
own lively and graphic way, she related the incidents of her memorable
encounter with one who was so very sure that he was a bad boy, bis
merriment was without bounds. He walked the room and clapped bis
hands, and roared with laughter.

" Good ! " he exclaimed. " Good ! Now you touch what you call
the vital point. These fellows all need flogging-every man and boy of
them. I tell you that what we call the Christian amenities and for-
bearances are lost on this whole crew. They don't understand them,
and they despise them. Bob Spencer is not a pauper exactly, but he is
in danger of becoming one, by his associations ; and I believe bis soul
is as good as saved. Didn't he fight ?"

"How could he ?"
"And bas he been to your school again 1"
"Regularly."
"How does he behave "

He not only behaves well himself, but he keeps the other boys in
order, and I believe he wotild fight for me at the shortest notice against
the greatest odds."

"Now here's a reformation worth having," said Glezen. "Don't
leave chastisement out of your scheme, Nicholas. I tell you it's worth
more than all your preaching and teaching. Knock the wickedness out
of them, and drive the goodness in. Sentiment is lost in this business.
Miss Coates bas made my life brighter fron this hour, and Bob Spencer
has become very dear to my heart. l'Il engage him for an office-boy to-
morrow."

Oh, will you 1" said Miss Coates with delight.
"Don't strike me !" said Glezen, dodging, as if he expected a blow.

" I assure you I meant him no harm. l'Il dress him in a blue round-
about with brass buttons, and lavislh my wasting affections upon him."

The reader has already perceived that Glezenlliad a sharper bark
than bite, and that while he assumed the attitude of an outside critic,
he was quite ready to second, in any practical way that was possible to
a man absorbed in bis own affairs, the operations of the enthusiasts
around him. His interest in bis new clerk was genuine, and bis know-
ledge of men enabled him to manage him with prudent skill. He saw
that Bob Spencer had been thoroughly shamed, and brought to a
" realizing sense " of the fact that he was not a very bad boy after all.
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That he had been heartily flogged, and had responded kindly to the

influence of the discipline, won his heart for the boy.
" You are very kind," said Miss Coates.

" Up to the measure of my interests, and the capacities of my office

-that's all," said he. " You must sec," he went on, " that I cannot do

any more for you. I'm not the keeper of a museum for the storage of

your trophies. You will be obliged to enlarge your acquaintance. I can

take care of one or two of the first drops, but, when the shower comes,

buckets will not do. You will be obliged to build a reservoir."

When the laugh that followed Glezen's words had subsided, Miss
Larkin said :

"There is one subject that I would like to hear discussed to-night.

I need to be instructed upon it, for, as it stands niow in my mind, it

is a burden upon my judgment and my conscience."

" Broach it, by all means," said Glezen, promptly. " Knowledge is

of no account in this company, so long as we have a man here who sees.

Ladies, Mr. Minturn awaits the question."
" I'm very much in earnest, Mr. Glezen," said Miss Larkin, "so please

don't make fun of me, or of anybody. You know that the times are

very hard. The poor throughout the city are suffering, and we are all

called upon to help them. Now, the question as to what we who have

Imoney can do for them, without injuring them, is a very important one.

I have felt as if I could not spend a penny on myself-as if I ought to

curtail my comforts, and drop all my luxuries. It somehow seems

when I purchase anything for my own gratification, as if I were taking

the bread out of mouths that are starving. My life is really made quite

unhappy by this thought."

" Put lier out of ber misery at once, Nicholas," said Glezen. " If you

don't, I shall be obliged to do it myself,"

" Perhaps we had better learn what the wisdom of the world says

first," said Nicholas, with a laugh, " and, if that fails, we'll fall back on

the unsophisticated instinct."

" Well," said Glezen, " I suppose I am a little heterodox on this

matter. One fact, however, we may all regard as established, viz., that

it i8 a curse to a poor man to give him what his labour can fairly earn.
rC

I know it is the custom of rich people, when hard times come down

upon the community, to cut off their luxuries, and all unnecessary

elxpenditures, not because they cannot afford them, but from fear of

sone disaster that may come to them. They give up their carriages, stop

dining their friends, suppress their social assemblies, cease buying

clothes, and by every action and all their policy do what they can to

deprive those who have ministered to their artificial wants-to their

extravagances, if you please-of employiment. When they have done
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this, and brought about a state of starvation among those who have
depended upon them, then they wonder whether they had better make
paupers of them or set them to work."

"Bravo! " exclaimed Nicholas.
"I see, and I thank you," said Miss Larkin.
"Don't thank me," said Glezen. " Spare my blushes. You embar-

rass me."
" Go on," said Miss Coates, who was getting new ideas, and arriving at

the practical centre of the subject much quicker than she had expected t o.
" Well, it seems to me," Glezen proceeded, I that if ever there is a

time in a rich man's life when he should indulge in luxuries, or, per-
haps, I should say, use his money in such a way as to give people work
to do, it is in a time of depression like this. If he has building to do,
let him build. Materials and labour are cheap, and he will never have
so good a time again. He certainly will not if he waits until better
times arrive. Instead of this, he shuts up his purse, curtails his expen-
ses, and waits while people starve. The truth is, that half the evils
which the poor are feeling now, come from the rich man's short.sighted-
ness and cowardliness. Every luxury that he indulges in gives work to
somebody. Every enterprise that he engages in, puts bread into hungry
mouths. I should say that every rich man who cuts off his luxuries
in a time like this, or fails to devise all possible schemes to keep the
poor employed, and then sits down and doles out his money to keep thein
from starving, most lamentably fails of doing his duty. I'm not a rich
man, but if any of my good friends have more money than they know
what to do with, I advise them to spend it for something that will give
work to idle hands,-to do this at once, and do it all the time. The
work that produces a garment which you procure as a luxury, is to
the person who makes it a necessity. The house which you build in a
time of depression, helps to bring the better time when you can get a
good rent for it. The fact is that the good time we are all waiting for
is locked up in the form of money in the coffers of those who refuse to
use it to their own advantage, as well as to the advantage of those who
are suffering for lack of labour."

I'm sure I don't think you are very heterodox," said Miss Larkin.
"I am sure you have common sense on your side, and I know that my
way seems much clearer to me, and that I feel very much relieved."

" So say we all," said Nicholas.
Glezen rose to his feet, placed his hand upon his heart, and made a

low bow. "I am very much honored," he said. " Ask me another."
At this moment Nicholas drew his handkerchief from bis pocket,

and, as he shook it out, a letter fell to the floor. He picked it up, and,
looking at it, he said :
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" Here is a note that was handed to me by the postman as I was
leaving home to-night. I had forgotten it. Permit me to open it."

He broke the seal, and the others observed him with curious interest
while he read it, for his countenance betrayed surprise and wonder.

"Shall I read this to you 1 " he inquired.
"Do so," from all.
As he reads it, it is not necessary for us to look over his shoulder and

report the wretched orthography in which the note is couched, but we
will take it from his lips.

" MR. MINTURN :-It is best for you not to show your head at " The
Crown and Crust " again. You are spotted, and you'l be took care of by
them as knows you. You can't catch me if you try, so give that up. If you
want to talk about the bonds, there's ways of doing it. The silver you will
never see again. That's gone ; but the bonds are placed, and you can get
them if you are willing to corne down handsome. I haven't got 'em, but I
know where they be, and I can tell you where they be, but you'll have to
show the color of your money. I advise you as a friend to keep out of our
part of the town, but the bonds are nearer to you than you know, and you
can have 'em if you'll pay. Write to Bill Sanders, and the letter'll come to
me, but that's not my name."

The little company were very much excited over the letter.

" Let me see it," said Glezen.
He took it and read it through.
"It's genuine, I think," he said, as he handed it back.

"What shall I do with it, or do about it ? " inquired Nicholas.

"Do nothing in a hurry," Glezen replied. " I will see you again
about it."

lI'm sure it's genuine," said Nicholas, who remembered and then

recounted to his companions the bootless chase he had indulged in, on

the night of his visit to " The Crown and Crust."
" The fellow is out of money again," said Nicholas, "and doee not

dare to offer his bonds in the market. fie undoubtedly supposes that
I know their numbers, and that Wall street knows them."

The incident of the letter quite diverted the thoughts of the company

from the topics they had met to discuss, and, after a desultory conver

sation, the visitors rose to take their leave.
" Don't go yet," said Nicholas. "I will be with you in a moment."

He passed out of the door with the intention of showing the letter to

Mr. Benson. Arriving at the library, where he knew that gentleman

always spent his evenings, he paused, and overheard voices. Mr. Benson

had company. Nicholas hesitated. He was standing within three feet

of bis own bonds. He could not suspect it, of course, but there was a

8trange influence upon him. He had no love for Mr. Benson, but he

felIt that he must see him. The earnest conversation that was in pro-
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gress in the room withheld him, however, and he turned reluctantly
away, and rejoined his friends.

Soon they all went out together, and as Nicholas passed Mr. Benson's
door, lie paused. Then lie went half-way down the stairs, and paused
again, turned, and started to go back. He finally concluded that he would
not return, and then he hurriedly ran down the stairs into the street.

Why did he not carry ont his purpose? What was it that suggested
it, and urged him to it ? Some spiritual influence was upon him to
which he was unaccustomed. Some angel was whispering to him,
though he could not understand the language. He did not know how
much he had done, or failed to do, to decide Mr. Benson's fate. He
could not know that the man from whom he had turned away was pass-
ing through a great temptation, and that, debased as he had been in
many respects, he would have been glad of any occasion that would com-
pel him to put the terrible bonds out of his hands.

He had now had them in his possession for several weeks. They had
begun to seem like his property. In his own mind, they were beginning
to form a part of the barrier that he was trying to build between him-
self and bankruptcy. As a last resort, he could raise money on them,
and, although they were not his, he did not absolutely know whose they
were. The man who had delivered them to him did not own them-
that was certain. Was it a kind Providence that had placed them in his
hands ? Who could tell ? Would it not be just as well for the bonds
to serve temporarily his purposes, who was trying to save himself and
preserve his trusts, as to lie idle in his safe ?

While these sophistries were exercising his mind, he knew that he
was debasing himself, but there was a strange feeling of helplessness
within him, as if the good angel and the bad angel of his life were en-
gaged in a struggle for his soul.

If in this mood Nicholas had found him, and shown him the letter he
had received, he would have hailed the message of the robber as a mes-
sage from God. That would have decided the matter. He might not
at that moment have surrendered the property, but he would have seen
the impossibility of using it for himself. He would have been placed
beyond the reach of a tormenting temptation-a temptation to use that
which was not his by any valid title, and a temptation to bring himself
to the belief that wrong was right.

Ah ! if Nicholas had only gone in when he intended to go in, how
different it all might have been with Mr. Benson ! If he had known
what the result of his visit would have been upon the man who disliked
and even hated him, he would, if necessary, have burst in the door.
But he did not go in.

(To be continued.)



FRAGMENT OF A TRAGEDY BY LORD LYTTON.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY REV. WM. SCOTT.

THE publication of anything fragmentary from the pen of Lord Lytton
would be presumptuous, if designed either to secure his name from obli-
vion or to increase his fame as an author. His friends could well afford
to let die much that he has written, without fear of diminishing his
claims on the esteem of posterity. We doubt much if the lamented
author himself would desire the republication of some of his early pro-
ductions, "Falkland" for instance; but it has occasioned surprise that
" Cromwell," a tragedy written by Bulwer in 1835-6, should have been by
him withheld from publication. The fact itself, that he commenced
and designed the publication of " Cromwell," may be doubted by many.
It is not mentioned at all, as far as known, among the literati of Great
Britain. At the period named, Saunders and Otley, of London, were

the publishers of Bulwer's works. But of this " Tragedy " as "in the
press," they withheld any announcement. They had, however, estab-
lished a branchhouse in New York, with a view to the early publication
and copyrighting of the works they considered their own. Several

volumes were so published, but those likely to secure a large sale were
reprinted by other houses, and the supposed copyright disregarded. In
the summer of 1836, the head of the Saunders & Otley New York
House received from England the first sheets of " Cromwell, a Tragedy,
by Edward Lytton Bulwer." They were placed in the hands of the
printer, and the person who now writes these lines was permitted to
mnake a manuscript copy of the first act in five scenes. But in August
or September of the same year, the order came for the suppression of the
" Tragedy," and it was never published. Ingenious speculation might
furuish reasons why this work of Bulwer's was withheld. Was the
mmd of the author unsettled or unsettling respecting the character of
Cromwell i The philosopher of Chelsea had not yet " cleared from the
circumambient inanity and insanity," the character of his hero, which
had been "overwhelmed under an avalanche of Human Stupidities."
That indicates Carlyle's judgment; what was Bulwer's ? it may be dis-
cernible to some, not to ail. The "fragment" may be accepted and

judged according to the light granted to each who presumes to investi-
gate the past in human history. Criticism seems scarcely admissible

respeting this production of Bulwer's, if his dictum be admitted as
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expressed in his preface to " King Arthur." That extended poem was

not first published as a whole. " Earlier portions" received "approbation"

"and encouraged its progress." The author indulged the hope that the

completed work would "not forfeit the indulgence bestowed on the

commencement." He said, "it is obvious that such merit as the work

may possibly be entitled to claim on the score of art or consistency can

be but imperfectly conjectured by specimens of its parts." True, but a

judgment of parts encouraged Bulwer to publish the whole of "King

Arthur." And if the critical reader be sure of the author's stand-point

in " Cromwell," as a part, he might have been encouraged to have given

the whole. But irrespective of the opinion held by Bulwer on the cha-

racter and aims of Cromwell, he has certainly given in his portraiture

of the man and his fellows some exquisite touches of feeling and senti-

ment, according with their language and work, as we find these in the

history of the times. The dramatis personæ are easily recognized-real

men and women. It may not be possible to identify Cecil and Edith,
unless after special search among domestic chronicles. But their loves

and attitudes - their conflicting passions and discordant sympathies,

constitute some of the finest passages in this remarkable fragment. Cecil's

firmness of attachment to the vacant throne and royal succession, and

Cromwell's dignified affirmation of loyalty to law and liberty, form mag-

nificent contrasts, equally striking and beautiful. After all, the paper is

but a fragment, written at a time when the author was incessantly

engaged as editor of the New Monthly Magazine, and when his prolific

mind produced " The Student," the " Pilgrims of the Rhine," " Eng.

land and the English," " The Last days of Pompeii, " Rienzi," and

perhaps " Ernest Maltravers." The fact demonstrates extraordinary ver-

satility of genius, and of this portion of " a tragedy " now offered to

Canadian readers, it will be an occasion of great surprise, if the part does

not originate a strong regret that the author declined to furnish the

whole.

CROMWELL.
BY EDWARD LYTTON BULWER.

ACT I. Ward off the gapers, that, with thirsty mout,
Wotuld drink, as somethiîig sacred, the mute air,

ScE NR L.-A Room in Whitehall. At the back, dircling the dust of him that ee a king.
folding-doors, hung with black crape.

HENRY MARTIN, HARRISON, IRETON.

lIBTON. Ev'n as o passed the porah, a goodly cmt,
Round and tun-bellied, plucked me by the robe

Does the crowd gather still? "1Sir, can I see the king ? " quoth he. I frowned:-
HARRISON. *There is no king !" Said 1. "The man called

Ay ! Round the door Charles
The godless idle eluster; nor with ease Is the same clay as yours and mine. Lo !yond'
Can our good guards-the tried men of the Lord- Lies, as yet unburied, a brave draper's corpse ;
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Go ye and gaz- on that !" And so I passed.
Still the crowd murmured-We would see th

King.
IRETON.

Ay ! round the vulgar forms of royalty,
Or dead or quick, the unthinking millions press
They love the mummery of their chains,
And graceless walks unsceptred Liberty
To their coarse gaze. 'Twas a bold deed, tha

death !
HARRIsoN.

A deed we ne'er had had the souls to do,
But for the audible mandate of the Lord.

.did not sleep seven nights before my hand
Signed that red warrant; and e'en now, nethink

Miduight seeisn darker and more sternly still
Than it was wont to do!

IREToN.

A truce with this.
When saw ye last the General?

MARTIN.

Scarce a, hour
Bath joined the pat since I did leave him pray

ig.

IRETON.

The Pions Cromwell ! 'Tis a blessed thing
To have a lodge above, and, when the air
Grows dio and rank on earth, to change th,

Scene,
And brace the sou, in thoughts that breathe o

Heaven.
He bears him bravely then, that virtuous man ?

MARTIN.
Bravely; but with a graver, soberer mien
Thar when we councilled on the deed now donc.

IRETON.
Yea, when he signed the warrant, dost thon mim
How, with the pen yet wet, ie crossed thy face,
)y honest Harry ? ('twas a scurvy trick !)
And laughed tilt merry tears coursed down his

Cheeks
To se thy ruddy cheeks so streaked with black ?lia! Ha!-and yet it was a scurvy trick!
And thou didst give him hack the boon again,
And hoth laughed loud, like mad-caps at a

school,
When the grim master is not bv. I wasThe man who, next to Cromwell, planned the actWhich Sealed old England's freedom: yet that

langh
Made me look back -and start-and shudder.

MARTIN.
Tush!

Thon know'st thy kinsman's merry vein what
time

The-huio
hor uthours on him. I'il he sworn, nor he

For ththought lighter of the solemui deedO that n
0

seely moment ;-'twas the vent0f an ecited puise ; and if our own,Whe hudl we were dooming to the Stuart,We ShOuld have toyed the same.

HARRISON.

e Why prate we thus-

Lukewarmn sud chili of heart? When Barak
broke

The hosto of Sisera, alter twice ten years
0f hondige, did the sons of tersot weep?
Or did they soek excuses for just mirth?1
No; they sang ont in hoîsest joy- "Awake

t Captis'ity is captiv'e! sud the stars

Foughi frosr their courses agsýnst Sisera."
Our Sisera isuno more-we wilt rejoicel

I HEO ( iso te MARNI,)

Humour hWm, Harry, or we 'scape not su
Luk sainty orchuile of hosilWes,
Bristling 'sith att the missiles of quotation;
Provoke hini, sud hoe pricks ysu with a text.
(Aloud) Right, holy cosirade, thon hast weli re-

buked us.
But to rotns os earth. The Generat foots,
My Harry, how the eyes of the dus wortd
Are fixed on us how att of England's weat
Weighs on ourshoudereand withfseross thought
Inclines him to the study of the nous 
For every moment nw shoud wom desigs,
And u the air wo broathe, the thunder-cloud
Hangs muteay Heaven disperse it o'er our

foes.
MARsTI.

Irton, his son forrsees, sud is prepared
Ho wit anot patch new fortune sith od foars,
Nor hait 'twixt dot d daring. We have doue

ThAot which Rontiued coldeteshu abut less -

And on the awfut head we have discrowoed

MuAt found our Capitol of Libert w

HARRISON (ur has een waikinseis tougtre
mutering to himeif, sude y tuhe round.)

Fho coe s? thon hast il omen on thy b w.
Art thonauy, pardon !--soldier o! the Lord ?

ScKNa Il.-Te them SIR HUBERT CRCIt.

CEIRJL.

Where is the Generat? Where the IoftY Crm-
welt ?

tRITON.

Yong Cei! Welcome, cosrde! Jus from

Spain?
What news, I pray? The dust upon thy garb

Thtokens wedry speedn

Fase heart, away !
Where is thy ister, hloodhound ?

baREON.

Art thon maxi?
IW it to me these words i or tht ty bword

Were vowd to hoier fields, this ba d-

CecIL. (Aeree!M>.

Thot hand!1
Look on it wett. What stali hstt marred its

white
Since Cci we met? Ad yom, ade!t Jsatnd

Martin,
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And you, text-mouthing Harrison-what saws, Ghost, quoth lie ! Ghost ! Sees't thou a ghost,
Plucked from the rotten tombs of buried codes, good Ireton?

What devilish garblings from the HolyWrit, IRETON.
Gave ye one shade of sanction for that deed What in broad daylight Fie, General
Which murdered England's lonour u her king.

HARRISON.
HARRISON (interrupting Martin and Ireton, as

they are about to reply). Satan walks
Daily and nightly tempting; but no more

Peace! Peace, my brethren! Leave to me the Wel fo the couneil. Verily, my soul
word Darkens at limes the noon !Th fiend is trong.

Lo, my soul longs to wrestle with the youth. (Exeunt.)
1 will expound ta hini. Tha' saith theLord- Sal an1.d A Rongt temtin ;bwell's hose. T e

CECIL. LADY CLAYPOLE. EDITH.

Blaspheme not ! Keep thy dark hypocrisies
To shroud thee from thyself. But peace, my

heart !
I will not waste my wrath on such as these.

Most honest Ireton, did they tell me false,
Or is thy leader here? thy kinsman, Ireton ?
Oh God ! hath stout-armed Cromwell come to

this!
The msaster deathsman of your gory crew.

IRETON.

I would he w ere, young madman, to requite

Thy courteous quoting of his reverent naine.

Go, seek our England's David at his hearth,

And chide the arm that struck Goliath down.

HARRISON.

I will wend with thee, rash Idolator!

So newly turned to the false god of Horeb;
My soul shall wrestle with thee by the way.

CECIL ( Harrison who is about to follow him).

Butcher, fall back !-there is a ghost behind

thee,
That with hueless cheek and lifeles eye,
Forbids thee henceforth and for aye to herd
With men who murder nüt. And so farewell

(Exit Cecil.)

HARRISON (looÅking fearfully arouînd).

A ghost ! said ha a ghost ?

MAàRTIN.

Ay, GOeneral, ay;
And ha who stands upon the deadly brink
Of Cromwell's ire, may well behold the ghosts
He goes so soon to join.

(Enter a Puritan soldier.)

SoLDIER.

Worshipful Sirs,
The council of the faithful is assembled,
And the Lord President entreats your presence.

IRETON.

Come Martin ; come, bold-hearted Harrison,
Bradshaw awaits.

HARRIsoN.

Get thee behind me, Satan
I fear thee not ! thon canst not harm the

righteous.

LADY CLAYPOLE.

So leave we then, the past ! The angry sky
Is cleared by that same thunder-storm which

cleaves
The roof of kings; the dark times' crowning evil
Is o'er; the solemn deed, that stern men call
Necessity, is done ;- now let us hope
A brighter day for England

EorrI.

Who knows Cromwell,
Knows his as one inflexibly austere
In what his head deems justice ; but his heart

Is mild, and shrinsks fron the uncalled-for

shedding
Ev'n of the meanest blood: yet would to Heaven
For his own peace, that he had been less great
Nor sate as judge in that most fearful court,
Where either voice was periL. What the world
Will deem his choice, lies doubtful in the clouds
That shaie the time. Thank God that we are

womens.
LADY CLAYPOLE.

Yea ! in these hours of civil strife, when men

Know not which way lies conscience, and the

night

Scares the soft slumbers from their haggard eyes

By schemes of what the morrow shall bring forth,
'Tis sweet to feel our weakness, and to glide

Adown the streai of our inactive thought!

While on the bank towers crash and temples fail,
We sail unscath'd ; and watch the unvex'd life

Mirror that peaceful heaven earth cannot mar,!
(A fler a pause, uith a smile.)

Yet scarce indeed unvex'd, while one wild power

Can rouse the tide at will, and wake the heart

To tempest with a sigh ;- nay, blush not Edith.

EmITH.

I have no cause for blushes : and my cheek

Did wrong my thouglt, if it did speak.of shame.

To love! -ah ! 'tis a prond, a boastful joy
If he we love is worthy of ourlove!

LADY CLAYPOLE.

And that ilutruth, is Cecil ; with his name
Honour walks spotless, and ibis stormy world
Grows.fair before hispresence ; in his tongue

Lurks nodeceit; his smile conceals no frown

Ev'n in his'very faults, his lofty pride,

L'. _
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And the hot frankness of his hasty mood,
There seems a heavenly virtue, by the aide
Of men who stalk around, and if they win
Truth te the soul, wear falsehood on the brow.

EtrIT.
Speak thus forever, dearest ! for his praise
Makes thy voice music. Yes, he is all this;
And 1, whose soul is but one thought of him,
Feel thought itself can compass not the girth
Of his wide merit. Was i not right to say
I coutld not blus toc e m? Net, metisinks,
Weil might i blush that one like Cecil
Has love for Edith 1

LADY CLAYPOLE.

If, sweet coz, I cease
To praise him, it shall b for sweeter words
Ev'n than his praise !

EnrIm.
Impossible !

LADY CLAYPOLE.

And yet,
Were I a msaid that loves as Edith loves,
Tidings of him t loved were sweeter words
Ev'n than his praise.

EnrTsI.

Tidings!-Oh, pardon, coz !-
Tidings from Spain?

LADY CLAYPOLE.

No, Edith, not from Spain ;
Tidings from London. Cecil is returned.
Just ere we met, his courier's jaded steed

Halted below. Sir Hubert had arrived,
And on the instant sought my father.

EDITI.
Come !

And I to bear it from another's lips

LADY CLAYPOLE.

Nay, coz, he just: With matters of great weigh
Matters that crave at once my father's car~
Be sure that be is laden.

LADY CLAYPoLE.

Nay, friendship is a star
Fading before the presence of love's sun.
Farewell! Again, Chose blushes !-Edith, fe.

(Exit Lady Claypole).

ScENE IV.-CcîIL and EDITII.

Where is the General ?-Where-Oh, Heaven

à My Edith !

Is there no welcome in that word? An 1
Unlooked for at thy coming ?

CcLt.

Pardon, madaml
I-I -aside) Oh, God ! how bitter is this trial!
Why do I love her less? Why fait t not
At her dear feet ? Why stand f thus amazed ?
ls this not Edith ? No! 'tis Cromwell's niece;
And Cromwell ia the murtherer of my king !

EnrTU.

"Pardon " and " mdam,"--Do I hear arighti
Art thou so cold ? Do I offenl thine eyes?
Thou turn'st away thy face! Well, sir, 'tis wel
Hubert! still silent !(In a softer voice) Haber

CECIL.

C-

(Enter a Servant.)
SERvANT.

Pardon, madam !
Methouglht the General bere !

LADY CLAYPOLE.

Who asks my father ?

SERVANT.
Sir Hubert Cecil, just arrived from Spain,
Craves audience with his honour.

LADY CLAYPOLE.

Pray his entrance.
Mfyself will seek the General.

(<Exit avant).
Thank me, Edith !

If now I quit thee, wilt thou thank me lese?

1 !
t !

Oh, for grace.
For heaven's dear grace! speik not in that sweet

tone 1
Be not so like that shape that was my Edith!

EmOTu (Gazing upon hiu wvith surprise and
anger, twrns a,; if to quit the stage, and then
aside).

Sure he is ill ! keen travel and the cares
Of those unhappy times have touched the string
Of the o'er labourel brain. And shall I chide

him?
I who should soothe? (approaches, and aloud)

Art thou not well, dear Hubert?

CECIL.

Well ! Weil ! The leaping and exultant health
Which makes wild youth uinconsious of its clay,
Deeming itself ail soul ; the golden chain
Whieh linked that earth, our passions, with that

heaiven
Our hopes-why this was to be wel! ! But now
One black thought from the fountain of the heart
Gushes eternally, tilt ail the streams
Of aIl the world are poisoned,-and the Past
Hath grown one death, whose grims and giant

shadow
Makes that chill darkness which we call "the

Future."
Where are my dreams of glory? Where the

fame
Unsullied by one stain of factious crime?

And where--oh, where -the ever dulcet voice

That murmured, it the starlit nights of war,

When the loud camp lay hushed, thy holy name?
EDITU.

I prithee stay i
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Edith Is mine no more ! (taking her hand) yet let
me gaie

Again opon thee ! No ! thou art not changed.
Ah ! would thon wert ! In that translucent

cheek
The roses tremble, stirred as by an air,

With the pure impulse of thy summer soul-

On thy white brow chaste conscience sits serene-

There is no mark of blood on this fair hand-
Yet Cromwell is thy kinsman

Enrrr.
By the vows

That we have plighted, look not on me thus !

Speak not so wildly! Hubert, I am Edith!

Edith-thine own ! oh! an I not thine own ?

CEcIL.

My own-my Edith ! yes, the evil deeds
Of that bold man ceat forth no shade on thee,

Albeit they gloom the world as an eclipse

Whose darkness is the prophecy of doom!

Enrra.

Hush, hush ! What! know'st thou net these

walls have cars?

Speak'st thon of Cromwell thus, upon whose nod

Hang life and death?

CECIL.

But net the fear of death!

Enrrn.

What change hath chanc'd since last we met, to

blot
Thy champion and thy captain from thy grace ?
Why, when we parted, was not thy last word

In praise of Cromwell? Was be not the star

By which thy course was lighted? Nay so
glowed

Ris naine upon thy lips that I- ev'n 1-

Was vexed to think thou'dst so much love to
spare !

CECIL.
Ah, there's thej thought-the bitter biting

thought!
Boy that i was, i pinned my faith to Cromwell;
For him forsook my kin ; renouneed my home,

My father's blessing and my mother's love;
Gave up my heart te him, my thoughts, my

deeds-
Reduced the fire and freedom of my youth

Into a mere machine-a thing to act

Or te be passive as its master wills ;
On his broad banner I affixed my name-
My heritage of honour; blindly bound

My mark and station in the world's sharp eye

To the unequal chances of his sword I
But then methought it was a freeman's blade,

Drawn, but with sorrow, for a nation's weal

ETnui.

And was it not so, Hubert?

CECIL.

Was it 7 what?

When (with no precedent, from aU the Pas t-

That solesmn armory or decorous murther)
Some two score men assumed a people's voice,
And sullied all the labours of long years,
The laurels of a war for equal laws,
By one most tragie outrage of all law !
Oh, in that stroke 'twas not the foe that fell
'Twas he who fought ! The pillar of our cause;
The white, unsullied honour of our arms;
The temperate justice that disdains revenge;
The rock of law, from which war's standard

waved ;-
The certainty of right-'twas these that fell!

EnsT.

Alas ! I half forboded this, and yet
Would listen not te tear. But, Hubert, 1-
If there be sin in that most doubtful deed-
I have not shared the sin.

CECL.

No, Edith, no,
But the sin severs us ! Will Cromwell give
The hand of Edith te bis foe ?

EDITI.
His foc

What madness, Hubert ! In the gloony past
Bury the wrong thy wrath cannot undo ;
Think but in what the future can repair it.

CEcIL.

1 do se, Edith; and, upon that thought,
I built the wall 'twixt Cromwell and my soul.

The King is dead, but not the race of kings ;
There is a second Charles ! Oh, Edith, yet-
Yet may our fates he joined.! Beyond the seas
Lives my lost honour- lie my onlv means

To prove me guiltless of this last bad deed!

Beyond the seas, oh, let our vows be plighted
Fly with thy Cecil !-quit these gloomy walls,

These whited sepulchres, these hangman saints I
Beyond the seas, oh! let me find my bride,

Regain my honour, and record my love!

EDITH.

Alas ! thon know'st net what thon say'st. The

land
Is lined with Cromwell's favourers. Not a step

But his eye reads the whereabout. From hence
Thou coudst not 'scape with life, nor I with

honour!
CECIL.

Ah, Edith, rob net Heaven of every star!
From home, and England, and ambition ban-

ished-
Banish me net from thee

EnITH.
What shall I say?

IHow act-where turn? Thy lightest word bath

been
My law-my code of right; andnow thou askest

That which can never be.

CECL.

Recall the word!
There's but one " never " for the tongue of Love,
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And that should be for parting-.-neer part /
Oh, learn no other " never p"

Must thou leave me?
Must thou leave England -why old friends in

arms-
The cause of freedom-thy brave spirit's hope?
Must thou leave these ? l there no sotter choice ?

CECI.
None other-none!

So honour bids thee act ,
So honour conquers love! And le there, then,
No honour but for man? lethink thee, Hubert,
Could 1, unblushing, leave my kinsman's home,
The guardian ef my ehildhood-the kind roof *
Where no harsh thought e'er entered ? For what-

e'er
Cromwell to others, he te me bath been
A more than parent. an his rudest hour
For me he wore no frown ; no chilling Word
Bade me remember that I had no father!
Shall i repay him thus :-desert his hearth
In bis most imminent hour ; betroth my faith
To one henceforth bis foe ; make my false home
With those who call him traitor; plight my band
To him who wields a sword against his heart?-
Tihat heart which sheltered me !-oh, never, nu-

bert!
If thon lov'st bonour, love it then in Edith,
And plead no more.

(Enter servant.)

SERvAsl.

The General hath sent word
That, just released from councll, he awaits
Sir Hubert Cecil at Whitehall.

CECIL.
I con

So fair thee well.
(Exit servant.)

EmTru, (passionatCy).
Farewell !--d le that all?
And Part we thus forever? Not unkindly?
Thou dost lot love me less? Oh, say se. Hu-

bert !
Turn not away; give me once more thine hand,
We loved each other from our childhood, Hu.

bert;
We grew together ; thon wert as my brother,
Till that name grew a dearer. I should seem
More cold-mere distant; but I cannet. Al
Pride, strength, reserve, desert me at this hour!
My heart wll break ! Tell me thon lov'st me

still !

StilI, Edith, still!

EsInrr.
Pm answered-bless thee, Hubert!

One Word ! One parting word ! For my sake,
dearest,

Bsnter-CaMwLL, IREToN, MAaTUm.
CROMWELL.

So be it, thon ! At Windsor, in the vaulta
Of bis long line, let Charles' ashes sleep.
To Hubert and to Mildmay we consign
The funeral cares; be they with reverence paid.
Whoever of the mourners of the dead,
The friends and whilom followers, would assist
In the grave rite, to them be licence given
To grace the funeral with their faithfui wo.
We spuru not the dead lion.

MARTIN.

Nobly said.
Wouldst thon I have these orders straight con-

veyed
To the kings friends ?

CRoMUwRLL.
Forthwith good Martin (exit Martin).

So,
With those sad ashes rest our country's griefs.
Henry, no phoenix from them must spring forth;
No second Charles! Within the self-sane vault
That shrouds that harmless dust we must inter
Ringly ambition ; and upon that day
Proclaim it treason to declare a king
In the King's son ! The crown bath passd away
From Saul, and froin the godiess house of Saul.

IREToN.

The Parliament is fearful, and contains
In its seut remnant many who would hait
Betwixt the deed and that for which 'twas done.

Cnoxwnt.

They must be seen to, Henry! Seek me out
This eve at eight ; we must confer aloud.
Strong meat l not for babes ! But o! this youth,
Thishaugbty Cecil! Thouhastseonhimthen?
Is he, in truth, so hot?

Rein thy swift temper when thou sptakest to
Cromwell.

A word may chate him from his steady mood
In these wild moments ; and behind his wratb
There gleams the headsman's axe. Vex him not,

Hubert!
1 CaCIL.

Fear not ! This meeting hath unmanned My soul.
Swallowed up ail the fierceness of my nature
As in a gulf ! and he-this man of blood-
le bath been kind to thee ! Nay, fear not,

Edith!
(Exit Cecil.)

EnrrH.
He's gone ! O God sunport me ! I have done
That which became thy creature. Give me

strength !
A Inountain crushes down this feeble heart:
Oh, give me strength to bear it, gentle heaven!

(Exit.)
SCNE V-A rooM at WhitehaU (the sante a8 in

scene I.)
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IRETON.

By my sword, yea!

That which I told thee of bis speech fell short

Of its rash madness.

CRovx wi L.

'Tis a goodly youth;

Brave and sound-hearted, but of little faith,
Nor suited to the hunger of these times,

Which feeds on no half acts! And for that cause,

And in that knowledge, when he had designed

To bring the King to London, I dismissed him

With letters to Spain. We must not lose him!

He is of noble birth; bis bouse hath wealth-

His name is spotless: -He must not be lost!

IRRsuoN.

And will nut be retained!

CROMWELL.

Methinks nut so.

He hath the folly of the eyes of flesh,
And loves my niece; by that lure shall we cage

him.
IRETON.

Yet he is of a race that, in these times,

Have fallen fron the righteous.

CROMWELL.

Ay, and so
The more bis honest courage. ln the day

When the Kig's power o'erflowed, and all true
men

Joined in a dyke against the lawless flood,
His sire and I were co-mates-sate wth Pym
On the same benches-gave the self-same votes;

But when we drew God's sword against the
King,

And threw away the sheath, bis fearful heart

Recoiled before the act it bad provoked ;
And, halting neuter in the wild extremes,
Forbade bis son to join us.

IRETON.

But the youth-

CROMwELL.

More bravely bent, forsook the inglorious sire,
And made a sire of Cromwell. In my host

There was not one that loved me more than

Cecil!
Better in field than prayer, and more at home

Upon his charger than bis knee, 'tis true;

Put to ail men their way to please the Lord !

To Heaven are many paths!

IRETON.

Su near to thee,
And knew not of the end for which we fought?

Dream't he'it was against the man called king,
And nut against the thing called kingly?

CRoMWELL.
So

The young man dreamed; and ofttimes he hath

said,

When after battie he bath wiped his sword,

Oft hath he sighing said, " These sinful wars-
Brother with brother, father against son,
Strife with her country, victory o'er her chil-

dren-
How shall they end ? If to the hollow word
Of this unhappy king no truth is bound,
Shall the day come when he, worn out with

blood,
Will yield bis crown to his yet guiltiess son,
And we made sure of freedon by firm laws,
Chain the calm'd lion to a peaceful throne!"

IRETON.

The father's leaven still ! most foolish hope,
To plaster with cool prudence jarring atoms,
And reconcile the irreconcilable-
The rusbing present with the moulding past

CROMWELL.

Thou say'st it Ireton! But the boy was young
And fond of heart ; the times that harden us
Make soft less thoughtful natures.

(Enter a Puritan soldier).

SOLDIER.
Lo! your worship,

The youth, hight Hubert Cecil, waits thy plea-
sure !

CROMWELL.
Friend, let hin enter. Henry, leave us now!
At eight remember!

(Exif Ireton.)
It hath lanely chanced

That Cecil should return upon the heat
And newness of these fierce events; a month

Had robbed him of their horror! While we

breathe,
Passion glides on to memory ;-and the dead

things
That scared our thoughts but yesterday take

hues
That smooth their sternness, from the silent

morrow.

(Enter Cecil.-Cromwell leaning on his sword at
the far end of the stage, regards him with a
steadfast look and majestic mien).

Well, sir, good day! What messages from Spain?
(Cecil presents him despatches. - Cromwell

glances over them, looking from time t
time at Cecil).

CECIL (aside).
What is there lu this man that I should fear him ?

Hath he some spell to witch us from ourselves,
And make our natures minion to bis own?

CROMWELL.

Plead they so warm for Stuart? 'tis too late!

CEOIL.
Is it too late ?

CROMWELL.

Since last we parted, Hubert,
He, the high author of our civil wars,
Hath been its victim. 'Twas an evil, Hubert,
But so is justice ever when it falls

Upon a human lite!
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CECIL.
God's mercy !-justice,

Why justice is a consequence of law- M
Founded on law-begotten but by law!
By what law, Cromwell, feul the King 1 O

CROMWELL.

By ail
The laws he left us! Prithee, silence Cecil, C
Sir, 1 might threaten, but I will not :-hold! A
And let Us, with a cali and sober eye,
Look on the spectre of this ghastly deed.
Who spills maan's blood, his blood by man be

shed !
'Tis Heaven's first law-to that law we had corne-
Noue other left us. Who, then, caused the strife
That crimson'd Nasebys field, and Marston's

moor?
It was the Stuart :-so the Stuart fell
A victim, il the pit binself had digged
Me died not, Sir, as bated kilngs have died,
In secret and in shade-no eye to trace
The one step from their prison to their fajl
He died i' the eyes of Europe-in the face
Of the broad Heaven-amidst the sons of Eng-

land,
Whom he had outraged-by a solemn sentence,
Passed by a solemn court. Does this seem guilt?
(It might be error-mortal men will err 1)
But Guilt not thus unrobes it to the day ;
Its deed, are secret, as otr act was public.
You pity Charles! 'tis well; but pity more

The tens of thousands, honest, humble men,
Who, by the tyranny of Charles compelled
To draw the sword, fell butchered in the field
Good Lord -when one mail dies who wears a

crown,
How'theearth trembles-how the mountains gape,
Amazed and awed ! -but when that one man's

victimus,
Poor worms uncloth'd in purple, daily die,
ln the grim cell, or on the groaning gibbet,
Or on the civil field, ye pitying seuls
Drop not one tear from 3 our indifferent eyes
Ye weep the ravening vulture when lie bleeds,
And coldly gaze upon the couitless prey
He gorged at one fei] meal, Be still young man;
Your cime for speech will cone. So much for

justice;
Now for yet larger duties to our hands
The peace and weal of England were consigned;
These our first thought and duty. Should we

loose
Charles on the world again, 'twere to unleash
Once more the Fiend of Carnage : should we

guard

Hie person in our prison, still his name
Would float, a wizard's standard in the air,
RAllying fresh war on freedom: a fit theme
To wake bad pity ln the breasts of men;
A focus for all faction here at home,
And lu the lewd courts of his brother kings.
Su but one choice remained : it was that choice

rhich (you are skilled methinks in classic lore,

nd prize sncb precedent,) the elder Brutus

ade when he judged his children : such the

choice
f his descndant-when within the senate

e sought to crush, the crafty Ciesar fejL

CEcIL.

æsar may find his type amidst the living;
nd by that name our sous may christen Crom-

well
CnOMWELL.

Men's deeds are fair enigmas -let man solve

them !
But men's dark motives are i the Books of God.

(In a milder tone.)
Cecil, thou wert as my adopted son.

Hast thon not stili fought by my proper person -
Eat'n at my board-slept in my tent-conceived
From me the rudiments and lore of war-
Hath not my soul yearned to thee-have t not
Brought thee, yet beardless,into mark and fiame-
Given thee trust and honour-nay, to bind
Still ciser to My sbeltering heart thine own-
Hath I not smiled upon thy love for Edith,
(For 1, too, once was younig) and bid thee find
Thy plighted bride in my familiar kin-
And wilt thou in the criais o! My fate,
When my good naine stands trembling in the

balance,
And one friend wanting may abuse the scale,
Wilt thon thus judge me harshly- take no colunt
Of the swift eddies of the whirlpool time,
Whieh urge us on to any port for peace,
And set the brand of my austere rebuke
Uponî the heart that loved thee so? Fie ! Fic 1

CEcIL.
Arouse thine anger, Cromwell ! rate me, vent
Thy threats on this bare frot-thy kindness kills

me !
CRtoMwELL.

Bear with me, son, as 1 would bear with thee
Add not to these grim cares that press upon me.

Eke thou not ont the evils of the time;

They are enow to grind my weary soul.

Restrain thy haisher thoughts, that would re-
prove,

Until a calmer season, when 'tis given
To talk of what bath been with tempered minds;
And part we now in charity.

Czcu.

0, Cromwell,
If now we part, it is for ever. Here
I do resign moy office in thy hands;
Lay down my trust and charge-

CROMWELL (hn8tzaf.)

l'il not receive themn;
Another time for this.

CacaL.
There Is no other.

I came to chide thee, Cromwell; ay, to chide,
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Girt as thou art with power : but thou hast 1 do repent me that t4save atsed
ta'en Myseif thui humbW. Go, air, you have leave

The sternness from my soul, and made the voice I would net have one mas in honest lerael
0f duty sound 80 grating to my.ear, Wiose seul hath huger for the llesh oi Egypt.
That, for mine honour, 1, who fear thee not,' CECIL (approaching Croicwell sfssly).
Do fear my frailty, and will trust no more
My conscience to our .meeting. •as hnytmk hedutu ataparMy cncnctoormcig.Donc but lu sorrowing justice? canst tbsu 3 et

CROMWELL. Cerent these jarring factions-join iu pesto

Wouldst thou say The frierds alike of royalty aud freedoin,
That thon wilt leave me? And glve the State, ssured by such good Iaws

CCIL. As now ne vay demand, once more a king?
Yes.

CR

And whither bound ?

oMWELL,

CECIL.

The king's no more : and in his ashes sleep,
His faults. His son as yet hath wronged us not;
That son is now our king!

CROMWELL.

Do I hear right?
Know'st thou, rash boy, those words are deadly?

know'st thou,
It is proclaimed, " whoever naines a king
In any man, by Parliament unsanctioned;
Is criminal of treason? "

CECIL.

So 'tis said ;
And those who said it were themselves the trait-

tors.
CROMwELL.

This, and to me! beware; on that way lies
My limit of forbearance.

CECIL,

Call thy guards;
Ordaiu the prison; bring me to the bar;
Prepare the scaffold. This, great Cromwell, were
A milder doomu than that which I adjudge
Unto myself. 'Tis worse than death to leave
The flag which waved above our dreams of free-

dom-
The Chief our reverence honoured as a god-
The bride whose love rose-coloured all the world-
But worse than many deaths-than bel] itself,
To sin against what we believe the right.

CROMwELL (moved and aside).
And this bold soul I am about t lose !

(aloud).
If me thou canst forget and all my love,
Remember Edith ! Is she thy betrothed,
And wilt thou leave ber too? Thou hid'st thy

face.
Stay, Hubert, stay; 1, who could order, stoop
And pray thee stay.

CECIL.
No-No!

CROMWELL (with coldness and dignity).
Then have thy will,
Desert the cause of freedom at ber need,-
False te thy chief, and perjured te thy love.

CROMWELL.

A king! Why name that word? A head-a chief,
Perchauce the commonwealth may yet decree!
Speak on !

CECIL.

I care not, Cromwell, for the name;
But ho who hears the erb and sway of pow-er
Must, If for peace we seek, be chosen from
The Stuarts' lineage. Charles the First is dead;
Wilt thon proclaim his son?

CROMwELL (laughing bitterly).

An exile, yes!
A monarch, never !

CECIL.

Cromwell, fare thee well
As friends we meet no more. May God so judge
As I now judge, believing thee as one
Whom a bold heart, and the dim hope of power,
And the blind wrath of faction, and the spur
Of an o'er mastering Fate, impel to what
The Past foretells already to the future.
Dread man, farewell.

(Exit!CECIL.)

CROMWELL (after a pause.)

So from my side hath gone
An upright heart ; and in that single loss,
Methinks more honcsty hath said farewell,
Than if a thousand had abjured my banners.
Charles sleeps, and feels no more the grinding

cares,
The perils and the doubts that wait on PowsR.
For him, no more the uneasy day-the night
At war with sleep-for him are hushed at last,
Loud Hate and Hollow Love. Reverse thy law,
O blind compassion of the human heart !
And let not death which feels not, sins not-

weeps not-
Rob Life of all that Suffering asks from Pity.
(He paces to and fro the scene, and pauses at

last opposie the doors at the back of the
stage.)

Lo, what a slender barrier parts in twain
The presence of the breathing and the dead-
The vanquisher and victim -the firm foot
Of lusty strength, and the unmoving mass
Of what all strength must come to. Yet once

more,
Ere the grave closes on that solemn dust,
Will I survey what men have paused to look on.
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He OPens the door8-the dotn of the King on A wo i id shake te mighty orld!
the back-ground, lighted by tapers--Crom- k towyarse, and in the Port wss mored,

weU approAehes it slowly, lIfts the pag, and A brk to fair Clubiae forests bowâd
gazes, as if on the corpse within.) And 1 e of those indignant hcarts

'Tis a firm frame ; the sinews strongly kmit, Passing for ee n the tlirst for frpedom
The chest deep set and broad ; save some gray The., tisa pale day (poor day that was a king

hairs Forbade my parting, in the wanton pride
Saddening those locks of love, no sigu of age. Of vain command, and with a fated sceptre

Had nature been his executioner Waved back the shalow of tie death to Coule.
H? woed have outtived me ! and to this end- Il stands that baffied and forbidden wandererà
Ti3 narrow empire-this unpeopled kingdom- Lottiet amid the wrecks of rtined empire,
This six feet realm-the overhurst of sway Beside the corn of a headless king 1
Hati been the guide ! He would have stretced trl'd my fate- have prepard his dm;

his will e made me captive-Io !ois narrow cel!
O'er that unlimited world which men's souls are! (Advacing te the ftent of the te1)
Fettered the earth's pure air-for freedom is So has uoseen do fashion forth tie sarIs
That air to honest lips ;-anid here he lies, 0f our frail scheoes Into our fuseraI urus;
In dust most eloquent--to after time So, walking dream-led in lifes eleep, Our step
A never silent oracle for kings! Mtve hliodlold te tie seaBeld or the throue 
Was this the hand that strained within its grasp. Ay, t the Throiw ! Froin that dark thouglit I

So Awagot a sceptre? This tse shape that yre atriwe
Maley like a garment? SpuruthatAay- The ligat whih ceers me onward su my goaL

It canuo ent nt; speak nA royal crimes, Wild ths thse nigi, and angry thougs the
nd it ei frown ng fo sceeextelesls i bt twinds,

Whoeihughs wre oures f och eaTu h e thpae cilayw (oorc th atw ing 

deeds. M&y F pirit, like a srk, weeps on to Fortune

Waat tndine are we, , Lord, wwen ai fy will

LIFE.

LHee s Lifeta What is it f
A strangeay chequered seene c

Many a broad dark shadow,
Many a light between.

LH mae me c What is itn
Struggle( 'twiXt rtght and wrong,

Short-,ornwn aide-heart-felt wailin is-
Prayers to be sent forth strong.

Lifyoe ! Fm that is hto
A problem nlone eaut solve,

As ow, 'twia e be a mystery
As lon1g U Worlda revolve.

Life l Life Whatis it h
Cooes back a sad refrain,

Sunîg byýêome seul forsaken,
That seeketh rest in vain.

' "THoHrY THonE."Thornelea.



MY FTRST SALMON.

I REMEMBER him as though it were but yesterday. The lapse of two
long years has failed to obliterate from my memory the slightest fact
connected with him ; often of nights, unable to sleep, my thoughts turn
back involuntarily to the day, and again, in imagination, I struggle
fiercely with " My First Salmon."

Oh, reader ! have you ever experienced a wet Sunday. Have you
ever experienced a wet Sunday in Scotland ? If so I need not ask whether
you enjoyed it or not. My own joyous recollections of rainy Scottish
Sabbaths are centered in one day, during the whole of which my two com-
panions and I sat busily engaged in talking of the prospects of sport on
the morrow. The beating of the stormy rain against the library win-
dows fflled us with pleasant thoughts of a " rise " in the river, and added
a new and absorbing interest to our careful overhaul of rods, flies,
lines, wading stockings and other paraphernalia.

A soft morning in April. A gentle breeze commencing to disperse
the mist-wreaths masking the black wild hills. Dew-drops on every
blade of grass. The river " on the rise." Masses of grey cold vapour
flling its rocky bed, and rolling noiselessly downward over the hoarsly-
complaining waters. That was the morning / James Gordon, alias " The
Duke," says it's the best day for fishing we have had " the year," and
who should know better than he does. " Duke " is the oracle of the
river, and bas fished it, man and boy, for over sixty years. A pictu-
resque old fellow, nigh on eighty years of almost amphibious life, very tall,
and with a bright red handkerchief tied loosely round his thin, brown
neck. Who can tell you the exact spot the salmon lies in, throw such
a long line, or cast a fly with such a delicate hand as "the Duke "

Very brusque, and authoritative to the verge of absolute incivility,
"the Duke " wastes as few words on you as he possibly can, self respect,
which in a younger man one would call conceit, peeping thinly veiled
from every angle of his gaunt shadeless character. He looks down on
you from an attitude as at an insect, which, if opinionative on any point
connected however remotely with salmon, must be crushed. His cog-
nomen "Duke " is one of his own coinage. In his younger days the
most daring salmon poacher in the country, Gordon combined that noctur-
nal avocation with the more lawful ones of wheelright and militiaman.

Arthur, Duke of Wellington, about that epoch was astonishing the
French legions in Spain. Some fair friend of James Gordon's put it
into his head that when in uniform the resemblance he bore to the great
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Captain was something striking. There and then he adopted the name
"Duke," which has clung to him for the last half century and more.

Just look at him now, striding along the river side with two ponder-
ous salmon rods on his shoulder, and an exaggerated fish creel slung
across his square broad chest. He is informing me as to the habits of
the king of fish, doing so in a manner clearly indicative of what he thinks
of me,-he is evidently more than half of the opinion that he is casting
pearls before swine. " Ye see " he says, " I'd tell ye mair aff I thocht
ye wad understaun," The fush gaes doon tae the sea wi' the fresh
water maggits in his gills, an cornes hame up wi' the saut water loase
ahint his tail."

I mentally resolve that " the Duke" is hoaxing me, but nevertheless
keep quiet. " He gaes doon tae the sea a meeserable thin animal o'
maybe seeven or echt pund weighcht, an comes up hame again a gallant
twenty pund fush in aboot echt weeks, think o' that young man."

" But what do the fish get fat upon so quickly when they are in the sea,
Duke 1 " my companion asks. (He is a liberal member of the present
House of Commons owner of the fishings, and " the Duke's " landlord,
altogether a person of secondary importance).

" Y'ell hae tae gang tae the Almichty an' speer there, for I'm na
able tae tell ye," is the somewhat sulky reply. " He hauds -the ocean
i' the hollow o' His han', an' He's the only ane kens the feedin' intil't.

When "the Duke " is compelled to plead ignorance on any point con-
nected with salmon, he invariably does so with the worst possible grace.

" No'o," he says, stopping, " Noo we'll begin richt here, sae pit aff yer
coat John." This mandate is issued to the aforesaid M.P., who obedient-
ly strips.

A consultation about the choice of a fly ends in a dispute from which
the legislator (who is a first-rate judge of such matters), emerges van-
quished and " the Duke's" choice is triumphantly fastened on the line.
The fisherman is then commanded to " gang in at aince an no to waste
ony mair vailuable time daein' naething."

The lawgiver wades into what seems to my inexperienced eye a most
dangerous torrent,-carefully inch by inch ventures in, and at length
stands immersed above the waist in the centre of a raging, chafing
stream, which runs turbulently into a broad black pool.

" Ye are far eneugh oot noo," "the Duke" calls to him, and he commences
to fish, slowly throwing a very long line right across the head of the
pool, drawing it straight over without jerking, and making a forward
step between each cast. After four or five such throws, a tumultuous
splash far down the pool causes a smothered oath to escape from " the
Duke," and a sudden stoppage of fishing on the part of the M.P.

The former demands in a loud voice:
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"Did he touch the heuk ?"
"Yes," is the answer.
"Then gie him plenty o' time. Bide a bit noo."
The fisher stands bracing himself in the current for about five min-

utes doing nothing, then "the Duke" commands him to " try againe noo."
The casting is recommenced, and on the exact spot where the former

rise took place, the big swell in the water,'and tightening of the line tell
a different story to the futile splash of the preceding one. Amid the
sharp metallic whirr of the revolving reel and the confused diin of the
noisy river our lawgiver retreats as quickly as he can to dry land, and
there is waylaid by " the Duke."

"Ca' Canny ! Man/" he urges imperatively. "Ca' canny, wull ye. Ease
her af noo, man.! Gie her mair line! Ah! but ye're afair fue 1" This
last is caused by a sudden rush of the fish down stream. " Why did y e
alloo that," he demands. " Did I no tell ye tae gie her mair line, an'
noo you've sent her doon to the warst puill i' the haill water."

As he speaks, or rather vociferates thus, the king of fish is going
round and round in majestic circles away at the foot of the pool. The
whole of the fisherman's line is out, perhaps 120 yards of it, and he is
rapidly reeling it in and hurrying down. I follow as fast as possible, so
does the "Duke." When we arrive opposite where the fish is, all the line
has been " reeled in," the salmon is still fiercely cutting round and round
in circles, the line taut as a bow-string, and the great heavy rod like a
twig under the tremendous strain. Suddenly the gallant fish
makes a terrifie rush for the opposite bank, whir-r r-r goes the reel.
He throws his long, lithe, silvery body high in the air, falls back with
a truly regal splash, and sinks to the bottom, about sixty yards from
our shore, and" sulks." "The Duke" cornes up at this juncture and in-
stantly orders John " tac gang in immediate." John " gangs," accom-
panied by Gordon. They wade in and in cautiously up to their arm-
pits, and then try various methods of aggravating His Royal Highness
out of the hole where his bad temper detains him.

This goes on for about half an hour, during which time I sit on the
bank and enjoy myself hugely. Several bare-footed, timid-eyed chil-
dren steal out of a neighbouring wood, and corne to the brink to watch
the fun. I can distinctly recall their little brown faces and unkempt
hair as they stood dabbling their sunburnt toes in the lapping, rustling
river. The whole picture is vivid before me as I think of it. The
tumultuous stream, with large white foam-bells, hurrying down, " Duke '
and the member in the centre. The background of green budding trees
bending down to the rocky bed on the other side. The bright green
sward, starred with daisies and buttercups. The song of the joyous
birds, and the little brown elves on the margin of the restless river. I
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even remember filling my pipe, though that was no remarkable or un-
frequent occurrence. This is worth living for, I mentally conclude, and
so calmly and deliberately enjoy the whole surroundings, as I said before.
My calm and deliberate enjoyment is prematurely put an end to by " the
Duke," who turning round, summons me in a loud voice to " come
oot an bring a fistfu' o' staues wi' me." This I am led to believe is the
orthodox method of rousing the salmon from his sulky reveries.

I obey, and yet with a certain diffidence, born of a rushing torrent,
and a rough bed of large rocks. The " stanes" are " heaved" by " the
Duke's" skilful hand-the sulks end, and after a few more minutes of
ineffectual tho' brave struggling on the part of the sulky one, the
" Duke" jerks him ashore with a large steel hook or " gaff." " He's
eichteen pund if he weighs ane," that personage remarks indifferently
as he extracts the hook from its mouth, spits on the feathers, and smooths
them between his fingers and thumb.

Sitting down and gazing fixedly and admiringly at the salmon, is but
a naitural impulse on my part, but this receives small encouragement
from " the Duke," who demands if " I am gaun tae waste the haill day
sittin' doon like an auld hen,' and muttering somethiug anent people
" who never saw a fush afore," he seizes the slaughtered monarch by
the tail, and consigns him to the creel. " We'll gang awa doon the
water noo, he says, " tis nae kin o' use about here the day, for there's
ower little water in't, hooever it'll be grau' the morn's morn."

This was not my first salmon-far from it. That it was not my
friend's the Honourable the Member for the County's first, or one hun-
dred and first, I am equally certain, so here have I been prosing away
about my first salmon, and a line has not been cast for its benefit as yet.
It should have been in the creel by this time had justice been done it.
I see l'Il have to give myself 4 mair line," as " Duke" would say, and drive
ahead.

To avoid unseemly discussions, we proceed down the stream without
delay. " Duke" marches ahead, I closely follow. The van is brought up
by the county member, who walks along rod on shoulder, and coat on
arm. Little shadows flitting behind him raise suspicions that the " wee
brown bairnies" are following in our wake.

I engage " the Duke' in conversation with the happiest result. It is
evident that the capture of such a large clean fish, so early of the season,
has somewhat mollified him.

" Do you think <Duke' that there is any chance of my being able to
get a fish to-day 1" is my first conversational feeler.

" Ou aye! l'Il let ye kill ane may be, but ye maun bide a bit, an'
leuk and lairn. Aff ye've never hand'It a saumon wand afore, ye'd mak
a puir job o't, aff ye got on a fush o' the size o' the last ane."
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I eagerly profess a knowledge of trout fishing in all its branches-
claim to be something of an expert in the management of small flies.
My professions are somewhat dampened by " the Duke's" reply (from a
salmon point of view), " That's naethin' ava."

However, he unbends sufficiently to relate with great gusto ane en-
counter he had with the Earl of , who one day caught him dig-
ging worms on his lawn.

"I He comes up tae me an he said, says he, ' what are ye diggin up ma
lawn for.' 'Wurrums,' I said, an I went on diggin. ' Dis ye ken wha I
am' he asks. ' Na,' says I, ' an I dinna care either.' ' Weel,' he says, ' I am
the Earl o' _ ' I pit doon ma spade, an gaither'd mysell up, an says
I in a lood voice, ' Iam the Duke o' Gordon.' He didna say ony mair, but
pickit up ma spade and walked aff wi't. I alloo'd him doe't, for thinks
I tae mysel, yer lordship i'll hae ye up yet for stealin it. So I went
richt to the toon an' wantit tae get oot a warrant again him for stealin
ma spade, an' wud ye believe it they wudna gie it tae me."

This is food for reflection. "Duke," notwithstanding his aristocratic
name and appearance (for if "dressed," a more distingué old man it
would be hard to find), is evidently just as brusque to nobles of high
degree as he is to simple unpretending members of parliament, and pro-
vincials like my companion and myself.

He is very much above titles (although he has chosen one of the very
highest in the peerage). No one is entitled to his unqualified respect
who is not his superior in the salmon line, and that individual, happily
for " the Duke's " peace of mind, is not extant.

His story keeps us in employment till we reach the next fishing place.
It is an easy one to fish, and " the Duke " consents to my trying my
maiden hand on it. " Noo," says he, " dio ye see that rock oot there ?
weel, if there's a fush i' the puill at a' there's whar he is, an he'll rise at
ye aboot a fut oot frae that stane awa at the end o't. What ye've got
to dae is to cast aboot twalve yairds abuve it, an mak yer fly cross
every inch between there and the stane. Noo, dio ye understan what
ye've got to dae 1 " I assent, and commence.

The rod is painfully heavy, and it is as much as ever I can do to
make the first cast decently. " Will that do ? " I ask humbly, as I bring
the fly slowly across stream. " Ye'll dae," is the faint encouragement.
The next throw, and the succeeding one, are both performed in a manner
that will " dae." I am directed to " let oot a yaird o' line " between
each cast, and obey. Nothing transpires till my fly is swept over the
spot where "Duke" said the fish would rise. Up he comes with a thunder-
ing splash ; my line, tant for an instant, falls slack. He is off. " Its
no your faut hooever," is the doubtful comfort administered to me.
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"That heuk has no barb on't, I thocht it wud dae for a lairner, but I
was mistaen may be."

There is no use in my fishing it over again, so I sit disconsolately onthe bank and watch the member of parliament do his very best tobetray the recreant salmon to his fate. His luck is not worth recording.No "rise " encourages his efforts, so he gives in. Now this was not myFirst Salmon. I would have no one for an instant suppose that it was,and here I am but little closer to him than I was before.
After our disappointment has somewhat subsided, a rest is graciously

granted by "the Duke," and we are soon engaged in discovering whatour sandwiches are made of, and whether they are well made or not.
We find no cause for complaint, and being in that happy mood to whichthe addition of a joke is the only thing necessary to complete an unal-loyed state of beatitude, I am betrayed into chaffing " the Duke " aboutthe impossibilities which he had endeavoured to pass off on me as gos-
pel, earlier that day. "For instance," I am fool enough to remark," that nonsense you told me about fresl water maggots in unclean fishgis, and salt water lice on tlie dean one's tails." Immediately after de-livering mysel' of tlis I an sOrry. I have been sorry ever since. " TheDuke" looks at me from head to foot as if doubting the accuracy ofhis ears, then looks at me from foot to head as if doubting the posses-sion of his own reason. He says nothing, but with trembling handsextracts the salmon from the basket. He put it down on the grass andgazes at it in a dreamy manner for an instant or two, I have no doubt
mentally saying, " Salmon may be doubted, but that I should be madelight of, laughed at, disbelieved,-impossible." He beckons to me tocome over near him, motions me to a seat and says, " Is this a cleanfush? " "Yes; I think it is!" "Examine his gills thin." I lift his gill coversand look; they are bright, firm and red,--no trace of maggots. " Dio yesee ony thini" " No," I answer. "Noo leuk ahint his tail." I look,and observe small black bodies gathering beneath. " Dio ye ken whatthey thins are 1 " he asks. " No ;" is my answer. " Well," he says,
"Aff ye dinna believe me, an aff ye dinna believe the evidence o' yer ain
eyesight, ignorant tho' it be, what in the deevil will ye believe I Ain-swer me that noo ?" A faint apology from me is stifled in its birth by
an observation of his, to the river apparently, " Eh ! ma certy but there's
a wheen mair fules i' this warld than ane wud expeck." This is of course
an "aside " which is not to be noticed. The production of a well filled
whiskey flask tends considerably towards appeasing the old man's quiet
wrath, and he even softens down far enough after the second nip to ad-
mit without solicitation on my part, the fact that I am "young." That
complete ignorance on all points connected with salmonology is " varra
naitural in ane sae young." Perhaps with accumulating years l'Il " dae."
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These, with various other concessions, insignificant in themselves, but
overpowering when coming from such a source as " the Duke " are hailed
by me with complete satisfaction. After the third nip, I Duke " rises
superior to all worldly considerations save benign self-consciousness.
He rakes out his pocket book and produces a short ultra-pathetic sonnet,
composed to him by the late minister of .the parish, dead long years ago.
It represents the aged fisherman,-creeping down to his beloved river,
basking in the sun, gazing at its well-remembered waters-never again
shall he cast a line athwart, &c., &c., &c.

He reads it aloud with a husky voice, and a suspicion of a tear hang's
on the point of his nose, and splashes on the well-thumbed newspaper
cutting. " That's me ye ken," he says simply. " That puir man wrote this
aboot me lang years syne, an' I'm alive tae this day-an he is dead. I
dinna care if I never handle a rod or wet a line again, for I'm get'g tired
like o' the haill beezness." He now declares that we "maun hae anither
fush " for " it'll never dae to gang hame wi' only ane i' the creel. So
lat's be awa doon the water. Swallow that moothfu' o' whisky, John !
Ye wanna î Weel, l'Il daet mysel'." He does.

We go down through the thick belt of trees which throw long dark
shadows on the bright, foamy river, and strike a path which leads down
stream. The afternoon sun is strong as we emerge into a green glade
on the water side. Timid rabbits and hares skurry away up the hillside
when we appear. The river here is wide and rapid, and in the centre
lies a long, high, rocky ridge. The cast, I am informed, is away on the
other sideof it towards the opposite bank. " The Duke " says it's " aue o'
the verra best puills i' the haill water, an monies an mouies the gallant
fush I hae ta'en oot o't before the sun rised o' a mornin'." He adds
that he'll "lat me fush't," but I " maun be verra, verra carefu', for it's
no' every ane can tak' a saumon oot o' thon." To my inexperienced eye
it seems a herculean task to take a fish out of anywhere on this river,
and it is with no slight misgivings that I prepare to wade out to the
ridge of rock, which is to be the stand-point. The struggle against the
strong, foamy current in getting there, does not tend to soothe the nerves
of an amateur. " The Duke," of course, follows close behind to keep a
watchful eye on all the proceedings. At last I am planted, one foot
higher than the other on the top of the rock,and gaze over the smoothly
boiling pool below me. In slow foam-flecked eddies the water circles, and
there is a grand-looking spot about thirty yards out, a little lower down.
" Yon's the place whar he lies," " the Duke " informs me. " Noo !
young man ye maun be verra, verra, carefu' aff ye get him on, an' abuve
a', young fellow, abuve a', dinna be afeard tae gie him line. Gie him line
tull he taks nae mair, a'ways, hooever, keepin' a gude ticht grup o'
bis mooth-ye can begin noo, joost a wee thin',this side o't."
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With au accelerated pulse the first cast is made. The current car-
ries tV fly just over the spot-a splash-a tremendous double tug-
down ge the tip of my rod-whir-r-r-r goes the reel-out flies the
line. I am abnost blind with excitement, and equally deaf to the frantic
vociferations of "the Duke" just behind me. The fish makes several

wild, splashing bounds into the air, and rushes in towards the rock on
which I stand blazing with the delirium of fishing. My line, violently
pulled out by him at first, falls slack as he comes in close to the rock, and
before I can reel it in tight lie is splashing and tumbling, rushing hither
and thither at my very feet, on a loose Une. Oh! how I hate to think
of that period during which all my latent energies were at hard labour
"reeling in." The pent-up ambition of long years of childhood, boy-
hood and adolescence were at the mercy of a I loose line." Would that
I could stop here and write no more! Must I relate that a triumphant
double splash announced the fact that my salmon was lost to me forever ?
The sacred interests of truth oblige me to confess that this ignominious
failure was, logically speaking, ary First Saimon.

I have hardly the heart to write more. To turn round to " the Duke,"
bitter anger and sickening disappointment struggling for mastery within
me, was my first impulse. Any private emotions I may have felt were
instantly dispelled on looking at the face of that worthy. "The Duke"
was standing with clenched hands, absolutely pallid and trembling with

rage unutterable. If any man ever felt small, mean, and contemptible, I
did thoroughly at this climax. If he had rated me, abused me, nay, even
maltreated me at this juncture it would have been bad enough, but
morally he did far worse. Hle never said a word, but just looked at me,
blanched with ire and contempt too deep for words.

After a pause he turned his back on the rock and me, and waded
slowly to shore. Can any one wonder that the whole aspect of nature

seemed changed to me. The sunlight seemed garish-the birds sang
harshly, the hoarse rush of the river acquired au additional hoarseness,

and actually seemed to dance and laugh in strange, weird glee at my
failure. Need I say more I I will spare the reader from any details of
the welcome which I received on regaining the bank. The member was

kind and sympathetic as usual, but " the Duke " never uttered a word,

good, bad or indifferent to me, during the rest of the afternoon of that

memorable day on which I missed capturing My First Salmon.
A. B.



EVENINGS IN THE LIBRARY.

No. 5-LONGFELLOW.

THE professor was turning over some engravings in his portfolio the
next evening, when Frank and Charles entered the library. He was
looking at the charming face of Evangeline, holily saintly in its expres-
sion, and said, " Twenty-five years make a great difference in a world's
literary history. I remember the time in the days of the Annuals,
and Keepsakes, and Yearly Visitors, wbich the publishers used to
give us, full of pretty pictures, and harmless letterpress, when the poet
and story-teller were subservient to the artist and engraver. I recol-
]ect how we used to buy these books and present them, with many blus-
ters and misgivings, to those dear ones, our sweethearts. You boys were
very young then, but it seems as if it was only the other day that you
sat by my side and asked questions about the pictures, and teased me
to read you the stories, and tell you what the poetry meant. I remem-
ber how gaudily bound these books were, and how attractive the out-
side was, and how dull the verses were, and insipid the prose appeared.
I have one-a fair average copy of the series-on this table. Look at
it. It was given to your mother a quarter of a century ago. See,
it is The Lady's Album for 1851. The engravings are rather good,
indeed fully as well executed in those old times as they could be to-
day. The type too, is good and legible, and the volume, as a whole, is
a creditable specimen of book-making, but the reading matter is rub-
bish. We have changed the order of things since then. The artist has
yielded to the poet, and new geniuses like Mary Hallock, Sol Etynge,
and Birket Foster, illustrate the grand thoughts of Longfellow, of
Dickens, of Goldsmith, and of Thomas Gray. The picture is poetized.
The conception of the poet is conceived again in the brain of the artist,
and with the idea before him he gives a pictorial illustration of that
view as it occurs to him, or as his fancy paints it. In the old days all
the expense and labour were lavished on the pictorial part of the book,
and hack writers were employed to write poetry and sketches to suit.
Dickens was once approached by Chapman and Hall, and asked to fur-
nish the vehicle for certain plates to be executed by Seymour, then at
the height of fame. The novelist, unknown and obscure as he was at
the time, demurred at this, and suggested that it would be better for
the plates to arise naturally out of the text. After some conversation,
the publishers hesitatingly adapted his views, and the famous Pick-
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wick Papers were written. I once knew an ambitions magazine edi-

tor who contemplated something of this kind. He heard that engrav-
ings could be had at a very cheap price in Germany, after having done

duty once or twice in European publications. He accordingly sent for

some of these, and intended to introduce them into the pages of his
serial, and write the letterpress himself to accommodate the circum-
stances of the case. But the magnificent project failed. His magazine
died before the pictures came, and his readers were spared."

" But all of the Annuals you mention were not alike. I have seen
some that were interesting. The Irving Ofering, for instance, is quite-
clever, and the Bryant Homestead Book is another. These contain
some of the gems of those fine writers, and the engravings are daintily
done and in excellent taste."

" The books you speak of are exceptions. I grant you there are some
very charming books occasionally issued in the ' Annual' form, but not
many. I am not speaking of the present day, but only of the past. The
Bryant Book is only a volume of that poet, contaiaing some of his
finest efforts, and illustrated by some choice pencils. It is a modern
book, and was published but the other day. You see, the artists illus-
trated the poet, not the poet the artists. The same may be said of The
Irving Offering. Mr. Irving's fame was reached when that book came out,
and it is only a handsome copy of some of bis sketches. The artists fol-
lowed him ; he did not follow the artists. It is no disparagement to the
latter that it should be so. Ail great painters choose their subjects, by coin-
mon consent, from some evetit which has happened, or fron some grand
conception of the poet or historian, and they show us how skilfully
they can interpret that conception, and how faithfully they can carry
out that thought. Maclise's greatest works illustrate a sea-fight, a meet-
ing of two veteran generals, a scene from Macbeth, and another
frot Hamlet. The saine with every painter, fromn the earliest to the
latest times. Some event furnished the subject. The painter's
originality lies in his conception of bis work. A sculptor should have
a knowledge of tailoring and millinery. He should be a good barber, and
many great sculptors have been poets also. It is the tailor which is in
him which teaches him how to arrange the drapery on his statue in the
way in which it will look the best, and give the highest effect. It is
the barber in his nature which arranges the coiffure of his women, and
attaches the garland to the brow of his Olympian hero. If he is not a
barber, a tailor, and a milliner, he fails as a sculptor, and a want appears
in his work which destroys its value as an esthetic performance,
and lowers its value in a money sense. Some landscape painters, who
turn out good work too, cannot paint figures. They are not tailors, and

the objects which they place in their pictures often ruin the entire
4
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effect. A poet should have a knowledge of music and a correct idea of
time. Without these, his poetry must halt, and his feet grow uneven
and sluggish. It is the melody which springs from every line of Moore
that delights us, and often catches us humming over snatches of his
songs. It is the quick-stepping numbers of Burns' verse which entrances
us with his muse. It is this organ of time and tune, which Longfellow
has in so wonderfully developed a state, which makes us love his poetry
so thoroughly, and enjoy it so heartily. Take, as an example, his
exquisite Psalm of Life which flows on so musically. Every word

of it seems to grow more pure and more rich with every successive read-
ing. It covers the whole ground of Wordsworth's ode, and teaches us

in a sublime way how to live and how to die. No one can read it
without feeling touched."

" Mr Fields gives an interesting account of the origin of this poem,"

said Frank, " I read it somewhere in a report of one of his lectures, I

think. The poet was sitting between two windows, at a small table in

bis chamber, looking out on a bright summer morning in July, 1838.
He was busy with bis feelings, and apparently recovering from some

heavy weight of sorrow, when the beautiful Psalm came into his mind,
and with scarcely any effort he jotted the lines down where he sat.

His heart was very full, and he kept the poem for many months before
giving it to the world. It was a voice from his inmost heart, and he

kept it. The line 'There is a reaper whose name is death,' crystallized

at once, without effort, in the poet's mind, says Mr. Fields, and he wrote

it rapidly down, with tears filling his eyes as he composed it."
" Fields has a wonderful collection of anecdotes, recollections, por-

traits, prints, letters and manuscripts, of all the famous authors for a

hundred years back. He has a letter of Charles Lamb's, and many

curious things of deep interest to a literary man. His lectures are full
of interest, and bis delightful Whispering Gallery Papers, afterwards

collected in the volume, Yesterday With Authors, contain facts and

fancies about Hawthorne, Dickens, Thackeray, and many others. Mr.
Fields has met personally all the great men of his time, and friends in

England and in Europe collected for him letters and sketches of the

literary men and women who lived before bis day. One never tires of
listening to his talk orreading bis books. Hegives the origin of most things
of literary character in them. Longfellow's fine ballad of The Wreck of the

Hesperus, he tells us, was written in 1839. A storm occurred the-

night before, and as the poet sat smoking bis pipe, about midnight, by
the fire, the wrecked Hesperus came sailing into his mind. He went to

bed, but the poem had seized him and he could not sleep. He got

up and wrote the celebrated verses, 'The clock was striking three.'
Longfellow himself says, ' When I finished the last stanza.' The poem
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came into his mind by whole stanzas, not by lines, and he wrote with-
out let or hindrance."

"I think," remarked Charles, " that we take more interest in ai
author's work when we know the circumstances under which certain
parts of it were composed. Next to the Skeleton in Armowr I think
The Wreck of the Hesperus the noblest ballad Longfellow has written.
It smells of the storm. and of the sea, and the splendid story which
the poet tells us of a father's death at the helm, and a maiden's fate on
that dreadful night, is intensely dramatic in incident and description.
What can be finer than this:-

" le wrapped her warm in his seaman's coat
Against the stinging bleat;

He cut a rope f rom a broken spar,
And bound ber to the mast.

" ' O father! I hear the ehurch-bella ring,
O ay, what may it be ?'

'"rs a fog-bell on the rock-bound eoast ! -
And be steered for the open sea.

'o father ! I hear the sound o! guns,
O ay, what may it be ?

But the father answered never a word,
A frozen corpse was he.

" Lashed to the helm, all stiff and stark,
With his face turned to the skies,

The lantern gleamed through the gleaming snow
On his fixed and glassy eyes.

"Then the maiden claped her bands and prayed
Thatsavèd she mighit be ;

And she thought of Christ who stilled the wave
on the Lake of Galilee.

* •* * *

At day-break, on the bleak seabeacn,
A fisherman stood aghast,

To see the forn of a maiden fair,
Lashed close te a drifting mast.

"The sait sea was frozen on ber breast
The salt tears in ber eyes ;

And he saw ber hair, like brown sea-weed,
On the billows fall and rise.

uch was the wreck of the Hesperus,
In the midnight and the snow !

christ save us al from a death like this,
On the reef of Nornan'e woe? "

"The ballad is indeed striking," said the professor, "'and I don't

wonder at Longfellow's sleeplessness with such a thought tearin g
through his brain. It is singular what an effect his more vigorous

poems have had upon his mind. They seem to have comle upon hin
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with an almost maddening energy, and refused quiet to him until they

were committed to paper. The Skeleton in Armour appeared to

him in 1849, as he was riding along the beach, at Newport, on a sum-

mer's afternoon. A short time before that a skeleton had been dug up

at Fall River, clad in broken and corroded armour. It had a profound

impression on the bard, and to it we are indebted for one of the most

glorious ballads of the age. The poet connected the skeleton with the

Round Tower, usually known to the people roundabout as the Old

Windmill. Now, the tower is claimed by the Danes as the work of

their early ancestors. So great an authority as Professor Rafn inclines

to this belief, and boldly declares the structure to be a genuine speci-

men of architecture built not later than the twelfth century. This

applies to the original building at Newport only, and not to the

' improvements ' that it has received from time to time, since it was

first erected. There are several such alterations in the upper part of

the building which cannot be mistaken, and which were probably used

in modern times for different purposes. The windmill was a later

alteration, but the base remains in all its ancient glory. These are the

materials which supplied Longfellow with a theme for a ballad. The

skeleton would not be laid until the solitary horseman promised a

poem. In this we have the poet in his boldest vein, and every verse

rings like the notes of the clarion. It is unquestionably his grandest

and strongest piece of writing. The masterly touches of the balladist

remind us of some of the great things one finds in Percy. One can take

it up at any time, but the old story always seems fresh and new, and

one never grows aweary of the admirable lay. Longfellow bas written

scarcely more than four or five ballads, but every one of them is a gem.

The Elected Knight, from a Danish legend, and the Luck of Edenhail,
from the German, with the two I have mentioned, form a quartette

of ballad rhyme hardly equalled by a poet of our century."

" I think no one can read Longfellow without being impressed, I was

going to say, saturated with his genius. It is broad and expansive.

Even in his simplest poems, bits such as one finds in Tales of a Way-

side Inn, which contains so much that is beguiling and charming, one

is struck with the beauty and power of Longfellow's mind. He never

trifles with his muse, nor writes with an air of affectation, such as we

often see in poets of even good standing. He never sacrifices sense to

sound, nor indulges in rare words. His style is of the greatest simplicity,
and everyone can read Longfellow and understand him. He never sends

you scouring through old glossaries looking for unknown terms, as Mr.

Browning does much too frequently, by the way, for his own reputation,
nor does he indulge in hidden meanings or obscure metaphors. He

accomplishes his purpose without theatrical aid and the glorious effect
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of red fire. He does not clothe his characters in the cast-off garments
which figured in the images of the works of the old poets. He is a dis-
coverer, for he bas found in the New World a race of people hitherto
undescribed by the poet. He bas gone into the forests and wild woods,
and learned the traditions and legends of the red people of the land ;
and, in his own splendid way, with the fire of his genius flashing from
every verse, he bas sung to us in undying numbers the Sang of Hiawa-
tha, a poem which marks Longfellow's place in literature-a work which
will always live. It is a history of a race that is fast passing away, a
tribute perhaps which ought to be paid by the Circasian to the man of
Colour, to the first owner of the territory. What an irresistible charm
there is in this beautiful story of Hiawatha and lovely Minnehaha, with
its resonant but curious and unmistakable metre-a measure which is
peculiarly Longfellowian, and which will always be identified with him.
With what delight do we turn the wonderful pages of the volumeand read again this work, which stands alone, unlike anythingever seen before. How full and sweet and tender are the verses,and how much power and vigour the poet has contrived to concen-trate into them. The Song is divided into parts, but each section
may be read alone without injuring the continuity of the whole. A
slender thread binds the sheaves together, but you can read the 'wooing'
or the 'famine,' and stop there if you want to, for the story is complete
in every part. The public reader finds much that is admirable in any
of the songs, but to read them on the platform as they should be read,
-to read them without relapsing into tedious sing-song, requires almost
as much genius as it required to write them in the first place. I shall
never forgive a lady I once heard read ' The Wooing,' whose ridiculous
taste made ber pronounce ' Moinne,' and laugh the 'ha-ha' outright.
You can hardly conceive how disastrous her performance was. The
poem was ruined, and her dreadful voice, as shrill as a chanticieer's on
a bright morning, grated in the ears of the auditors, harshly and offen-
sively. And this lady bad some character as a reader. I shall never
forget ber; and she amazed me as much as Mrs. Scott Siddons did,
when she corrected Tennyson, and altered Tom Hood. Would you
believe it, this lady actually changed the full meaning ' Christian charity'
of Hood, to the meaningless 'human charity' of ber own mind. I
think public reciters should be taught that it is a crime punishable by
law to mutilate a classic author. But I suppose we must put up with
thefr arrogance and bad taste; and when we find our favourite lines in
Burns and Byron twisted and turned till we fail to recognise them
again, we must put it down to the superior genius of the performers on
the stage, and forgive them as we have long ago learned to forgive the
fantastic tricks which Colley Cibber played with Shakespeare."
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" You are hard on our platform celebrities," said Frank, " but hardly
more so than some of them deserve. They are worse than bad actors,
for these unfortunate knights of the sock and buskin at least speak
what is set down for them, and never dare to substitute their own lan-
guage for the author's, unless they are quite hopeless cases, altogether
beyond redemption. Old actors like Macready and Forrest, the legends
of the Green-room tell us, have crushed young aspirants when through
nervousness or fright they forgot words and even lines sometimes in
the text, with a dark frown and a ' remember, sir, this is Shakspeare,'
and the young actor seldom forgot the lesson in after life. Had Mrs.
Siddons-not the great one-been a success on the stage, and served a
proper apprenticeship to it, she would not have the hardihood after-
wards to offend our ideas of taste, by substituting her own weak words
for the grand utterances of the masters in literature."

" We were speaking of Longfellow's Hiawatha," said Charles, " and
I am a little curious to know, sir, if you consider that the poet has put
into it his best work. Has he written it, like Tennyson has written bis
Idyls of the King, with the intention of alluring his fame to rest there ?
It is a coincidence that the two greatest poets of our day, speaking the
same language, but living under different goverrnents, should have
each chosen a national subject as the ground-work of their fame."

" Yes," observed the professor, "I see a coincidence, and I think
Longfellow himself thinks that Hiawatha is his first work in power.
If you will notice how perfect it is in detail, and how finished it is in
execution ! There is not a line in the whole work that could be
removed without being missed. It is a permanent contribution, not only
to the literarure of the New World-and I think it bas a literature-
but also to that great republic of letters which extends throughout the
whole globe. It is full of pictures of fancy, sometimes of a weird
nature, but always fanciful and airy. A certain grace too, hovers about
always, and the strange fascination with which the songs are surcharged
never leaves them. Longfellow bas written many exquisite things; bis
muse takes a wide range, and he has travelled a good deal, and seen a
great part of the world. Of an observant nature, and of æsthetic
delicate tastes, he bas seen everything worth seeing, and lis glorious
fancy and warm imagination have peopled bis brain with the most ele-
gant and beautiful images, and these he has given to us in the shape of
those poems and sonnets and songs which have so enriched our com-
mon literature. You meet with something striking in Longfellow when
you least expect it. He is always so felicitous, that you sometimes
think he will never give you anything rugged and bold, and you get to
expect only pretty fancies, clothed in eloquent and sweet-sounding
English. He seems to put lis whole life into bis poems, and they are-
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but parts of himself. His extensive reading and culture have brought
him into intimate acquaintance with the best writings of old world
poets, and some of many of his sweetest lyrics and idyls are given as
translations from these bards."

" But Longfellow has given us many poems which are not translations.
Poems which are descriptive of scenes and incidents in out of the way
nooks and corners of the old world. These are rich in imagery, and the
drapery which hangs about them is of the choicest texture, and reminds
me of an Eastern fabric. I cannot name them all here, there are so
many of them. Have you read Cadenabbia, Monte Cassino, Amalfi, The
Old Bridge at Florence-that delightful sonnet which speaks so eloquently
-and that dainty bit, The Longo River ? Or turn again the pages, and
dip into those robust strains which we find in the batch of verses
called By the Seaside. Here we have a stirring poem, as familiar as
some of the songs of Diblin, the ever fresh Building of the Ship, which
has received the honour of quotation more than any other of Long-
fellow's poems, and Sir Humphrey Gilbert and The Lighthou8e
among the rest. But turn where you will, our poet has left nothing
untoucþed. By the fireside we discover him telling some gentle story
to a group of enraptured inmates of the cottage. Perhaps it is The
Birds of Passage, or the tender Suspiria, or that matchless gem, The
Hanging of the Crane, which every young wife should have by her, that
we hear. And where shall we get a fluer burst of song than Tite Blind
Girl of Castél-Cuille, from the Gascon of Jasurin, which the poet
gives us so metrically, and which is full of bis best figures 1I think,
more and more, that Longfellow's popularity is greater than Tennyson's,
even in England; away from the towns and cities, in cottage homes, in
hamlets, the sweet singer of Cambridge is known and loved, and well-
thumbed volumes of his poems show how much he is read and enjoyod.
His audiences are larger than the Laureate's. He appeals to a wider
circle. His humanity is not broader, but his poetry has more soul in it,
and it reaches the heart quicker, and brings out the better nature which
is in man. His songs have been written for the people, for the labour-
ing classes, who work out in the fields and till the ground. The songs
of nature which he has written are for them, and we find his works at
their fireside, and hard, brown hands turn the leaves. Tennyson never

reaches these homes. His books-small and neat as they are, and it

takes a dozen of them to hold all bis poems-are met with in the par-

lours and drawing-rooms of the intelligent upper classes who read, but

here, too, Longfellow bas a place, and bis books find a welcome as

hearty and as genuine as the Laureate's own. Every one who reads

Tennyson reads Longfellow also. Longfellow does not belong to
America ouly, but to the whole world. lie is more popular in England
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to-day than any other poet of this century, and his great ode on the
death of the Warden of the Cinque Ports, originally prepared, I think,
for the old Putnams Magazine, was pronounced superior to Tennyson's
ode on the same subject-though both are fine compositions. His repu-
tation has been earned by hard work alone. No man bas taken greater
pains with bis work, and he deserves every bonour he bas received. Poe,
long ago, called him a man of true genius, and Griswold bas written
somewhere, ' of all our poets, Longfellow best deserves the title of artist.'
He bas studied the principles of verbal melody, and rendered bimself
master of the mysterious affinities which exist between sound and sense,
word and tbought, feeling and expression. We take an interest in
Longfellow because ie bas made immortal a bit of our territory-the
land of Evangeline. This is a simple enough story, but as told by the
poet it has become a classic. Every one is familiar with it, and I need
at this time do nothing more than merely refer to it in passing. Of
course you have heard the origin of this legend 1

No, tell it to us."
" Well, Longfellow, bas never been in Nova Scotia, and the story that

the old settlers in Acadia used to tell among themselves was once re-
counted to Hawthorne in Longfellow's home by a mutual friend, who
wished the novelist to make it the subject of a romance. But for some
reason or other, Hawthorne did not grasp the idea with readiness, and
Longfellow begged the gentleman to tell the tale again, and stand in
the west and say what he saw. The legend was repeated, and Grand
Prè was described minutely. The poet jotted down the words as they
fell from bis visitor's lips, and asked a monopoly of the subject. This
was at once yielded to him, and in a little while one of the poet's most
delightful poems was published. He bas often felt an anxiety to visit
the spot which bis pen bas made so famous, and which bas become a
place of pilgrimage by tourists, but, thus far, bas not been able to ac-
complish the journey."

" What a faithful description of the place the poet bas given. You
could almost fancy that he had lived at Grand Pré all bis life. I see
Longfellow bas attempted the dramatic form of composition. Do you
think him successful in this ?"

" His dramas are only beautiful poems, and be bas written nothing
suitable for the stage. His dramas could not be acted. They lack mo-
tive power. The best of them all is The Spanish Student, and this is
certainly a drama which bas merit. It is cast in the Shakspearian
mould, and the wit in it is of the kind which we find in Touchstone.
It is grotesque and playful. There are eighteen characters in the play,
and these are conceived with more or less success. Victorian and
Hypolito are rather well executed. The Count of Lara is the villain,
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0nly tolerably managed, and Preciosa, a beautiful gypsy, is happily con-
ceived. Chispa, Victorian's servant, has all the spirit of the piece, and
lie is a cleverly drawn personage. His wit is abundant and quick, and
when lie does not remind you of the King's jester, he smacks strongly
of Launcelot Gobbo. He is the life of the draina, and though the plot
is old, it is not tedious. The dialogue is sprightly. There are some
prettily worded soliloquies, and a few songs and serenades which give
the play a Spanish flavor. As a whole, The Spanish Student is a
pleasant thing to read, and many of the passages are quit e graceful. In
the saine field Longfellow has pursued his work. In the form of the
drama he bas woven together some very excellent ideas, and his New
England Tragedies are powerful portrayals of character, and the dic-
tion is full of energy. John Endicott is the title of the first of these.
It is descriptive of the old times in New England when the Quakers
were persecuted and tormented. The colouring is exceedingly warm,
and while one could easily perceive the work to be Longfellow's, lie bas
excluded a good many of bis characteristics. The two Endicott's
father and son, and Christisin, the Quakeress, are painted with fine effect.
and John Norton is drawn with some vigour. The incidents are good,
and the situations are managed with true conception of art. In the
other tragedy we have a glimpse of Salem witchcraft. The title of it
is Giles Carey. It is a more successful assumption, in a dramatic
point of view, than the other. Indeed this is a powerful piece, and the
situations are very exciting and realistie. The spirit of the piece is
well carried out."

" Longfellow has thrown a good deal of his work into the dramatic
form, has he not l I remember reading, some years ago, his Golden
Legend, which then seemed to me like one of the passion plays of Ober-
ammergan ; and there is another of the same class--The Divine
Traqedg, which is even better done than the Golden Legend, and de-
scribes the life and death of Christ. I thought it singularly faithful to
the Scriptures as I had read them."

"Christus-A Mystery, stands out as a Herculean labour of the poet.
It las taken him many years to bring bis Christian poems to the state
of perfection in which they are now. They show inspiration and bold-

ness. This last volume is one of the noblest in our language. It com-

prises all that Longfellow has done in this direction, and includes The

Divine Tragedy, The Golden Legend, and The New England Tragedies,

with prelude, interludes, and finale-a Christian's library by a Christ-

ian poet. These books place Longfellow in even a higher position than

lie occupied before as a world's poet. He bas struck, through them, a

blow at popular prejudice, which falls with tremendous force and crush-

ing effect. They are the outcome of a ripe and thoughtful mind. In
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Judas Maccabous we have a specimen of Longfellow's tragic skill. It
is in five acts, and in this compass we have a history of the subjection
of the Jews. There are masterly touches in this production, and it is
written in fine spirit."

"A good many of the poet's songs have been set to music. The
Bridge is one of these, and also Beware, which is very popular with
singers. I saw in an old number of Fraser, I believe it was, this song
rendered into Latin by Dr. Maginn. Have you ever met with it ?'

No, but, if you remember it, I should like to hear it."
"Yes, I have it. I copied it at the time, and if you will give me your

attention I will read it.

"' Est virgo,-ne crede, puer, cui perfida ridet,-
Nam bifrons illa est, sava est anica simul ;

Corpore prestanti, quâ non est pulchrior ore,
Te capit, improvidum, ludiflcatque,-CAva!

"'En geminos,-ne crede, puer, cui perfida ridet,-
Subtiles;oculos, quos habet illa, vagos,

Dejicit, attollit, versutè huc volvit et illuc,-
Te capit, improvidum, ludificatque,--CAvE

"'Aurato,-ne crede, puer, cui perfida ridet,-
EffusS pendunt, colla per alba, come.

Subridet bland5, loquitur mendacia fingens,-
Te capit, improvidum, ludifleatque,-CAVE !

"'candidior,-ne crede, puer, cui perfida ridet,-
Quan nix nectareus, quæc cadit alba, sinus;

Scit quando et quantum valeat monstrare puella,-
Te capit, improvidum ludiflcatque,-CAvE !

"',Nunc flores, -ne crede, puer, cui perfida ridet,
Purpureos ductâ coelligit illa manu,

Sertum aptâ fingit, -caprew est tibi pileus arte,-
Te capit, improvidum, ludificatque, -- CAva

"What a curious fellow Maginn was, all learning and grotesqueness,
as hotblooded and erratic as Hook and at times as quaint as Barham. He
belonged to Cork, and John Galt, the father of our Sir A. T. Galt, once
wrote to Lady Blessington of him in this way; 'Dr. Maginn is a man,
Blackwood says, of singular talent and great learning; indeed, some
of the happiest things in the magazine have been from his pen. He
was a great admirer of Lingfellow, and respected his genius and talents."'

"Longfellow has met with the highest success as a translator. Fa-
miliar with most languages and possessed of the keenest perceptions, he
has been able to turn out excellent work. Scattered through his poems
one sees many pieces from foreign tongues, all of them delightful com-
positions, and distinguished alike for their literal following of the
original and great beauty in themselves. Longfellow's reading has been
so varied and wide that scarcely an old legend exists which he lias not
ferreted out and turned to account. In the by-ways of Europe he has
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found a vast quantity of almost forgotten lore, and many of his best
poems owe their origin to some humble story or incident, which reached
him in various ways. Thus, for instance, that remarkable French
divine and preacher, Jacques Bridaine, whose sermons produced terrible
dismay among his congregation, furnished in a disquisition the sub-ject matter of one of the poet's sublimest efforts. In a sermon on
Eternity, preached at St. Sulpice, in Paris, about 1754, Bridaine com-
pared Eternity to the pendulum of a clock, which swayed ceaselessly,
and unmurmuring ; Toujours /jamais / jamais ! toujours / Forever, never,
never, forever! This sermon caused great excitement at the time inParis, and people were driven in some cases into insanity by it. Assoon as Mr. Longfellow read it, he was struck with its wonderful power,and the beautiful idea which it conveyed. But he could not get it outof his mind for several days, ' Toujours / jamais / jamais ! toujours !' ran-in his head, and his mmd turned constantly to it. He had to use theidea, which haunted him like a nightmare, and he wrote The Old Clockon the Stairs, and how much we owe Bridaine for that exquisite poem
which goes to every heart!

"'Never bere, forever there,
Where all parting, pain and care,
And death and time shal disappear,
Forever there but never here
The horologe of eternity-
Sayeth this iicessently,

"Forever-never !
Never-Forever

"You said just now that Longfellow was a literal translator. Is his
magnificent work The Divina Commedia, of Dante, a literal transla-tion, or is it like Pope's Homer."

" It is almost word for word in the language of the great Italian, the
most faithful translation thus far written. For a long time, Cary's Dante
was the recognised authority, and, so far back as 1809, The North
Ameriean Review pronounced it with confidence the most literal trans-
lation in poetry in our language, and Prescott wrote in 1824 to Cary :
I think Dante would have given him a place in his ninth heaven, if he
could have foreseen his translation. It is most astonishing, giving not
only the literal corresponding phrase, but the spirit of the original, the
true Dantesque manner. It should be cited as an evidence of the com-
pactness, the pliability, the sweetness of the English tongue.' In 1839,
the year when Mr. Longfellow published five passages from the
.Purgatorio, Cary's reputation stood higher than it did in 1824. A.
recent writer, G. W. Greene, well versed in the Italian language and
poetry, and competent in every way for the task, in a masterly review
of Dante's Divina Commedia, makes comparisons between Cary and our
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poet, and unhesitatingly states that Longfellow's work, with its fourteen
thousand two hundred and seventy-eight lines, corresponds word for word
with the original Italian; and no one claims that much for Cary. The lead-
ing scholars of the day, Charles Elliot Norton among the number, unite in
the assertion that Liongfellow's translation is the only pure English ver-
ison of the Italian, and must be accepted as the standard. Mr. Greene, in bis
estimate, bas been very careful and very impartial, and his criticism will
be read by every candid reader with great pleasure. He makes bis
points with admirable tact, and the long excerpts which lie introduces
are the best authorities he could have for bis statements. Mr. Greene,
in his review, shows good scholarship and a thorough knowledge of bis
subject. No one can read Longfellow's Dante without a great deal of
pride and pleasure. It is a grand work, and as we have it it reads like
an English poem, and every page bears in its face the imprint of genius."

"But Longfellow even does not stop here. He is, besides being a
poet and a translator, a novelist of singular excellence, and a prose
essayist also. His poetic tastes have aided him materially in the com-
positions of bis lesser, though bright and attractive, writings in prose.
No one but a poet could have written Kavanagh--a story of wonder-
ful grace and delicacy, with just the faintest touch of humour in it. It
is full of pleasant things and delightful conversations and descriptions.
One is interested from the start with the fortunes of Churchill, the
schoolmaster of Kavanagh, the preacher and the two charming girls,
Alice and Cecile, while the smaller characters of the tale are formed
with equal tact. We have met a hundred times with that fellow
who sold linens and wrote poetry for the village newspaper, and who
spoke blank verse in the bosom of bis family, and bis sister is another
character, often seen in real life, and met at intervals, and who bas
not fallen in with Mr. Hathaway, who sighs for a native and
national literature, and grows sanguine on the subject of magazines.
And the young lady poet, and poor Lucy, are all types of humanity
equally as familiar. How exquisite is the grouping of these individuals,
and how deliciously Longfellow brings out the peculiar traits in each.
The whole reads like a fascinating poem, and one turns from it to
Evangeline and back again without losing a particle of the charm
which enriches all of the poet's writings."

" I have taken especial interest in the poet's prose works. To me
they seem like veritable poems, and Kavanaqh is a splendid picture of
life in a New England village. Apart from the story which forms the
framework of this tale, and brings out with good effect Longfellow's
keen knowledge of mankind, Kavanagh is an elegant piece of descrip-
tive writing. The words are well and aptly chosen, and while always
felicitous, there is an entire absence of that grandiloquent or redun-
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dant verbiage which grows tiresome and dull in some authors. One
wants to read this tale in a leisurely way, and stop now and then at a
page, and drink in what the poet says. What a tender bit of writing is that
chapter which reveal to Alice the story of the preacher's love for Cecile
and the heroic behaviour of the brave girl, in another chapter, when her
friend seeks her congratulations, and tells her of her engagement. Lucy's
sad death, Alice's illness and death, the exquisite table-talk in the thir-
teenth chapter, the glimpses we get now and then of Churchill's home,
and his wise sayings, the preacher's little study in the old tower, and
the bits of quiet philosophy and good-natured raillery here and there, are
unapproachable in beauty of composition. One feels the subtle power
of Longfellow, the romancist, and it seems a pity that a man who can
write such stories should have given us so few of them. Kavanagh
and Hyperion seem to have cost the author little trouble. They are
written in the simplest language, conceived with the truest genius, and
executed in the highest principle of art. That is why these tales, which
are merely plain narratives, captivate the reader on thé instant, and
throw around him the spell of enchantment."

" But Longfellow is not only novelist and poet, but he is also a very
agreeable essayist. I think his short papers are as pleasant in their
way as some of Hazlitt's. In his Driftwood, he treats us to a variety
of subjects, and all of them are pungent and happy, and exhibit his
scholarly attainments to an eminent degree. Indeed Frithiofs Saga
is a notable paper and quite instructive. The legend is well told, and
the sketch we have of the work of Sweden's noblest poet, Esaias Tegnér,
will make the reader seek to know further of the good bishop whose
poetic genius and brilliant imagination place him in the front rank of
European bards."

" These Drifiwood Papers were written some forty years ago. Paris
in the Seventeenth Century, which gives a view of Louis XIV. and his
court, Anglo-Saxon Literature, and Twice-told Tales, belong to this series,
and they display clever analysis and fine workmanship. In the pages
devoted to Table Talk, there are some very beautiful thoughts which
contain a world of wisdom in a little space : let me quote a few of
the more piquant of these to show you the bent of Longfellow's mind
at thirty. He says:

"' If you borrow my books, do not mark them; for I shal not be able
to distinguish your marks from ny own, and the pages will become like
the doors in Bagdad, marked by Morgiana's chalk.'

"' Don Quixote thought he could have made beautiful bird-cages and
toothpicks, if his brain had not been so full of ideas of chivalry. Most
people would succeed in small things if they were not troubled with
great ambitions.'
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A torn jacket is soon mended ; but hard words bruise the heart of
a child.'

"' Authors, in their prefaces, generally speak in a conciliatory, depre -
cating tone of the critics, whom they hate and fear; as of old the Greeks
spake of the Furies as the Eumenides, the benign godesses.'

" 'Doubtless criticism was originally benignant, pointing out the beau-
ties of a work, rather than its defects. The passions of men have made it
malignant, as the bad heart of Procrustes turned the bed, the symbol of
repose, into an instrument of torture.'

"'A thought often makes us hotter than fire.'
"'Some critics are like chimney-sweepers ; they put out the fire below,

or frighten the swallows from their nests above ; they scrape a long
time in the chimney, cover themselves with soot, and bring nothing
away but a bag of cinders, and then swing from the top of the house as
if they had built it.'

" You see the kindly heartfulness of the poet in all these, but under-
lying the whole there is the merest tinge of satire, a sort of good-natured
badinage. Longfellow is of too sensitive a nature to wound, knowingly,
the feelings of any one."

"I think the satiric element, slight though it be, is the spice of the
essay. It is what that fine orator, Wendell Phillips, would call the
snapper of the whip. One enjoys Iyperion in much the same way
as Hawthorne's Marble Faun is enjoyed, The talk about art in the
latter is not a whit behind the conversations which we get in some of
the chapters of Hyperion about Goethe, Tieck and Uhland on literary
matters generally. These scraps of talk, elegant as they are as relations,
reveal the poet-story teller as a critic, and we get his estimates of books
and authors in a very pleasant way. In that other book of his, Outre-
mer-a pilgrimage beyond the sea, the same felicitous style appears in
the ornate collection of essays which it contains. They display a cul-
tured imagination, ample reading, and critical observation. The sub-

jects treated of embrace a pleasing variety, and consist of literary,
social, and miscellaneous matters. Those who love to read the old
poetry of France, and who take delight in learning more of those ancient
minstrels who delighted and charmed all Europe six and eight centuries
ago, will find in the Trouvères of Longfellow a seasonable dish for the
palate. The Troubadours, and the rich and quaint literature which be-
longs to them, afford the poet abundant material, and he has made good
use of his opportunity. He has engrafted into his paper the curious
lore which he has picked up in his travels through France, and he bas
preserved much from falling into decay which might have been lost for-
ever. In personal poems and sonnets, we have many choice composi-
tions from our bard's pen. The most noteworthy of these is the poem
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written about bis truest friend, Charles Sumner, after that great states-

man's death. For a long term of years the friendship which these men

had for each other was unshaken, and unaltered. On every side the

senator saw old familiars estranged from him, and once when he drove

through Beacon Street in Boston, almost every resident closed bis bouse

and shut his blinds. Only two gentlemen failed to express themselves

in this way, and it was through no love for Sumner that one of them

acted thus. He didn't like to shut his doors on the young man, he said,
and that was all. But Longfellow, with that beaming generous smile

which bis face always wears, that sure index of the nobility of bis char-

acter, stretched forth bis hand, and welcomed home again Charles Sum-

ner, whose virtues men see now when it is too late. Al through life
this friendship was kept up between the two kindred spirits. The son-
nets to Keats, Milton, Shakspeare, and Chaucer, are the sublimest and
most characteristic things we have from Longfellow's pen. They are
full of true poetry."

" Mr. Longfellow is an able editor, and his work in this capacity bas
been voluminous. The Poets and Poetry of Europe, contains all that
is worth publishing in the form of translation from the poets of Ice-
land, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, G-ermany, France, Italy and other
countries. In these volumes, not only do we find Longfellow's own
translations, but also those of Lowell, Bayard Taylor, Leland, Mrs. Wis-

ter, Bryant, Rossetti, and many others. These books have passed through
several editions and they are still popular with readers. Recently Mr.
Longfellow bas undertaken to supply matter for a new field of literature.

He has edited an exquisite series of books of poetry called The Poems of

Places, These exhibit the masterpieces of poesy, and no one can take

up a volume of this series without reading it through. The poems are
so well set that they captivate the reader at once and insist on perusal.

All the favourite poems we knew long ago seem to be included in this

collection, and the editor bas shown good critical discrimination in mak-

ing bis selection from the wealth of material at his command."
"Have you ever met Longfellow 1',
"Oh! yes, I have met bim several times. The first time I saw him was

at Harvard during the inauguration of the present President, Charles W.

Eliot. He is one of the most genial of men, of easy manner and band-

some features. His conversations are tinctured with freshness and ori-

ginality, and bis talks are as enjoyable as bis poetry. His library is a

perfect museum of the curious in letters. One case is filled with editions

of his own books, and there must be at this time very little less than a

hundred and fifty distinct editions. He preserves his manuscript in

most instances, and he has in his room in another case written like cop-

per-plate, his chief poems, handsomely bound. He was born in Port-
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land, Maine, February 27, 1807, and is now seventy years of age. On
the occasion of his birthday he received a number of poems dedicatory of
the event. One-a sonnet of some merit-I will quote

'Not Italy's great poet held more dear,

Nor studied with more love his master's book,
Than I do humbly thine, where as t look

A thousand beauteous images appear,
Reflected on the page in colours clear,

The heart's most holy thoughts as oft a brook,

Displays the secrets of the misty nook.
Some leafy bough between denies the seer;

For thou lov'st all the world, and ýeek'st to raise

Fresh hopes in man and cheerhim to his goal,

A perfect life, but when he still obeys

His lower nature, thy prophetic soul

Peaceful trusts ail to God with prayers and praise,
Who bids the eternal ages onward roll.'

"Longfellow is still vigorous in mind and appears to enjoy excellent

health and spirits. His home is in Cambridge, and the house he lives in

is rendered historic as the residetnce of Washington in the last century.

But it is getting late, and I think we had better put away our books

and papers for to night, and when you come again we will talk about

that other singer, whose writings too are loved by all mankind, that

broad, charitable Christian poet and lyrist, John Greenleaf Whittier."

GEO. STEWART, JR.

DEAN STANLEY AND SOCRATES.

BY REV. JAMES CARMICHAEL.

IN his last volume of " the History of the Jewish Church," Dean

Stanley has dedicated a whole chapter to an elaborate comparison be-

tween Socrates and the founder of Christianity. There is nothing new in

the idea, but there is something novel in the Dean's personal appropria-

tion of it, and in the manner in which he treats the subject. His

language is rich and glowing ; his arrangement perfect; his sins of omission

are keen and lawyer-like, those of commission, bold, reckless and dar-

ing. Of course there is but little originality of thought in the treat-

ment of the subject, for that is not one of the Dean's characteristics,
but he has used the colours mixed on other pallets with the hand of a

true artist, and as the picture hangs before us it catches the eye at

once as a work of more than ordinary beauty.
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To understand the position taken by Dean Stanley, it is necessary to
remind our readers of the life of the old Athenian, so brought into
comparison with man's highest conception of humanity.

The great philosopher was born 469 B.C., at a period when Athens
was rising to the height of her glory as the champion of Greece and
the home of Philosophy and Art. At thirty years of age he made up
his mind to dedicate his life to philosophy, but being called to duty as
a citizen, b fought as a foot soldier through that part of the Peloppe-
nesian campaigu which centred itself at Polidæ Delium and Amphipolis.
On leaving the army he put his desire of teaching into practice, and
resigning bis profession as a sculptor, he started afresh in life as an
unpaid teacher of the nation.

As a teacher he was certainly unique, if not in matter, at least in
manner. He earnestly believed that he had a divine prohibitory mon-
itor within him, and a divine mission, and in carrying out the latter
under the voice of the former, he popularized his peculiar mode of
teaching. Without regular school or classified scholars, he frequented
places of public resort, and acting as if he needed instruction, he asked
the opinion of others on public and moral questions, such as, What is
Justice ? Love 1 &c. Having received the views of others, he examined
and cross-examined them, until he often logically reduced them to the
most absurd conclusions, and then he gave the correct view, and the
moral lessons deducible therefrom.

There is no doubt that many of bis views, if not original, were far in
advauce of those of past and contemporary philosophers. He always spoke
of existing religious institutions with the profoundest reverence, but he
acknowledged, and taught the Athenian public to believe in, one Divine
Being as the Creator and preserver of all things. With the exception,
however, of his re-iterated belief in this, and in the doctrine of the
soul's immortality and future happiness, he passed over all reasoning
as to divine and hidden things, and fixed the minds of his hearers on
human virtues, such as justice, truth and honour. He would gather
the opinions of a dozen people in public on the word " honour," and
then tearing them into pieces he would overwhelm his audience with
his nobler definition.

Such a system, whilst it captivated the young men of Athens, not
unnaturally aroused bitter and revengeful feelings in the breasts of
other teachers, and in the representatives of the different classes of
society, unsparingly assailed by the philosopher, and at seventy yeaM of
age he was accused of "infidelity towards the gods of the state, and of

corrupting the Athenian youth by teaching them not to believe." is
defence, published by Plato, is a masterpiece of plain talking, of
freedom from ail rhetorical clap-trap, of scathing sarcasm, and of high

5
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and noble thoughts. He takes the ground that his mission was divine,
that on no promise of life would he surrender it, for " tho', O Athenians,
I honour and love you, I shall obey God rather than you." He tells
them that, in murdering him, they silence the voice of a divine mes-
senger, who only lived to teach them the truth, but that they would in
no way injurehim, for (unlike St. Paul) he felt that " to die and be freed
from my cares is better for me." He pictures the joys of eternity as a
continuation of philosophie life on earth, and closes with the thrilling
words, so often felt, yet left unuttered on the death bed of many a timid
Christian: " But it is now time to depart-for me to die, for you to
live. But which of us is going to a better state, is unknown to every-
one but God."

Few deaths have been so clearly pictured as his. His friend Crito
steals into his cell on the morning of his death, and finds him sleeping
quietly. Crito has arranged for his escape, everything is ready-the
one grand chance of life is open-if the philosopher will only avail him-
self of it. This Socrates promises to do, if after calm discussion the
matter should appear to be just and upright-then he proves step by
step to the excited Crito, that he dare not escape, because no true citizen
could, for personal reasons, disobey the laws which govern the masses.

The closing hours of his life are pictured by Plato in his " Phedo" with
minute fidelity. Sitting on the side of his bed, and then rising and
walkingup and down his cell, we see"the old man eloquent"pouring forth
his views on death, on the immortality of the soul, on the bliss and rap-
ture of another state, on the glow or awful sentence based on man's
deserts, and uttered in eternal words. The whole argument is given as
clearly and distinctly as if a first-class short-hand reporter had sat down
by the bed and noted every word.

Then comes the description of his death. The grim joke as to his
burial, the lonely bath in the inner room, the calm farewell, the prayer
to the gods that his departure might be happy-then the draught of
the deadly hemlock, the systematie walking up and down till his legs
became swollen and heavy, then his lying down whilst coldness and
stiffness crept over his body, then the awful silence, and the waking up
to his death words, which may have been either an earnest order, or a
ghastly joke : " Crito, we owe a sacrifice to Asculapius ; pay it there-
fore, and do not neglect it."

It is out of this material that the Dean has moulded, first, an in-
spired, and then a Christlike Socrates. The absent-mindedness of the
philosopher,-changes into the inspired ecstasy of the prophet, his fancied
monitor becomes a reflection of the still small voice of the Divine Word,
his call to philosophy is like the call of Jeremiah or Ezekiel, the ani-
mosities of his life, like those endured by Isaiah and his devotion to
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duty, the same magnificent religious determination, which travelled down
the road of time from Moses to Malachi. So far the poet has spared
no poetry, or the painter no gaudy colours, but having reached the
Rubicon of irreverence, the Dean crosses it with a cry of enthusiasm.
The Socratic atmosphere "is not only moral, but religious, not only re-
ligious, but Christian." Socrates, as seen thro' the invaluable eyes of Mr.
Grote becomes " a missionary," his mission is purely " religions," and
his life is " apostolic." Like David, the Athenian changes into a type
of " David's greater son," and his whole career suggests " distantly"

a solid illustration of the one life which is the turning point of the re-
ligion of the whole world." In the trial and death of the philoOpher,

We are told another Trial and another Parting inevitably rush to the
melmory," and the closing scene in the Athenian dungeon " carries our
maind to the farewell discourses in the upper chamber in Jerusalem." In
short, a study of the life of the philosopher, " makes us understand better
the Sacred Presence which moved on the shores of the sea of Galilee, and
pictures for us that true stimulus, which prepared the western world
for the great Inquirer, the Divine Word."

It is not for us to enter into a description of the life and character
and teaching of Him, thus strangely brought side by side with the semi-
pagan philosopher. We would, however, notice a few points which
Practically destroy all likeness between the human and Divine teacher.

Christ and Socrates stood on two distinct and antagonistic platforns,
and taught two distinct systems of arriving at truth. The peculiarity
of the teaching of Socrates lay in his appeal to reason. Step by step
with anxious care, he argued on towards his conclusions, asking no
belief where the reason and the intellect did not give it. With him
reason was omnipotent; a terrible power, before which love and the
affections were forced to bow down. Nothing angered him more than
that spirit of dogmatism which said, " Believe," and gave no reason for
belief save the will of the teacher. With him there could be no virtue,
no true life, without reasonable certainty on which both could be built
up.

In the case of the founder of Christianity, however, we find a totallY
different system, one that Socrates would have assailed with savage
bittemness. Christ seldom argued, seldom appealed to the reason, and
when Re spoke on matters of supreme importance, He rushed right in
the face of the whole Socratic system, by rejecting all influence of
argument, and dogmatizing with an energy that to Socrates would have
aPPOed blasphemous.

Socrates held that " the highest human wisdom was worth little or
nothing," that " the wisest man was he who believed in his own igno-
rance,» whereas the founder of Christianity enthroned Himself in the
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solitary grandeur of His teaching as " the Light of the World,"
" the Truth," itself, the one only way to happinesss. Socrates laughed
at approaching the soul through the channel of the affections, Christ
made the affections the sacred harp on which he played the choicest
melodies of Divine love. If both teachers had lived in the same city,
Christ might have converted Socrates, but it is more likely (humanly
speaking) that the philosopher would have been the antagonist of the
Saviour, in public and in private, and right on to the hour of death
itself.

But it is in the morality of the two teachers that we find that " the
differmce is immense." The Dean carefully avoids weaving points of
likeness on this important subject, although common honesty seems to
demand that the attempt should have been made. Undoubtedly
Socrates taught a higher system of morals than any of his contempor-
aries, but his morality, as compared with Christ's, shrivels into nothing.
The founder of Christianity met lust and guilt and shame with a look of
annihilation, and his dogmatism on such subjects was tremendous. Off
was to come the hand, out was to come the eye, and pardon for gross
infractions of the laws of purity was given on the distinct understand-
ing that the sin should not be repeated. It was vastly different with
Socrates. He faced the most disgusting and abhorrent lusts, lusts, thank
God, almost unknown by name to western civilization, with a joking
nod of recognition, and distinctly taught that a temperate use of vilest
passions was not alone allowable but enhanced gratification. Xenophon
gives us a full report of one of the philosopher's interviews with Theo-
dota, a woman of degraded profession and abandoned character. The
scene is simply disgusting: the broad jokes, the loose jests, and worst
still, the keen, shrewd advice freely given, as to how through a temper-
ate system of allurement, Theodota might weave woful nets, and, wiser
than the spider, draw her flies into them. Christ pictures the Holy
City as " free from everything that defileth," and with impurity without.
Plato, in his " Republic," gives us what we have every reason to be-
lieve to be the thoughts of Socrates on a model community, and pictures
for us such a low degraded state of life that we care not to enter closely
into particulars, except to say that Mormonism seems like heaven when
compared with it.

Now, strange to say, the Dean has not touched on this subject,
though again and again he quotes from Xenophon, and gives at least
one reference to Plato's " Republic," and "Phodrus." This marked
silence can alone be explained in two ways: either a desire on the part
of the Dean to ignore the plain ugly truth where it conflicts with a
favourite theme, or ignorance of this peculiar aspect of Socratic teach-
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ing. Let us hope, for the sake of honest comparison, that the still
silence arose from the latter cause.

It is hardly just either, to pass over, as the Dean does, the great gulf
between Christ and Socrates as regards originality of though%
We need not describe the marvellous depth of originality so charac-
teristic of Christ's teaching, but we must enter a modest pro-
test against the generally received opinion as to the originality of
Socrates. In no Socratic doctrine, not even in his style, was he original,
rather was he a bold eclectic, polishing with master-hand the rough or
reckless views of others. We can trace back his views on the immor-
tality of the soul to Pythagoras and Homer ; his idea of the one great
God, the Supreme Intelligence, was learnt from Parmenides, Anaxa-
goras and Xenophanes ; his philosophy as to distrust of all knowledge
acquired through the senses, and of reliance on pure reason, was taught
him by Zeno, and even his mode of dialectic argument, which is so con-
stantly spoken of as "Socratic," was used and taught by Zeno years
before Socrates had a public reputation. He saw things clearer than
the great Greek poet; he was less wild than Pythagoras; he felt more
deeply the value of Monotheism than did Parmenides or Anaxagoras;
he used the dialectic mode of reasoning far more powerfully than
Zeno, with a better object, and with nobler results; but if these men
had not lived and taught, Socrates most likely would never have been
heard of; just as the Dean himself would never have written his
Socratic chapter; if it had not been to all intents and purposes written
long before by Mr. Grote, the terrible contrast between the philosopher
and the Saviour alone excepted.

Mr. Thackeray asked a modern audience with regard to Swift, "how
would you like to have lived with him ? " and we would put the same
question with regard to both the characters, so rashly and rudely con-
trasted by the Dean. Close on nineteen hundred years of advancing
civilization have passed away, since the founder of Christianity drank his
awful cup of death, and to-day, if we could, how gladly would we wel-
come Him to the franchise of our hearths, to the freedom of our homes,
as the purest, the best, the noblest type of manhood that could cast its
shadow across our threshold. Four hundred years before Christ,
Socrates drank his awful cup of poison, and to-day, if we could, who
would give him the franchise of our hearths, and the freedom of our
homes i Fancy our bandsome boys listening to the morality of the
great Athenian. Our girls would be safe, but for the sake of pure boy'
life we would rise and fling the teacher from our ruddy hearthstone.

It seems sad, if not worse, that one in the Dean's position should use
the popular power which he undoubtedly possesses to leave on the
minds of three parts of his readers, so false. so fanciful, so danger-
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ous a comparison. The Dean must know that he is accepted as
an authority only by those who have not the time, or means, or
inclination to read the greater works from which he professes to draw
lis inspiration ; that his authority as a teacher is confined to that class
which, of ail others, is most likely to be led away by the gold and glitter
of bold assertion. We wonder how many of the readers of his Socratic
chapter will take the trouble of studying the life and words of Socrates as
recorded by Xenophon and Plato, and thereby testing the truth of the
Dean's comparison ! We fancy but very few, whereas the number of
those who will accept his comparison may be counted by thousands.
We have no dread of a bold yet reverential scrutiny into sacred things,
but we do dread the influence of such bold and reckless assertion on
thoughtless minds. 'Tis the old story of the world and the tortoise.
Thoughtless, we stand on Dean Stanley, and Dean Stanley stands on
-nothing.

SHAKSPEARIAN STUDIES.

MACBETH-ACT I.

BY RICHARD LEWIS.

IN the study of Shakspeare we are struck at once by the difference
between his creations and those of writers, who, whether of poetry or
fiction, fashion their productions to illustrate a moral, or develop the
issues of a principle. Shakspeare interpreted the passions of man ; but
he never fails to bring out the true issues of virtue, or of vice, because
he searched the depths of the human heart-the fountain-head of all
virtue and vice ; and as he developed its motives and actions, ail the
issues of passion and principle inevitably followed. The mere historian,
for example, records events, delineates character by those events, and
makes his deductions dove-tail with the actions of his characters. But
Shakspeare, while he did not disregard history, yet rose above it, put its
records, as it were, aside, and while he summoned its great characters
before him, he gazed into the depths of the soul, and by his wonderful
exposition of all its motions and aspirations, he prepares his readers
and the spectators of his dramas for the same consequences of passions
used rightly or abused, and endows them with a prophetic foresight of
issues. We need not the philosophical deductions of the historian,
because in Shakspear's company, and under his guidance, we are gifted
with the insight of genius, and, with the privilege of the gods, behold at a
glance the inevitable issues. His characters are representative-the types
of human passions and feelings. Hamlet, Macbeth, Othello, Lear, Romeo,
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Lady Macbeth, Portia, Goneril, Regan, Cordelia, or Juliet, are in one
sense incomparable dramatic creations ; but from a human stand-point
of view they are typical representatives of the race to which they be-
long. They are the men and women who move around us-our
veritable selves. In this light there is nothing unreal, fautastical, or
extravagant in the wildest creations of Shakspeare, because there is
nothing inconsistent with the dreams of the imagination, or the wild
lusts of the passions. The world at this hour is peopled with the
characters that Shakspeare made immortal, and universal political con-
spirators still plot to overthrow governments, and Antony still harangues
and sways the populace to his will. Juliet still dreams in the balcony,
though the Italian moonlight may not shine upon her, and Romeo still
believes

"There is no world without Verona's wals--
But Purgatory, torture, hell itself,"

and that "heaven is there only where his Juliet lives ;" or Hamlet,
the type of mental power without action; or Macbeth, of passion in
conflict with conscience ; or Othello, the slave of unjust jealousies ; and
all the characters that throng the world that Shakspeare created, and
filled with terrors and with glories, are in our streets, our public assem-
blies, and our household circles, could we but behold them with the
inspired vision of Shakspeare.

In this light the study of Shakspeare is a psychological study-not an
historical one; and the history of kings and princes and events is sub-
ordinate and of indifferent importance, in comparison with the advan-
tages and pleasure we derive from that analysis of the characters of
men which his works present.

There is another study that owes all its success and influence to this
mixed analysis of character, but which, because it has been too much
confined to the artiste, has been too much disregarded by the merely
literary critic or the commentator, and that is the method of vocal ex-
pression. The merely literary commentator is often little better than
the interpreter of words, and we never have realized to us the true
spirit of a character or a passage of Shakspeare until the genius of im-
personation brings before us with a conceptive power which is akin to
that of poetic creation the dramatic world which poetic genius ias
formed. The meaning of a word conveys nothing of its spirit. That
can only be realized when we hear it, guided by dramatic conception.
In this view,'dramatic productions owe as much of their interest and
success to the great actor or the great reader as musical compositions
do to the accomplished vocalist and instrumentalist; and the study of
the method of delivering dramatic passages and representing dramatic
characters is as necessary to the dramatic critic, and indeed to all who
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iwould pass beyond the interpretation of words into its higher interpre-
tation of thought and passion, as it is to the professional artiste. As
Shakspeare did not write for the literary student alone, but chiefly for
the theatre, and for audiences to sec and hear, and not to read, we may
justly infer that to study how to impersonate his characters forms no
indifferent part ofýthe study of his works.

"Macbeth" presents advantages and attractions for such a study.
There is a Macbeth of history, of the critics, of the stage, and of the
mind. The Macbeth of Shakspeare is no more the Macbeth of history
than his language is that of the age in which he lived. Macbeth and
his wife are human passions personified, and realized in a career of
crime, disloyalty, ingratitude, and extreme selfishness. They are not
monsters of depravity, destitute of reason, nor vulgar criminals. Mac-
beth is a man of princely blood and noble impulses, susceptible to
generous inspirations, animated-until temptation meets and captivates
him-by high and loyal sentiments; and then, only weak and criminal
because passion is stronger than conscience, and desire tears down prin-
ciple.

Lady Macbeth, again, is endowed with all the courtesies of high birth
and royal habits, of life less cruel than indifferent to pain, in whom am-
bition is a moral disease that fills her entire nature and destroys all
honourable principle and every human feeling; yet in ber very excess of
ambition, less selfish than ber guilty and weak husband. He not only
desires kingly power for himself, but plunges into deeper crimes that bis
children may be kings, and unscrupulously destroys all that lies between
him and the accomplishment of bis purposes. But Lady Macbeth de-
sires all that power not so much for herself as for ber husband; and
when Duncan is murdered, and Macbeth is king, she is satisfied, and
contemplates no new crimes. She even shrinks from the murder which
she bas so strongly urged, because the aspect of helpless and sleeping
age bas re-awakened a natural and human tenderness in ber heart-

" Had he not resembled
My father as he slept, I had done't."

And when she stands a crowned Queen she is satisfied, and becomes
in the tenderest sense a wife and a woman, sustaining, soothing, and
cheering ber wretched partner when superstitious terror would betray
bis guilt.

In the first scene in which Lady Macbeth appears we see the special-
ties of her character as contrasted with Macbeth. As she contemplates
the splendid hereafter which rises before her excited imagination, and
weighs the difficulties in ber path, her comments on the mental fitness
of her husband for the great occasion are marked by profound discrimina-
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tion of character and high intellectual power, and by that supreme

moral courage which is often associated with intellectual energy. But

mere intellectual energy without a high moral sentiment is often dis-

tinguished by inordinate self-esteem, dogmatism, and contempt for the

merits of others.
Lady Macbeth, carried away by the sense of her own mental supremacy

over her husband, errs in her analysis of his mental qualities. There is

absolutely less of the milk of human kindness, as the event shows, in his

nature than in hers, and when he besitates to commit murder, it is not

because the "compunctious visitings of nature " withhold him, but, as
he himself confesses, when honour, gratitude, and every loyal and right

principle are holding their conflict with ambition in his breast. If ail tem-

poral consequences could end with Duncan's death, he would " jump
the life to come," he would fling to the winds every principle of holiness
and duty.

Again, while it is admitted that Lady Macbeth urges her husband to
the murder of Duncan, it is unjust to accuse her of suggesting the crime.
Although his letter gives her no foundation to accuse him of " breaking
the enterprise " to her, we may easily conceive that in dark and secret
conference they had often suggested and discussed the chances and
methods for achieving the " golden round " which those weird predictions

indicated. The great lesson which the opening scenes of the drama

teach, and what all its subsequent events enforce, is, that temptations

and suggestions to ill are only successful when we invite and encourage

them. The predictions of the witches are but the echoes of the foul

desires which have long before been kindled in the breasts of Macbeth

and his wife. The witches scarcely vanish from his presence before he

meditates crime. The air around him is red with blood. He yields to

horrid suggestions and imaginings, whose thought is murder ; and when

Duncan, after lavishing grateful honours on him, proclaims the Prince

of Cunberland his heir, Macbeth betrays the full guilt of his bloody
intentions.

Macbeth.~" The Prince of Cumberland !-that's a step

on which I must fail down, or else o'erleap,

For in my way liee, Stars, hide your fires !

Let not light see my black and deep des1res,
The eye wink at the hand ! yet let that be

Which the eye fears, when it is dlone,-to see,"

There is also a wonderful harmony in the appearance and character

of the witches, with the foul crimes which they excite and encourage.
Their aspect is loathsome and deformed ; their sympathies are with the

spirits of darkness and evil; they perform their dread ceremoies at

midnight when the storm rages, with the spoils of death and corruption.

In this respect the witches of Shakspeare are more consistent in their

aspect and character with the nature of Sin than the grand assemblages
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of fallen spirits that Milton invoked around his imagination; and when
Shakspeare makes them the agents that urge Macbeth to deeper crimes,
we learn that the mind which deserts principle to gratify the lusts of
passion is lost, and may become the slave and tool of any delusion.

The first act of this tragedy, as a psychological study, is the most in
teresting and instructive, and indicates almost all that is to follow in-
the career of the two great criminals. In Lady Macbeth's soliloquy,
after she has read the letter, she gives evidence of that lofty self-reli-
ance which utter indifference for duty or for consequences, and the
highest estimate of her own ability, would naturally create. Mark
well with what lofty estimate of her powers to lead him as she will she
invokes his presence :

"Hie thee hither,
That I may pour my spirits in thine ear,
And chastise with the valour of my tongue
All that impedes thee from the golden round,
Which fate and metaphysical aid doth seer
To hurl the crown'd withal."

She scarcely considers him. She knows her power as supreme and
irresistible, and that he must bend to her indomitable will. She in-
vokes the spirits of evil to aid her. She assumes the attributes of
cruelty and murder for herself only ; and in the wild excitement of
this lofty estimate of her own supremacy, she even robs her husband of
his marital rights, as she propheises that

" The ravei himaself is hoarse
That croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan
Under My battlements,"

as if she alone were sole arbitress of his fate, and mistress of his
domains.

The great soliloquy with which the seventh scene opens gives evi-
dence of the mental characteristics of Macbeth. While he reasons with
philosophic justice and a calm foresight of the issues of crime, it is here
again manifest that it is not " the milk of human kindness," nor any
moral or religious scruple, which makes him waver in his purposes, but
the dread of temporal consequences.

It were done quickly, if the assasaination
Couldtrammel* up the consequences."

And then, as he contemplates the virtues of the venerable king who
has just been showering honours upon him, it is not any sentiment of
gratitude or humanity, but the " dread and fear " of that public opinion,
that universal horror which such a murder will arouse, that fills him
not with remorse but apprehensions of the consequences.

The delivery of this splendid soliloquy, which so lays bare the soul of
Macbeth that we read as with the eye of a seer all its secret workings,
has always been an anxious study with the great actors. It is here that
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the true artist gives pwoof of that power of conception which makes his
impersonation rank and run parallel with the creations and conceptions of
the great poet. We have no record of its representation when Shakspeare
lived. Dramatic art was then in its infancy, and Shakspeare did not, as
modern authors have done, mould his character to suit the taste and ima-
gination of the actor. That Garrick gave the first true conception of Mac-
beth there is the best reason to believe. But even in his time Shakspeare
was understood only by a few ; and when Johnson, and the crowd who
bowed to his judgment as to that of a king, treated the artist with con-
tempt and his art with indifference, we can easily understand how such
appreciation of dramatic conception by the literary world would discour-
age and mar the effect of the best representation. The impersonation of
Garrick belongs to tradition, and can never be realized. But in the
present generation there are those who have witnessed the magnificent
acting of this character by Macready ; and those who have enjoyed that
privilege have had the advantage of an interpretation of Macbeth far be-
yond and above the power of literary criticism. It was not an historical
Macbeth, pursuing the ends of his ambition through a career of brutal
crime with brutal indifference But it was the revelation of the guilty
soul-the man and the feudal chief-urged by dark passions into acts
of ingratitude and dishonour and murder, but still being man, not
escaping the moral consequences of sin,-acerated, whipped, as with
scorpions, by the conscience that never sleeps, and by the terrors of that
guilt which hurried him into a deeper guilt, until deserted and betrayed,
he sinks beneath the curses and the hatred he bas invoked. This was
the character of that masterly representation, and whoever has had the
advantage of listening to such interpretations of Shakspeare could not
fail to catch and understand the " spirit of the author;" for it was not

" A poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
An(d then is heard no more,"

that the spectator beheld, but the naked soul rebelling against duty, and
in everlasting conflict with justice and conscience, and finally succumb-
ing, as all must succumb, who think they can violate the moral law
with impunity, or " jump the life to come."

In the delivery of the speech under consideration, Macready did not

follow the punctuation and reading of the common text. In the text,
the reading runs thus :-

if it were done when 'tis done, then 'twere well
it were done quickly."

Now this would suggest that Macbeth had been considering, not the
question of the murder, but what would be the best time for committing it,
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that night or some future time. But in previous,consultation the time
had been determined. That night presented the favourable opportunity.

" Macbeth. -Duncan cornes here to-night.
Lady Macbeth.- - And when goes thence?
Macbeth.-To-morrow as he purposes.
Lady Macbeth.- O, never

Shall gun that morro w see."

And
You shall put

This night's great business into ny despatch,

Which shall by all our nights and days to come,

Give solely sovereign sway and masterdom."

In harmony with this view, Macready read the passage thus:-

If it were donc when 'tis done, then 'twere weil.

It were done quickly, if the assassination

Could trammel« up the consequence, and catch

With his surcease success."

That is, if when the murder was committed it would be done with, and

nothing afterwards to be feared, it would be well. If the assassina-

tion could carry away with it all the consequences, the business would be

quickly accomplished, and complete success achieved. I think in this,-

as in many other instances, the judgment of a great actor is to be preferred

to that of the literary commentator.
We may conceive how under the conflict of gratitude and honour and

conscience and premeditated crime, the face, which Lady Macbeth had

said was " as a book, where men might read strange matters," was betray-

ing the inward storm of feeling. Hell and heaven were contending for

mastery in his bosom, and as the instrument of hell, Lady Macbeth

steps in, to drag him down to everlasting perdition. If the previous

soliloquy reveals the character of Macbeth, the scenle that follows sets

before us with terrific grandeur the overpowering energy and inflex-

ibility of purpose that mark the character of Lady Macbeth. It is not

by calm reasoning that she brings him back to her wishes, but by sheer

force of character,-by an eloquence of scorn and sarcasm that bows him

in shame to her feet. The only plea he can advance for his change of

purpose is that of ingratitude and public censure ; and while she cannot

feel the first she is indifferent to the last. She knows his weakness,
that pride and self-esteem are over-ruling passions, in his as they are in

all evil natures, and to them she appeals with the logic of scorn

"Art thou afeard
To be the same in thine own act and valour

As thou art in desire? wouldst thou have that

Which thou esteem'st the ornamsent of life

And live a coSard, in thine own esteem ? "

The splendid energy of character displayed by Lady Macbeth through-

out the scene takes away in some measure from its horror, and gives it

* Tramnel.-A net for partridges; entangle, as in a net.
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the impress of sublimity. It is the firmness of purpose and indifference
to issue which makes heroes and commands success ; which has no paral-
lel elsewhere in Shakspeare or in general literature. Tradition again
tells us with what triumph of conception and truthfulness of interpreta-
tion Mrs. Siddons played her part in the awful scene. Here Lady Mac-
beth, again, was not the historical Lady Macbeth ; but if tradition and the
records of the time and of art be true, it was the Lady Macbeth of
Shakspeare's conception. It was the impersonation of that which
Shakspeare designed it to be-intellect without principle, supreme in
its power for evil and self-advancement, but destitute of every quality
which makes intellectual power a blessing to the world.

The last objection that Macbeth raises against lier wishes is the pos-sibility of failure-If we should fail-the fear that always makes themind wanting in moral courage. The brave spirit, for good or evil,thinks only of the end to be achieved, and fears no consequences. In
that temper of md Lady Macbeth answers with the calm firmnesswhich will dare every issue, and in that temper Mrs. Siddons utteredthe words, We fail,-and so thaVe an end to our hopes and our enter-prize, and we are ready to meet the consequences.

Two eminent women of the present time have proved themselves
worthy successors of the Queen of Tragedy in this great character-one
still living, one recently dead. Charlotte Cushman in many respects
was the best successor to Mrs. Siddons. Her Queen Kathanne was a
masterpiece of splendid and truthful representation. Her Lady Mac-
beth, especially in the scene under review, excelled in those passages
where scorn, rebuke, and energy were the characteristics, as she uttered
the words-

Thave given suck, and know
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me:
I would, while it was smiling in my face,
Have plucked my nipple from its boneless gums,
And dashed the brains out, had I so sworn as you
Have done to this.'

While she threw the tenderness of the mother, which for a moment
flashed across ber mind, into the second line, the delivery of the suc-
ceeding passage was given with such scorn of inhuman feeling and
resoluteness of purpose, that the audience listened with breathless awe,
akin to terror, to the terrible threat.

Miss Glyn still lives, and as a public reader of Shakspeare she has
not ber equal. The Athenceum, on reporting her reading of Macbeth,
described how spell-bound she kept lier audience for nearly three hours;
and that if one sentiment more than any other prevailed, and held that
assembly in solemn and silent attention, it was the sentiment of the
supernatural. But the consideration of the scenes in which that senti-
ment is predominant must be reserved for a second paper.



LIFE'S DAWN.

FAIR Lady Patricia, sweet type of the spring,

The glamour of day-dawn is bright on your brow;

Your thoughts are as pure as the prayers which birds sing,

God keep them, my rose-bud, for ever as now.

You're pleased with your gay dress : remember, the rose

Owes more charm to its perfume than brightness of hue

Its beauty is past when the wild winter wind blows,

Its sweetness remains, love, to charm us anew.

But your gay friends await you ; be gay with the gay:

I speak not in chiding, but purely to warn,

For life's not all spring-time, we know wise men say

Prepare for life's night-time while yet it be morn.
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HISTORICAL FRAGMENTS OF THE WAR OF 8

BY DR. CANNIFF.

INTRODUCTORY.

THE history of the eighteenth century supplies to the observant student
the causes, in a great measure, of the events which belong to the nine-

teenth. Seed was then planted which has yielded the natural fruit in

the present age. In applying this statement we shall confine our atten-
tion to the continent of America. It is, doubtless, truc that many impor-
tant events of that time have failed to produce fruit; but others have

yielded abundantly. The most important occurrences of the eighteenth
century belonging to America were, the conquest of Canada by the

British, and the successful revolt of the thirteen British Colonies,
whereby the United States was born into the family of nations. Of the

causes of that rebellion, and the reasons of success which ultimately

crowned the insurgent cause, we do not here speak. One fact, however,
must be mentioned-a fact ignored by almost all American writers,
overlooked by all English and other European writers upon America,
and forgotten by many Canadians. We refer to the fact that at the e

ginning of the rebellion there was in the thirteen Colonies actually a
preponderance of the people in favour of British connection, and against

dismemberment of the Empire. Most of these were then called Tories

or Loyalists, and, in later years, those who continued true to their Brit-

ish allegiance were known as United Empire Loyalists. When the tide

of war flowed in favour of the Rebels, it carried away not only the,

possessions held by the Loyalists in the States, but the Loyalists them-

selves. A stream of refugees traversed the Atlantic to the mother

country ; another to the then uninviting shores of Nova Scotia; and

another to French Canada, the inhabitants of which received them with

welcome. A recently conquered people, they regarded as their enemy

New England rather than old England. The wholesale persecution of

the Loyalists by their kinsmen, the triumphant insurgents, and the

general confiscation of their estates, was an ungenerous action by a vic

torious people, such as was practised by the independent States. It

was, at the same time, an extremely impolitic course to pursue. It was

the sowing of seed which germinated and grew into a thrifty tree, the!

trunk of which is the Dominion of Canada, the branches, the several

Provinces composing it, with the roots deeply fixed in the heart of théi

British Empire. The United States have vainly essayed to destroy the
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seedsz thus planted, to uproot the growing plant, to destroy its vitality,
to deprive it of nourishment, to prevent the fertilizing showers. They
have by specious means, by misrepresentation, by concealment of facts,
not to say by falsification, seized portions of the soil in which the tree
was growing. They have tried in turn to girdle and cut it down, but,
notwithstanding all, the growth has been steady and sure. Many of
the Loyalists would have been willing to accept the result of the con-
test, and to remain faithful to the new order of things, had they been
allowed, and their children would have grown up sincere Americans;
but a vindictive and mercenary spirit prevailed, and the victors merci-
lessly claimed all the spoils they could lay hands upon. We will nòà
here recount the hardships which this procedure entailed upon the de-'
voted American Loyalists. Destitute and broken in spirit, they fled,
many, as we have said, to Nova Scotia and Canada to begin life anew4
and create new homes, or to find a premature grave.

These refugees became the pioneers of Western Canada. It was they
who laid the foundation of the wealthy and prosperous province of
Ontario. We have said that the course pursued by the Americans was
an impolitic one, although we may now regard it as an exceedingly
fortunate one, not only for us Canadians, but for all America. Had the
United Empire Loyalists been treated honourably, had they been allowed
their rights instead of being driven away, the name British A merica would
forever have passed away. Had patriotism alone actuated the revolu-
tionary party, they, when successful, would have invited the defeated
Loyalists to unite with them in erecting a new-world nation. But they
availed themselves to the fullest extent of the terms of the peace insisted
upon at the Treaty of Paris. By this treaty the birthright of the Ameri-
can Tory was signed away, and he became forever an alien to the land
of his birth. But, in consequence, he became the founder of a new
northern nation, which, like a rock, has resisted and ever will resist the
northward extension of the United States. The terms of peace gave
no security to the American Loyalists. When Cornwallis surrendered,
he vainly tried to obtain a promise of protection for the loyal Americans,
who in part formed his army, but he had to send them guarded by an
armed vessel to Nova Scotia. A good many acknowledged Loyalists
were scattered through the States at the close of the war, and wished
to remain ; not a few who had remained during the struggle con-
scientiously neutral, who could not rebel, and who would not take side
against their countrymen. These all alike became subjects of persecu-
tion. Ignoble and vindictive passion swayed the conquerors. The
Legislature of each State took early steps to punish the adherents and
acquire the property of every one who had not been in active rebellion
against the Empire, and to banish them. Massachusetts took the lead.
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Iundreds of Loyalists of that State were prohibited from returning on
penalty of imprisonment and even death. And other States were active
in " attainting" and confiscating, often without the form of trial. New
York, on the 12th May, 1784, passed " An Act for the speedy sale of
the confiscated and forfeited estates within the State." The conduct
of the British Ministry and the Commissioners at Paris, who signed the
Treaty without obtaining any security for the Anerican Loyalists, is
open to the severest censure. They left their claims to be decided by
the American Congress. We may suppose they held the belief that this
body would be actuated by feelings of justice and right, but the
error was a grave one ; the wrong grievous and hard to be borne. The
British Government did not escape condemnation by members of Pai-
liament, and a feeling of sympathy was evoked which led to a tardy
dispensing of justice. Lord North said " that never was the honour, the
principles, the policy of a nation, so grossly abused as in the desertion
cf those men, who are now exposed to all the punishment that desertionand poverty can inflict, because they were iot rebels." Mr. Sheridanexecrated the treatment of those unfortunate men, who without theleast notice taken of their civil and religious rights were handed over as
subjects to a power that would not fail to take vengeance on them for
their zeal to the religion and government of the mother country," " and
le called it a crime to deliver them over to confiscation, tyranny, re-
sentment and oppression." Lord Loughborough said " that in ancient nor
modern history, had there been so shameful a desertion of men who had
sacrificed all to their duty and to their reliance upon British faith."
Others in terms of equal severity denounced the Ministry in Parliament
for their neglect. The Ministry adnitted it all, but excused themselves
by the plea that " a part must be wounded, that the whole Empire
may flot perish."

Unfortunately this was not the only instance in which British subjects
in America have lad to suffer for the benefit of the Empire. lu
fact, there lias never yet been a dispute betweein England and the
United States, nor an international negotiation, without this part
of the Empire having to suffer from cutting wounds. A number
of Loyalists ventured to the United States to claim restitution of their
estates, but their applications were unheeded, except to imprison and
banish them. At this remote day, we can oniy discern the oulines of
this great wrong done to noble men. The particulars are buried in
the wreck of their fortuies and of happiness respecting all worldly
matters. The after-life of the refugee Loyalists was of too earnest a
nature to allow time to place on record their sufferings and wanderings.
The lost cause would hardly stimulate men to draw upon imagination,
such as may be found in the average stories of American revolutionary
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heroes, male and female. But sufficient facts have been transmitted
down to us from our sires, upon whose hearts they had been impressed
by the iron pen of anguish, to enable us to estimate the character of
those who persecuted them under the much abused name of liberty, and
to form a true estimate of the patriotism which characterised the re-
fugees who clustered around the border forts, and found homes at Sorel,
Lachine, Montreal, Kingston and Niagara, and who, in the course of
years, made the wilderness of Western Canada to blossom as the rose.

Beside the Loyalists there were a number of disbanded soldiers of
European birth, who became pioneer settlers. Many of these were ill-
suited for the work of clearing land and winning bread from the soil.
But they proved valuable when the time came to defend their wilder-
ness homes against an invading foe. It is a striking fact, which Can-
adians should not forget, that the spirit of aggression which has always
been manifested by the United States began to exhibit itself immed-
iately after the refugees planted settlenents on the frontier of Upper
Canada. According to the terms of peace the forts on the frontier
within the boundary of the United States should remain in possession
of British troops for ten years. And Carleton Island, opposite King-
ston, Oswego, Niagara, Detroit and Michilimacinac were garrisoned by
a .small number of regular troops. With regard to Detroit and Mich-
ilimacinac, it is a question whether they should have been relinquished
-whether, indeed, the present State of Michigan, then belonging to
the Indians, should not have formed part of the domains of Canada.
The continued occupation of these forts by the British was a matter of
no little importance to the refugees struggling with the forces of nature
in the stern wilderness.

The British Government aroused to a sense of the injustice inflicted
upon the Loyalists, took steps to aid the settlers, and provide therm with
food until they had time to prepare the land for cultivation, and reap
the products of the soil. The families of the disbanded soldiers and
refugees alike received rations for a period of three years. Each of the
garrisons was a depôt; and the commissariat department was instructed
to have transported by bateaux to each township the requisite supplies,
according to the number of settlers. A commissary was appointed for
each township to deal out to each family. Also a certain number of
implements for clearing and agriculture were distributed among the
settlers. This procedume did not suit the views of the United States.
The possession of these posts could be of no use to the Americans, ex-
cept for sinister reasons ; but they availed themselves of every possible
means to secure their evacuation by the British. For this there were
two reasons, both, however, having in view the starving out of the re-
fugees and the French of Lower Canada. Had it not been for these
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garrisons which fed the settlers, they could not have remained with
their families to make effective settlements, to which the Americans were
averse. They would fain, with harshness, deprive the refugees of
the necessaries of life, and drive them away, with far more than the
alleged crueltry practised towards the Acadians. But there was another
reason : they wished to secure the traffic with the Indians, and turn the
current of the fur trade from the St. Lawrence toward New York. By
this means they could also revenge tbemselves upon the French Can-
adians, who would take no part in their rebellion, while their own
country would be enriched. It was destined, however, that this traffie
should never come into the hands of the Americans ; indeed, their treat-
ment of the Indians has ever been such as to prevent a friendly trade
between them. It is a matter of history that the treatment of theoriginal owners of the soil of the United States will not bear measure-ment by the golden rule, and is a sad reflection upon civilization andChristianity. The treaty of Paris, by which the independence of theUnited States was recognised by England, did not bring peace betweenthem and the Indians of the West. And from that day to this therehas been, with occasional intermission, a vain struggle on the part of theAborigines against a steady and unscrupulous encroachment.

There can exist no doubt that the impelling motive on the part of theUnited States for declaring war against Great Britain, in 1812, was to
acquire possession of British North America. At the same time there
prevailed, as there has indeed ever since, throughout the Union, an ex-
treme dislike, if not hatred, toward the mother country. We must,
however, state that whatever may have been Washington's desires or
belief respecting the future of this continent, no such ungenerous feelings
actuated him ; but, rather, he manifestedî a desire to cultivate friendlyrelations with the parent country. The accession of Jefferson to the
Presidential chair, in March, 1801, was signalized by the most marked
antagonism to Eugland. The attitude of the nation was thenceforward
unmistakably hostile until it culminated in war. The ostensible causes
of the war may now be glanced at. In 1803, war between England and
France was re-commenced. The struggle for national life by England
against Napoleon is a well known matter of history. In 1806 the
French Emperor issued what is known as the Berlin Decree ; dated at
that city, immediately after its subjugation. This manifesto was directed
against the commerce of Great Britain, although its author was not i
a position to enforce its provisions ; yet it was calculated to destroyl
British trade. The British Islands were declared to be in a state of block-1
ade. Commerce and all communications were prohibited. Every
British subject found in those countries occupied by French troops, of
by any of ber allies, were to be made prisoners of war. Property f
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every kind coming from Great Britain, or belonging to British subjects,
were declared to be a proper prize. No vessel coming from England, or
any of its colonies, or having touched there, should be received into any
harbour. Now this decree was of a nature to inflict, and did inflict,
most serious injury upon the commerce of the United States, which had
for years been most lucrative. And this great advantage, which the
Americans had enjoyed, had been due to unwonted leniency on the part
of England toward her as a neutral. But notwithstanding this disas-
trous blow made by Napoleon, and the actual confiscation of American
shipping in consequence, the United States raised no immediate voice
of protest. The act of Napoleon was unprecedented, and it paralyzed
the ocean trade of the Americans ; still it was borne in a spirit of meek-
ness. This decree of the Freich imade it necessary for England, in self-
defence, to issue an Order in Council to meut the emergency, which was
done in January, 1807. This decrue ordered that no vessel should be
permitted to trade froni one port to another, both which ports should
belong to, or be in the possession of France or lier allies, or where
British vessels may niot freely trade. Any vessel after being duly warned,
found violating this order, should be condeined as lawful prize with
her cargo. " The spirit of this ord1er was to deprive the Frencli and al
the nations sulject to her control, which had embraced the continental
system, of the advantages of the cuasting trade ini neutral bottonms ; and,
considering the much more violent and extensive character of the Berlin
Decree, there can be no doubt that it was a very mild and lenient mea-
sure of retaliation".-(Alison.) AnidI Mr. Munroe, then the United States
Minister to London, commîunicated this urder to his Government in
words of satisfaction ; certainly with no words of complaint. These
edicts of France and England ndounhtedly bore heavily upon the con-
merce of the United States, but while that enforced by Napoleon was by
far the most disastrous, the Aniiican Govurnment offlicially noticed it
in the mildest terms ; at the saine time addressing the British Govern-
ment in tones of anger and resentmnwt. Immediately following was an
event calculated to increase this feelijg of vindictiveness among Ameri-
cans, and which would have been a just ground of animosity had it not
been promptly met on the part of the British Government by an ample
amende. On the 22nd June, 1 07, Captain HJumpihries, of IL M. Ship,
Leopard, 74 guns, acting undeur ordes from Admiral Berkeley, followed
the United States frigate Chesapea/ from Hampton Roads, Virginia, and
knowing that the Chesapeal bad on board as seamen a number of dc-
serters, overhauled her, and denanded the men, specifying thei by
name. The Commander of the Cthesap'eake refused the demand, where-
upon the Leopard fired a broadside into her, to which the Chespeoi
feebly replied. A second fire froin the Leopard causedher tu strike ber
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colours, having had three men killed and eighteen wounded. The de-
serters were discovered and taken to Halifax and tried, one of which
being found guilty of piracy and mutiny, was hanged. England at this
time claimed the right of search for deserters on board American vessels,
which right she was none the less unwilling to relinquish, from the fact
that the United States held out inducements, as she bas ever since, to
soldiers and seamen to desert her service. The American Government
without waiting for any explanation, or asking for satisfaction, immedi-
ately issued a proclamation in which it was peremptorily demanded that" all armed vessels bearing Commissions under the Government of Great
Britain within the harbours or waters of the United States, immediately
and without any delay should depart," and the entrance to theharbours or
waters of all armed vessels, and others bearing Commissions was inter-
dicted. This proclamation was written in a manner most calculated to
arouse and intensify the public feeling in the States against England. Atthe same time the fleets of France had free access to the United States.
The British Government promptly disowned the act of the Admiral, be-fore receiving a demand from the United States for satisfaction ; at the
same time declaring " that the right to search when applied to vessels of
war, extended only to a requisition, but could not be carried into effect
by actual force." Admiral Berkeley was suspended, and Captain Hum-
phries was recalled. It is safe to say that had the Commander of any other
power been the offender, the United States would have waited to learn
if the act was endorsed by his Government ; and when a prompt and
ample apology had been made would have been fully satisfied. England
despatched a special envoy to Washington to offer reparation, but
before he should enter upon negotiations, it was required that the
President's Proclamation of embargo should be withdrawn. This the
United States refused to do and Mr. Rose, the ambassador, returned
home. The utterances of an American official journal, the Intelligencer,
at this time very clearly reveal the occult cause of the unwillingness
to accept the overtures of England. It said, " The national spirit is up.
That spirit is invaluable. In case of war it is to lead us to conquest.
In such an event there must cease to be an 'inch of British ground on this
rontine nt." This spirit was fostered, the embargo was enforced, although
it had a disastrous effect upon the United States commerce. On the
First of March a non-intercourse Act was substituted, which applied to
both England and France, but the effect fell principally upon England.

Jefferson's second term of office as President had terminated in March,
1809. He was succeeded by Mr. Maddison, who brought to his posi-
tion even a more bitter animosity to England than his predecessor had.
Renewed efforts were made by England from time to time to conciliate
the United States, but in vain. The same bias remained towards France,
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notwithstanding that nation continued to confiscate their vessels ; while
there was an ever-increasing war-feeling toward England. Matters had
been made worse by Mr. Erskine, who, as the successor of Mr. Rose,
had in his endeavour to pacify the Americans overstepped the limits set
by the British Government in endeavouring to satisfy them. Relying
upon certain verbal promises of the Americans, he in turn made state-
ments and engagements quite outside of his instructions, and whicli
England could not concede. She well understood that Napoleon was
intriguing with the President, and had to act accordingly. The non-
fulfilment of Mr. Erskine's arrangement, made necessary by the conduct
of the French Emperor, as well as because contrary to instructions given
to Mr. Erskine, tended to irritatethe already inflamed passions of the Ame-
ricans. Yet meanwhile the French had continued to seize United States'
vessels in a very aggravating manner, without exhausting the patience
of the Americans. At last, however, N apoleon pretended through his
minister to revoke the Berlin decree. His subsequent conduct showed
it was only a pretence. Immediately, the United States required Eng-
land to make concessions equal to those promised by NapoleQn. But
England refused to do so until Napoleon had issued a Proclamation.
Matters were, then, in this shape between the United States and France,
and England respectively. Both European nations continued to
inflict injury upon American commerce, but more especially
France. She had promised to revoke the obnoxious decree, but
did not, and continued all the same to seize American vessels. Eng-
land, willing to do what France did in the matter, was called upon by
the United States to do what France had promised to do, but did not do.
And it was in consequence of this that Congress at last took the ex-
treme step of declaring war against England. In November, 1811, the
President sent a message to Congress, with a warlike spirit, and the
Committee on Foreign Affairs recommended the raising of 25,000 regu-
lars and 50,000 militia, and other warlike preparations. And on the
18th June, 1812, war was declared. Let it, however, be said that the
bill declaring war was not passed without strong opposition. In the
House of Representatives it passed by a vote of 79 to 49, and in the
Senate by 19 to 14.

While the United States had resolved to enter upon the path of war,
England had been taking important steps to meet their wishes, al-
though so exorbitant and inconsistent, little thinking that so rash a
procedure would be adopted by the American Government. It was
five days after war had been declared (before England could have be-
come aware of that act) when she officially announced the unequivocal
revocation of the Order in Council, so far as America was concerned,
and it was with extreme surprise that the news was received that the
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United States was already at war with her. It would be regarded by
every rational mind, as a natural result of this pacific act of England,
that when the United States became aware of it, a declaration of peace
would immediately have followed. And it is a matter of wonder to
this day how a civilized and Christian nation could excuse any other
course of conduct. Hostilities had not yet commenced, and the States
were by no means unanimously in favour of war. But the position so
ruthlessly and malignantly assumed was maintained. It becomes at
once apparent that the pretended reasons for declaring war were not
the real ones. Indeed, the true reasons cropped up in the newspapers,
and in the inflammatory speeches in and out of Congress. The strong-
holds of England in America, Quebec and Halifax, were pointed to as
easy of conquest, and the British standard was to be for ever banished
from the Continent.

The following remarks by a Canadian writer (Auchinleck) are fitting
comments upon the character of the United States :-" The war-the
grand provocation having been removed-was persisted in, for want of
a better excuse, on the ground of the impressment question. But the
impressment matter had been actually arranged in the Treaty of 1806
-a treaty approved of to the fullest extent, and signed by the negotia-
tors of the United States concerned in framing it, though Mr. Jeffer-
son afterwards, for reasons best known to himself, refused to ratify it.
Nobody, therefore, could pretend but that the question of right of search
and impressment, as it had once been settled, might be settled again,
without recourse to arms, and was still open for amicable adjustment.
Besides the moral obligation manifestly resting upon the Government of
the United States to abandon, in common honesty and fairness, a war,
the alleged provocation to which had been removed, the American
Congress were virtually pledged to such an abandonment, their own
words witnessing against them. In the report of the Committee
(N ovember 29th, 1811) urging preparation for war, it was stated that
their intention was, 'as soon as the forces contemplated to be raised
should be in any tolerable state of preparation, to recommend the em-
ployment of them for the purpose for which they shall have been raised,
unless Great Britain shall, in the meantime, have done us justice.' Thus
the course which they themselves acknowledged would be just, and
gave implied promise of adopting, was not adopted when the condition
had been fulfilled. The Government of the United States stand, then,
self-convicted of wanton aggression on the North American colonies of
Great Britain, and of prosecuting the war on grounds different from
those which they were accustomed to assign. If to our motherland
there attacb the reproach of impolitic pertinacity in maintaining 80 long

a system prejudicial to her own commerce, and irritating to a neutral
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power, under an impression of necessary self-defence, right in the first
instance, but subsequently, by the angry legislation of the United
States, rendered delusive ; there is, at least, no moral turpitude in such
a charge. The lust of conquest, however, involving, as it does,
moral guilt, provokes a censure, and fixes a stain which the
honour of a nation, and of a Christian nation especially, is
deeply concerned in repelling, if it can. For this offence against
national integrity and good faith, the Government of the United
States are answerable in prosecuting the war from motives clearly
distinct from those which they avowed-motives not at all con-
sistent with the position in which they desired to place them-
selves before the world-that of an aggrieved people contending for
rights which have been infringed ; motives, in short, arising wholly from
popular feeling at once covetous of the possessions of another nation,
and exasperated for the time by passions beyond control. In a word,
the war of 1812 was a war of AGGRESSION, and its fate was that with
which it is the usual providence of God to visit, sooner or later, all
aggressive wars-it was a failure, and a failure, though brightened by
occasional triumph, involving, on the whole, a large amount of retribu-
tive calamity. It is, too, a remarkable, we might say, providential,
circumstance that the failure was mainly brought about through the
gallant and the unexpected resistance of the very colony which was
regarded by its invaders as likely to prove an easy conquest, in conse-
quence more particularly of the disloyalty to the British Crown vainly
imagined to lurk in its heart. That very colony which, to the war-party
in Congress, was the object of cupidity, and by a strong delusion
afforded them their highest hopes of success, became largely instrumental
to their discomfiture. This looks like a judicial disappointment of
schemes not merely visionary and inconsiderate, but-what is far worse
-violent and unjust."

The historical fragments hereafter to be given, to which this paper is
an introductory, will be derived mainly from those who took part in the
war of 1812, containing personal sketches of the veterans, with illus-
trations ; and the wish is here expressed that those who have not sup-
plied information to the writer, will kindly do so at an early day.



AN ANXIOUS DAY FORTY YEARS AGO.

BY " H. B. K.," AUTHORESS OF " LIFE IN THE BACKWOODS OF CANADA."

OF all the dull and disagreeable stations to which a marching regimen t
could be consigned, I can think of none more dreary than the little
Town of Fermoy, in the County of Cork, Ireland. What it may be
now I cannot tell, but certainly in the year 183- it was worse than
any cathedral city in England, and both officers and men in the armyproverbially dislike being quartered in cathedral towns. On our ar-ivafrom Cork, where we had been stationed for more than a year,wc iounour barracks dirty, damp and inconvenient, but as there were neitherbouses to be hired nor lodgings to be let at any pricewe had to make thebest of our very limited accommodation, two rooms and part of a kitchenbeing the orthodox allowance.

Almost close together were two barracks and two barrack squares, butone was a desolate and long abandoned spot, condemned by the author-
ities, but, instead of being pulled down, allowed to fall gradually into
decay, and here armies of rats held their revels, undisturbed till the
arrival of our regiment, when the deserted square became a happy
hunting-ground for our young officers and their well-trained terriers.

The society of Fermoy at this period comprised a very small sprink-
ling of county families, a few rich retired traders, and the shopkeepers,
of the place. The country generally was in a most disturbed state, all
the better class of landlords were absentees, who left their rights and
duties as lords of the soil to be exercised by the agents or middlemen,
who, with few exceptions, were specimens of the worst class of low
tyrants, and who, detested by the peasantry on account of their grind-
ing executions, went on from day to day, increasing the hatred against
themselves, and the poverty of the poor cotters left defenceless in their
hands. The ravages of the cholera, two years before, had been followed
by famine ; political party spirit ran high; religious differences were
more embittered than ever ; the tithes collected for the maintenance of a
Church to which the majority did not belong were rigorously exacted ;
the search after illicit stills was unceasing, and as the newly organised
police of Sir Robert Peel had by no means attained its present efficiency,
and were hated by the peasantry, who, from the first, bestowed upon
them the contemptuous soubriquet of " peelers," the military were con-
tinually called upon for services by no means connected with their pro-
fession, and grumbled very much at being associated in the degrading
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duties of thief-takers and tithe-proctors. I can only compare the state
of the Irish peasantry at the time of which I am writing to the miser-
able and ground-down condition of the peasants of Lorraine at the time
of the French Revolution, so graphically described by the Messrs.
Erckmann-Chatrian, in their " Story of a Peasant." Çoming as our regi-
ment did from the unbounded hospitality of a wealthy city, and the
incessant gaiety of a large circle of friends and acquaintances,the change
was greatly felt, and, contrary to all regimental precedent, our young
officers were quite thankful to be told off for detachment duty, generally
considered the dullest phase of a subaltern's life.

We had been settled at Fermoy for about two months when the affair
of the Widow Ryan took place, which, with its tragical consequences,
threw upon the military an increased degree of odium, in which our
regiment shared, though, happily for our feelings, not mixed up in it.
For those of my readers who never heard of the Widow Ryan, it is
necessary to explain that she was a poor widow, living with an only
son at the foot of the mountain range, a few miles from Fermoy. Her
cabin, with its few acres of land for potatoes, and the pasture of her
one cow, was placed among a cluster of huts tenanted by people mostly
poorer than herself, and forming a rude hamlet. Steadily refusing to
pay the tithes, and pleading indeed inability to do so, the officials
of the law, a tithe-proctor and a party of " peelers," were sent to seize
her goods, and those of other defaulters in her immediate vicinity, and
as they were pretty sure of rough treatment from the well-known disaffec-
tion of the country round, a party of the military with a magistrate at
their head accompanied the civil force. The soldiers were drawn from
the regiment quartered in the same barracks with ours, and when the
events of the day were over, we were thankful that our men had not
been called out. On the combined party arriving at the ground, they
found a considerable mob assembled in front of the cabins, armed, Irish
fashion, with sticks and stones. At first the opposition was limited to
deep muttered curses and threatening gestures, but when the myrmidons
of the law began to seize the cows and pigs, and other goods of the
defaulters, then the tumult broke forth in all its fury, sticks and stones
flew about like hail, and the "peelers," wounded and bruised, were
driven back upon the soldiery, who up to this time had remained with
grounded arms, quietly looking on. Matters growing worse, the magis-
trate in command of the party advanced to the front, and, in spite of
the missiles flying about, read the Riot Act. After that the soldiers
were ordered to fire a volley, which wounded severely two or three
peasants, but took fatal effect on young Ryan, a fine, handsome lad of
nineteen, who was standing with a pitchfork at the entrance of his
imother's " haggard," fiercely opposing*the seizure of their one cow. He
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fell dead on the spot, and a scene followed which baffles description. The
wailing shrieks of the poor bereaved mother, the screams and cries of
frightened women and children over the wounded men, the yells and
execrations of the men, were, as a bystander described it, appalling.
Nevertheless, the tithe-proctor and his assistants completed their sei-
zure, and withdrew, escorted by the military, and driving their prey
before them, and in this manner the soldiers returned to the barracks
to horrify us with an account of the day's proceedings. For a long time
after this, " the Widow Ryan affair " was the general theme of conver-
sation, and became indeed to the British public of that day, what the
" Jenkin's Ear " question, so much laughed at by Carlyle, had been in
the century before. The benevolent deplored the individual wrong and
suffering ; the intelligent argued and discussed the " whys " and " where-
fores " of the catastrophe ; the civilians blamed the military for rashness
and cruelty ; the military sheltered themselves under the orders of the
civil magistrate.

It was about a week after this tragical event that the orderly ser-
geant brought to our quarters the regimental book with the orders for
the following day. Captain K. took the book, and read the orders out
loud that I might hear. A large party of our men were to start before
davlight the next morning for tithe-collecting in a village not far from
the Widow Ryan's neighbourhood. Looking up from the window
where I was embroidering, I was quite struck by the wrapt attention
with which " Judy," the Roman Catholic wet nurse of our youngest
boy, was listening to what passed between her master and the o1derly
sergeant. Soon after he left, when I had gone into the adjoining bed-
room, she followed me, and most urgently asked leave to go to confes-
sion to her priest in the town that very evening, alleging, as a reason,that she had not been for some time, owing to " Master Arthur's ill-
ness." I at once refused permission, telling her, very truly, that as the
soldiers were to start before daylight, and as a few indispensable pre-
parations were necessary for her master's comfort, I could not be left,
for some hours probably, with the three babies, the youngest one, only
six weeks old, taking up the entire time of my English nurse. Judy
appeared very sulky at being refused, and mentioning this to a friend,
quartered with her husband in the same house, I found that all the
Roman Catholie maidservants had made the same request, doubtless
with the intention of giving full information to the priest of the
intended movements of the soldiers. The next morning before day-
break the party started, and I may truly say that those left behind
passed a very anxious and uncomfortable day. We might in fact have
considered ourselves prisoners, for we were strongly recommended to
keep within the barrack walls during the absence of the troops, and a
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strong guard had charge of the barrack gates, but these precautions
were more ludicrous than useful, as, in point of fact, there was no part
of the low barrack wall that a moderately active man, if so disposed,
could not have easily jumped over.

We ladies walked a good deal up and down the barrack square with
our nurses and children, talking over the chances of a collision between
the peasants and the soldiers, till one became as nervous as the other,
nor were we reassured by clearly perceiving that we were under surveil-
lance, as a little army of ragged urchins from the outside were watch-
ing our every movement, and telegraphing to older spies in the distance,
especially one ragged man on a donkey, who went and returned many
times during the day. However, all days must inevitably come to an
end, and so did this one, and when, before dark, the absent troops
triumphantly re-entered tl e barrack square and were dismissed to their
quarters, I did hope that all doubts and anxieties were over, and that
my husband would speedily come in to the nice dinner I had prepared
for him. Such was not the case. A message came from the officer
who had commanded the party, to beg that I would not alarm my.
self, but that Captain K. had been unable, from sudden lameness, to
keep up with the line of march as the party returned, and had, at his
own desire, been left behind on the road-that he was sure to come in
soon, &c. I at once surmised the truth, that he had become disabled
from the long march and the subsequent standing for hours on the
damp ground, and this in consequence of a severe wound in the hip,
received in action during the Burmese war, and which, to the end of
lis life, gave him exquisite pain on any change of weather, or after un-
due muscular exertion. My terrors were great, and certainly not vith-
out some foundation. It could not but be dangerous for a single
officer, wearing the detested uniform, to be n a lonely road only tra-
versed by peasants in a state of irritation from real and fancied wrongs.
I remembered, too, that he had no arms whatever but the usual "regu-
lation" sword, than which there could hardly be a more inefficient
weapon. The red hot coulter wielded with such dexterity by " Bailie Nicol
Jarvie " at the Clachan of Aberfoil, might be a weapon to rely upon in
case of emergency, but a "regulation " sword of former days was
hardly equal to a long knitting needle, and in a struggle for life and
death would have been quite useless. All these perils, magnified by a
vivid imagination, kept me in agonies for more than two hours, and I
was on the point of writing to our colonel to implore that at least a
corporal's guard might be sent out to look for my husband, when Cap-
tain K. himself, looking dreadfully ill, and in a state of complete ex-
haustion, limped across the barrack square to our quarters, having been
assisted down from a gentleman's gig, who kindly drew up close to the
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barrack gate, and, after a cordial shake of the hand, immediately drove
off. Captain K.'s account of his day, after the troops left him, was as
follows :-

He managed to limp along the road for a mile or two, soon losing
sight of the soldiers, and then tried to rest by sitting down now and then
on the road side, but the effort of rising gave him such dreadful pain in
the wounded hip, that he thought it wiser to keep upon his feet.
Occasionally he passed a cabin, the inmates of which, mostly women
and children, came out to stare at him, but, quite contrary to Irish hos-
pitality and kindness, not a soul invited him in to rest and shelter,
though a drizzling rain was falling, and his extreme lameness was quite
apparent. He began to regret that he had not accepted the kind offer
of the major in command of the party, who had offered to mount him
on his own horse. He soon noticed that every peasant he met looked
at him and his uniform in a scowling, threatening manner, and he felt
that his prospects for the next few hours were anything but inviting
even supposing that he could continue to walk till he got back into Fer-moy. His strength, however, was fast failing, and as he approached
the base of a long steep hill, not many miles from the town, he felt how
impossible it would be for him to climb it. In this dilemma he con-
sidered what was best to be done, and resolved to turn off the main road
into a bye lane, which led from it, with a view to lying under the thick
hedge for an hour or two of rest, which might enable him to finish his
painful journey later, if that should be possible. He was anxious, alsc,
to retire from observation, for he noticed that four or five peasants had
joined each other, and were standing full in his path at the foot of the
hill, looking in his direction and wildly gesticulating.

At this critical moment Providence sent him most unexpected help.
He heard the welcome sound of wheels advancing from the bottom of
the lane, at the entrance of which he was standing, and very soon a
strong, substantial yellow gig, drawn by a powerful Irish horse, and
driven by the celebrated Dr. Roche, rapidly approached. The benevo-
lent but eccentric doctor was well known to my husband by report, and
slightly by sight. He was, indeed, one of the best types of a highly
gifted Irishman. A distinguished scholar, a finished gentleman, a genial
companion, with all the wit and eloquence of the national character, he
was courted and welcomed by the few resident gentry scattered about
the neighbourhood. By the poor peasants he was perfectly idolized on
account of his large-hearted sympathy with their sorrows and wants,
his unbounded benevolence in relieving them, and his great skill as a
medical man, which was almost gratuitously exercised for their benefit.
He was a true patriot, but did not see that sedition and rebellion were
fit means to redress the wrongs of his country-he was a staunch Roman
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Catholic, but had an enlightened respect for all consistent professors
of other creeds. He was now returning from a visit to the poor be-
reaved Widow Ryan, and when he caught sight of a lane officer and
the group of scowling men at a little distance, he took in the situation
at a glance, and, drawing up to the side of the road, cordially held out
his hand, and with a cheery " Come in, captain, we must get you out of
this," made room by his side. Getting in by the aid of the doctor's
powerful grasp, my husband seated himself with a full sense of security
and thankfulness, and they exchanged very few words before reaching
the little knot of loiterers at the foot of the hill, each one looking as if
a prey just within his reach had been unjustly snatched from him. The
doctor, who evidently knew them all, had a kind word for one, a gay
jest for another, a medical inquiry for a third, and, in fact, something
to say to all, keeping his horse at the same time to as fast a pace as was
possible up a steep hill. The men, however, seemed determined to keep
up with him, talking a good deal among themselves, and one stalwart
peasant, who rejoiced in the name of " Barney O'Leary," trotted by the
doctor's side, keeping his hand on the bar of the gig, and talking
wholly at first in Irish, the name of Ryan being often repeated. At
length he broke out in English, " Troth, and it's meself, docthor dear,
that's fairly kilt wid the wondher to see the likes of yourself with a
dirty spalpeen of a soger by your side-och ! the murtherin' villain,"
shaking his fist and scowling angrily at the doctor's companion. To
all this the doctor coolly replied, " And is it meself, Barney, my man,
that you'd have leaving a poor lame creature on the road, and " (sinking
his voice to an audible whisper) " he, too, a blood relation of the mis-
tress at home. Sure ! and isn't cousinship a claim 1" Barney's brow
cleared a little at the mention of this improvised relationship, for no
where are the ties of blood more closely drawn than among the warm,
impulsive Irish. He still, however, continued to talk to the doctor
with a latent suspicion in bis tone that all was not quite right, but at
length the brow of the hill was reached, and with a cheerful farewell to
his unwelcome escort, and a smart touch of the whip to his fast trot-
ting horse, all danger was left behind, and the doctor, (truly a good
Samaritan) having fulfilled his mission, safely deposited my husband at
the barrack gate.

A three weeks' confinement for Captain K. followed this " anxious
day," during which he was not allowed to stir from his sofa, so
great was the fear of the re-opening and inflammation of his old
wound.
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BY JAMES PAYN.

CHAPTER XIX--(Continued).

AND, indeed, Ella was looking grave enough. She had not bargained
for being lectured on ber marriage-day, and there were other reasons
that made Mr. Landon's admonition distasteful to ber. However, it
was no time for discouraging thoughts. The carriage had come to take
all four of them to church, where she would require 1ll1 the presence ofmmd needed by a bride, and more. The "sacred edifice," as the localnewspaper afterwards described it, " was thronged with fashionable
spectators," though the marriage party itself, including, as it did, thecommissary and Mr. Landon, could hardly have been described asfashionable. The former gentleman had been asked in considerationof his daughter's services, and came in uniform, with white trousers,which some faint recollection of festivities in out-of-the-way climes had
caused him to put on in honour of the occasion.

" My good fellow," whispered the colonel grimly, " you have made
some mistake ; it is only the bride that should appear in white, and you
are not the bride, you know, nor anything like it."

It was disagreeable for the commissary to find Mr. Hugh Darall
in the post of Cecil's " best man " (though he might have taken as much
for granted), since his last interview with that young gentleman bad
been far from agreeable. But not much regard was paid to the com-
missary's sour looks, or even his " duck " trousers ; all eyes were fixed
upon the young couple as they- stood in front of the altar rails, a picture
" to make old folks young." A handsomer pair it would have been hard to
find, or (which is better) a more winsome ; for Cecil had such a face as be-
speaks for its possessor the good will of the beholder, and Ella had none of
that haughtiness which, in women, so often accompanies (and detracts
from) exceptional beauty. She held ber head high too, and had a certain
listening and expectant air, such as the stag assumes when doubtful tidings
are borne to him upon the mountain-wind. So marked was this when
the priest inquired whether either of them knew of any impediment to
their being joined together, that the fancy struck one of the congrega-
tion that she looked as if she apprehended interruption, and was pre-
pared to strike it down. No such inauspicious incident, however, mar-
red the ceremony which made Cecil and Ella man and wife. In the
vestry a curious circumstance took place ; as the bride was about to-
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sign ber name for the last time, her newly-made father-in-law whispered
something in her ear. It was only, " Dont you sign the wrong name,
my dear."

Yet Ella dropped the pen, and uttered an ejaculation of dismay.
" Why, I surely haven't frightened you," observed the old gentleman.

"I meant that you were not to sign your married name, as most girls
do in their hurry to show they've caught a husband ; it was only my
little joke, bless you."

" And it was only that I was a little nervous just at the moment,"
answered Ella, sweetly ; as she wrote her name in the usual quick, bold
hand.

The colonel had turned his back upon them both, and became sud-
denly interested in the long rows of parish account-books which
stood over his head ; but his face grew crimson, and had not resumed
its natural colour-which was that of the best description of parch-
ment-when it came his turn to sign the register.

His guest from the City had certainly not been successful in pleasing
him by his conversation during their short acquaintanceship; nor was
he more felicitous with the commissary at the marriage-breakfast. He
was one of those merry old gentlemen who will have their jokes, and
lie took upon hinself to propose the health of the bridesmaid. There
was but one, he said, which he thought hard upon "us gentlemen," and
even that one, it was obvious, was bespoken ; at the same time giving
Mr. Hugh Darall a waggish poke with his elbow. It is probable that
no harmless pleasantry had, up to that time, succeeded in making so
many persons at once uncomfortable as did that unlucky observation.

Darall, of course, became a peony ; Gracie, a rose ; and the commis-
sary, no flower at all, but the hue of an inferior silk, shot with green
and yellow.

"Now, he has donc it," muttered the colonel, as though the worthy
merchant had at last arrived at the ne plus ultra of his colloquial of-
fences. But it is doubtful even if he did not cap that, in a certain ap-
parently very innocent remark which he made as he left the house, after
the bride and bridegroom had departed.

" You need not trouble yourself to put the little affair that has hap-
pened to-day in the newspapers, colonel ; that is a business matter which
lies more in my way than in yours, and, if you will give me the neces-
sary instructions, I will direct one of my clerks to get it done this after-
noon.

" The devil you will! " ejaculated the colonel.
" Well, why not ? It is of no great consequence, I suppose, which

of us pays the few shillings for the advertisement. You don't think the
proposition a liberty, I hope ? "
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If eyes could speak, the colonel's answer would have been, "I think
it a dashed piece of impertinence, sir;" but what his voice said was,
"I think it a matter that should be left in my hands, Mr. Landon."

" Very good; then you will see to it."
The merchant's judgment of the colonel's capacity as a man of busi-

ness was a correct one, as was afterwards effectually demonstrated by
the fact, that the marriage of Cecil Landon with Ella Mayne was never
recorded in any newspaper, save the local one, or advertised evei there

CHAPTER XX.

AT TUE ABBEY.

IT is one of the many proofs of the enthusiasm of youth, and of the
sanguine ideas that enter into the human breast even at a later period,
in connection with the holy estate of matrimony, that so many newly
married couples should select the Lake district, as the scene of their
honeymoon. For the wet weather so prevalent in that locality, and the
absence of all other amusements save that derived from gazing at the
scenery,makea honeymoon there less a " trial trip,"as Mr. Landonprosai-
cally called it, than a crucial test of companionship, under which more
than one happy pair have been known to break down. This, however,
let us hasten to declare, was not the case with Cecil and Ella. They
were exceptionally fortunate in the weather, and even when they were
kept within doors-which was not more than four days out of the
seven-their social barometer never sank below Fair. If the cynics
should require another reason, the husband had everything his own
way; his Ella doted upon him, as is not usual at that early period of
matrimony, when the doting is generally on the other side. Whatever
excursion he proposed, she always agreed that it would be delightful,
and what is better, she found it so. When it rained (for even during the
other three days it did that) she made nothing of it, but in the most
bewitching of waterproofs defied, or perhaps rejoiced the elements. "It
was no wonder," said Cecil, I that the naughty rain should try to come
where it shouldn't, and the wicked wind should kiss her ;" and as
for the aborigines, though they are more accustomed to contemplate
young brides than any other people on the face of the earth, they pro-

tested that no such beauty had been seen among them for many a summer.

Ella exhibited no will of her own at all (with which, strange to say,
before marriage even Cecil had occasionally credited her), and only once a

Passing whim, or fancy, and for even that there had been a physical
cause. The circumstance took place in the fourth week of their tour
when they were returning from the region of mere and mountain, by

7
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the southern route, which had brought them to Furniss Abbey, where
they had wisely proposed to stay the night. The spot is familiar to all
lovers of the picturesque who are not hopelessly given up to the Conti-
nent, in al] the length and breadth of which, so fine a ruin is not to be
found, associated with so well fitting, and harmonious an hotel. Not
that the latter is ruinous, either in its appearance or its charges, but
having been an old manor house, and being built of somewhat similar
materials to that of the Abbey, there is a congruity between them seldom
seen. An antiquary or an archæologist can, at all events, put up at it
without any shock to his sensibilities, and as he walks across the ancient
garden that separates the two edifices (keeping his eyes tight shut, how-
ever-as he can always do when he pleases-against the neighbouring
railway), steps from old times to older without a break.

Across this garden, after Cecil had secured their rooms and ordered
dinner-for.he was never so blinded by romance as not to take those
wise precautions-our happy pair had sauntered to the Abbey, the blood-
red walls of which were flushing deeper still beneath the evening sun.
The ruin was bathed in quiet more complete than when the monks-
whom their order bound to silence-had themselves inhabited it : not
a sound was heard save that of the cawing rooks, for whom that " Val-
ley of the Nightshade " was a home before a cowl had been seen there.
Even to the eyes of Youth and Love there was something solemn and
awe-inspiring, as they crossed the threshold of the arched doorway, in
the look of that long transept, with grass for floor, and sky for roof.
The bliss of that tender time was for the moment shadowed by a sense
of sublimity. As for Cecil, indeed, he scarce knew which was transept
and which chancel, but Ella had all the requisite knowledge at her
fingers' ends. She pointed out to him where the high altar had once
stood, warmed with " gules " from the five wounds of Christ, and the
carved canopies of the sedilia, where abbot after abbot had listened to
the awful tones of the De Profundis. Sacristry and chapel, refectory
and hospitium, to him would have been undistinguishable ruins, but for
the sweet voice that gave to each their uses.

"My darling," cried he, "you are a perfect guide-book, and as such
(as Tom Moore says) must be bound in my arms ! "

They were in the cloisters by that time, a spot, in one point of view,
opportune enough for an affectionate embrace, since it was lonely, and
free from all beholders; but if Cecil had had any regard for the fitness
of things, he would surely have hesitated to wake those venerable echoes
with a kiss. For the cloisters had been the very place selected by the
Cistercians for the meditations of their young monks, after having been
admitted into the society, by requesting of the good abbot " the mercy
of God, and yours." The court in the centre was a burial-ground, where
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the gravestones were laid level, so that studious walkers should not be
impeded, and at the same tinie might be drawn to serious thought.

Ella gravely pointed out these facts in reproving tones; but Cecilanswered gaily, that he had read so much of the history of the Abbey, asinformed him that at the time of its dissolution, Johannes Pele (abbas)had two wives; and another venerable member of the community, noless than five, so that kissing within the abbey boundaries was not,after all, so very incongruous.
Ella could not but smile at this result of Cecil's archveological reading.

I had no idea that you were such a student of the literature of thechurch, my dear."
" Nor 1, that I had married such an antiquarian," he rejoined.How comes it that all these architectural details are like A B Cto you ï"
I was brought up among people who took a great interest in suchthings," replied Ella, carelessly. " Let us climb these stairs, and see thedormitories."

A broad but broken fiight of stone steps led to the roofless upperstorey, where the very walls had gaps in them, and time had wroughtan almost utter ruin.
" The monks must have had plenty of ventilation," observed Cecil,even when there was a roof to their bedroom."
" Yes, they were no sybarites; they had straw mattrasses, and a bols-ter that was but a foot and a-half long ; those who attended the choirrose at midnight to sing the divine offices. Their only relaxationwas--"
" Hush," said Cecil. " If your head is a pretty steady one, just lookdown here."
From where they stood the eye could command the roofless chapter-house, the only apartment otherwise in a tolerable state of preservation;

its double row of channelled pillars was yet standing, and the daïs, orraised seat, on which the abbot and his monks sat during trials, and onthe private business of the monastery, still ran round three of its sides.
This historical apartment had now a tenant, in the person of an oldgentleman, who was examining with great attention one of its lancet
Windows. He was a little weasen man, in a long frock-coat, with a wispof silk round his neck, and a broad-brimmed beaver hat upon his head.

' There's a fellow who might have lived in these old times himself, tolook at him," whispered Cecil. " He's an antiquary, l'Il bet a sove-
reign; perhaps you'd like to cultivate his acquaintance. By jingo ! he
would be like your Uncle Gerard, if the colonel got his clothes second-
hand fromn Monmouth-street. What's the matter, my dear 1"

"I feel faint, Cecil, and giddy."
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Indeed, she looked pale enough, as she clung to his arm, with eyes
averted from the scene to which he would have called her attention.

" That comes of looking down from such a height, my dear; I was a
fool to suggest it; step carefully down the stairs, darling. You feel
better now ? "

They had descended to the transept.
"Not much, I am still faint."
"That is my fault; a judgment for eavesdropping that has missed

the real offender-as judgments sometimes do-and fallen upon you.
Let us get out of this blessed Abbey, which is mouldy enough to make
any one feel faint."

" It is not the Abbey, Cecil. To tell you the truth, I have not been
well ever since I came into the Valley itself, it is so shut in. They call
it 'the Vale of Nightshade;' perhaps it's poisonous to some people."

"My dear Ella, what a horrible notion ! "
"I dare say it's all fancy, but then, one can't help fancies."
"But you seemed so particularly well and jolly, my darling, only a

few minutes ago."
" I tried to appear so, Cecil ; to bear up on your account ; but now I

find myself quite unequal to it."
" You certainly look very queer, darling," said Cecil with concern.

But you'll be better for your dinner. I've ordered it in the coffee-room,
because I thought it would be more cheerful; and then you can com-
pare notes upon the Abbey with that old Dryasdust. Il ask the land-
lord what his name is."

" No, no," exclaimed Ella, hurriedly; "indeed, I could not eat din-
ner ; and certainly not in the public room."

As they crossed the garden, Cecil observed how heavily she leant
upon his arm, notwithstanding her evident desire to walk quickly.
What struck him as even more significant was, that, when they got
within doors, she at once accepted his offer of a glass of sherry, though
as a rule she took no wine.

The affair began to seem quite alarming, as sickness always does to
one who knows nothing about it, and who is conscious of his incapacity
to "do anything."

"I wonder whether you would think me very, very foolish," said
Ella, perceiving what was in his mind, " if I were to propose going on
to-night-say to Lancaster-J feel as though if we remained here I might
be taken ill."

Of course, we'll go on, if there's a train, love."
A glance at Bradshaw informed him that there was a train, which

started within half-an-hour, and by that time they were ready for
departure. The very idea of going seemed to have put to flight half
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Ella's sudden malady. She still felt "l queer," however, she said, and
chilly, and wrapped herself about in cloak and shawl, as though it were
winter time. As they crossed the hall that led to the railway platform,
the old antiquary entered from the garden. He had a note-book in his
hand, but did not appear to have made any original discoveries, to
judge by his countenance, which was grave, even to melancholy.

" I think that poor old buffer had better come away with us," whis-
pered Cecil, " for the place seems to disagree with him too. You might
in charity have shown him your pretty face, my dear, instead of muf-
fling yourself up like a beauty of the harem."

Cecil was different from the majority of bridegrooms in not being
jealous of his wife's charms. He took a pride rather in the admiration
they extorted from others.

Ella answered nothing, but only moved on more quickly, and as he
did so, Cecil felt her tremble on his arm.

Once in the train, however, she soon recovered, and, after passing
Ulverstone, became quite herself again. The loveliness of Morecambe
Bay, on whose perilous sands so many have taken leave of life with the
fairest of earth's prospects spread before them, as though to mock their
misery, seemed to kindle her enthusiasm; or was it that she strove by
a constant stream of talk to drown her husband's recollection of her re-
cent strange behaviour i If the latter, she was not successful, for at
supper that night, seeing her quite well and strong again, he began to
rally her upon her mysterious indisposition.

"I don't believe it was the Furness air, my dear, that so affected you.
I suspect it was the sight of that old fogey."

"What old fogey ?"
"There, now I'm sure of it," answered Cecil, laughing. " The idea

of your pretending not to know what I mean; you turned faint when
you looked at him. and you trembled when he looked at you. If I were
of a jealous disposition, and that respectable antiquary were about three-
quarters of a century younger than he looked, I should be really inclined
to think that he had been an old love of yours."

" Then you would be very much mistaken, Cecil," returned she, grave-
ly, and with no answering smile; " for I have never had -and never
can have while life is left to me-any other love save you."

A reply which would have satisfied the most sceptical of bridegrooms;
and scepticism-of that sort at least-was not to be reckoned among
the maany faults of Cecil Landon.
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CHAPTER XXI.

A DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.

CIRCUMSTANCES mould our friendships almost as much as they form them.
" Though time may divide us, and oceans may part," is a very pretty
sentiment ; but it is also true that when ropes' ends have not met one
another for a long time. the old splicing does not come so easy. There
are knots and kinks that did not use to be of old- or if they were, for
which we could more readily make allowance-which render the strand
of long-parted friendship difficult to renew, as summed up by Colonel
Juxon, indeed, thus succinctly: " When a fellow hasn't seen a fellow
for a devil of a time, it stands to reason that he can't care twopence
about him 1 " The statement may be a little exaggerated, but in the
rough the colonel was correct. The marriage of Cecil Landon, for ex-
ample, by separating him from his old companion, Hugh Darall, did,
doubtless, weaken the bonds of friendship between them. New associa-
tions, new companionships, sprang up around each which the other no
longer shared, and to some extent, though unconsciously, estranged them
from one another. The vice versâ of this process, it is true, by no means
holds good ; you may meet a man every day, as one does meet one's
club acquaintances, some of whom one certainly likes no better on that
account ; but even these may become more en rapport and sympathetic
with one than one's own true friend who remains at a distance. Not,
indeed-to revert again to the case in point-that Woolwich was far from
London, or that the difficulties of the route between those two localities
were very formidable; but Woolwich is out of the way of a London
man, as Cecil had become, and Darall was more or less the slave of duty,
and could not run up to town when he pleased.

It was not only business that employed the junior partner of the house
of Landon & Son. He attended at the office with punctuality, for he
considered himself tacitly pledged to do so; but the work though light
enough-as most business work is which is not absolute drudgery-was
distasteful to him. His own apartment was snug enough, and very
superior to any barrack-room that would have fallen to his lot had he
remained in the army ; but the unaccustomed loneliness affected his
spirits. The hours hung heavily on hand with him; for, though his
attention was loyally given to matters of business whenever demanded,
no feeling of interest accompanied it. Sometimes the affairs of the firm
took him into the country-generally to the West of England-and that
was more disagreeable to him than all. When his mission for the day
was then accomplished, there was no companionship, no amusement, in
which he could lose the recollection of it until the morrow. In London
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he erased the memory of the tedious day by pleasures that might almost
be termed dissipations.

" Hang it, Ella," he would say, on coming home, in those early days,
when discontent was not as yet in the ear, but in the grain, "I have
been half bored to death in Weathermill Street ; let us have a lark some-
where."

Whereupon they would go to the play. Ella was ready enough for
gaiety, but would have been equally ready to spend a quiet evening in
her husband's company; her whole aim in life was to please him, and
for a time she succeeded-wonderfully. For, though beauty, cleverness,
and personal devotion must needs succeed in winning the affections of
any man, they cannot always retain them. And herein was manifested
what had been really amiss in the union of these two young people;not that they were too young-for that is a matter to be decided upon ineach particular case, and does not admit of generalization-but thattheir engagement had been too short. The gamut of the human mindcomprehends other things besides love-notes. These two had inter-changed together smiles, kisses, vows, and all the paraphernalia of themost virtuous attachment, but they had not interchanged thoughts; andif they had been a little less precipitate they would have discovered the
reason-namely, that they had not a thought in common. In some
cases this is of small consequence-we have seen very happy pairs with-
out a thought between them; and again others equally well satisfied
with one another, where all the thinking bas been upon one side; but in
the case of Mr. and Mrs. Landon, junior, there were thoughts on both
sides, and unhappily they were antagonistic. Cecil was a clever fellow,
genial, and even humorous, and possessed very attractive manners; but
his character was essentially conventional, or, lest we should do wrong
to the great majority of our fellow creatures in so speaking, let us rather
say that his opinions were so. He had never given himself the trouble
to form any of his own, but had received them at second hand, from the
most commonplace sources. His father had sent him to Eton-curiously
enough, as people said who thought themselves acquainted with the
elder Landon. He had, indeed, no belief in the virtues of the public-
school system ; but being told on every side that it was due to his
motherless boy, heir as he was to a considerable position in the world,
that he should have " all the advantages of education "-by which, as
usual, was meant fashionable ones-he had so far given way to the advice
of others as to place him at that aristocratic seminary. In doing so, he
was only giving a sop to Cerberus, inasmuch as he had determined not
to enter the lad at the university, but to transfer him straight from school
to the bouse in Weathermill Street. How that plan ended we are aware.
The training at " Henry's darling seat" did not prove favourable to mer-
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cantile pursuits, and had also fostered many opinions that were distaste-
ful in his father's eves.

What was of much more consequence, they were distinctly opposed to
those of his wife. Ella was a democrat, and something of an esprit fort.
Ladies of the like views are found in plenty nowadays, but at the time
of which we are writing, they were so rare as to be by some considered
monstrosities. Cecil had a decorous attachment for religions orthodoxy
which only stopped at the church door ; he did not like attending public
worship, and therefore he did not go; but he thought it ill-judged, un-
feminine, and what in a word is now called " bad form," that his wife
should do the same. In politics and social matters he was well content
that things should remain as they were-not that he had studied the
matter or even thought about it, but his notion was that radicals were
nfot gentlemen, and should be avoided ; as to their being ladies, such an
idea had never yet entered his head.

Now Ella was an "advanced thinker," though not exactly of the
Manchester type, and, what was worse, she was an advanced speaker.
What she thought she had no scruple about putting into words ; and
not a little had she fluttered the doves of Bayswater--even the male ones
-at various dinner-parties by so doing.

" Upon my life, Landon, your wife is a-very remarkable woman,"
was a confidential observation that had been made to Cecil more than
once, when his host had come to his end of the table at dessert,
having previously had Ella on his right hand during the repast; and
the observation had not been taken as a compliment. She was so
beautiful and so intelligent-for intelligence is comparative, and Bays-
water dinner-parties are sometimes a little dull-that no man, except
ber husband, was annoyed by ber peculiarities; but they offended the
women, who resented them by pitying Cecil, and Cecil did not like to
be pitied.

"I cannot think, Ella, where you get hold of such ideas," observed he
upon one occasion, when they were, for a wonder, passing the evening
alone, and at home. " They are really not becoming ; Lady Green was
quite shocked by what you said to her last night about the bishops."

"I am sorry for that," said Ella dryly.
" Well of course you are ; she is a person of position, and ber good

opinion is worth having."
" Indeed, that is not my view of it. Why I was sorry was that I failed

to convince ber. Persons of intelligence I generally find agree with me,
but if I could persuade the Lady Greens-that is the million-that
would, indeed, be a triumph."

" I beg to state, Ella, so far as the matter in debate between you and
her ladyship was concerned, that I also belong to the million."
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Ella took no notice of this declaration of faith, but remarked, quietly,
C I wish you would'nt say ' your ladyship,' Cecil: it is a term only to
be used by servants."

" I think I know how to express myself, thank you, without any Hints
on Etiquette," answered Cecil, biting his lip. " The fact is you are jealous
of everyone in a position higher than your own."

" Jealous of Lady Green? " inquired Ella contemptuously.
" Yes, because she goes before you down to dinner. There is no

limit to the envy of some women."
" There is to their patience," answered Ella, rising from her chair.

" I will not listen to such words, Cecil."
" You bring them on yourself, my dear," said ho in less antagonistic

tones. " It is no pleasure to me to speak them. But I can't help hear-
ing-and feeling-what people say about you, and your opinions."

" What people ? "
"Well, very respectable people. It is all very well for a man ofgenus to set himself up in opposition to established notions-though

even he is thought a fool for his pains-but in a woman it is not becom-
ing. A woman ought to be-"

"Pretty and plump," interrupted Ella; "and to have no opinions of
her own."

"I was not going to put it that way, but you have described a very
nice sort of woman," said Cecil. " You may say, perhaps, that my
father holds pretty much the same views as yourself." She shook her
head. " Well at all events, something akin to them ; but in his mouth
one makes allowance for them. He has not been brought up as you
have been. You learnt nothing of the kind from your Uncle Gerard,
nor at home, as I understand ; and indeed I know, from what occurred
when we were at Furness, that you were brought up in a very different
school."

" How do you mean, ' from what occurred at Furness ? '" said Ella,
in a tone no longer defiant; the flush of anger too had suddenly faded
from her cheek.

" I refer to the knowledge you exhibited with respect to antiquities,
and so on, which you said you had been brought up to study ; I suppose
those who taught you-your father, for example-being themselves at-
tached to that kind of lore, could scarcely have been radicals."

" My father was not a radical," said Ella simply.
"Of course not, he was a gentleman, no doubt, like your uncle-

though you never speak about him."
" I thought," she hesitated-her voice was not only gentle now, but

conciliatory-c I thought it would not interest you, Cecil."
CDon't say that, dear ; anything that interests you would interest me;
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but I have never sought to pry into what you wished to be silent about.
I have never interfered with you in any way, as you know ; but to-night
I have just said a word-not out of season, if that means too early-
about the too-open expression of your opinions. They annoy me, Ella."

" Then I will endeavour to restrain them, darling," answered she,
submissively. "I believe in them, Cecil, as few people do, perhaps, but
I hold them as nothing as compared with your affection. You don't
feel angry with me any longer, do you Cecil ?"

" Not a bit, my pet. The tears are in your eyes; you feel hipped and
moped. Let us go to the opera ; we shall be in lots of time for the ballet.'

"Not to-night, dear ; I feel so tired."
"Very good ; then I think l'il just take a stroll by myself."
The quarrels of married folks have not always the effect proverbially

attributed to those of lovers. They shake the pillars of domestic peace
and loosen them, even though they may not bring them down. The dis-
agreement of the young couple was over for the time, but it leftits traces
on them both; and upon Cecil especially. He had conquered in that
passage of arms, but the victory had not been obtained so readily as he
anticipated, nor in the wished-for manner. He had even a vague im-
pression that his wife had intellectually got the better of him, and had
given in from some fanciful scruple ; certainly not from any adhesion to
the orthodox doctrine-for wives-of passive obedience.

It is uninteresting, and far from agreeable, to have to describe or peruse
domestic quarrels. Let it suffice to say that they became very frequent
between our young couple ; and varied from " the tiff" unnecessary, to
" the squabble " unavoidable. The system of going out of nights to cure
the spleen is not adapted to make home happy. If a married couple
love one another, let thém rather send in to a friendly neighbour the
same message which--as he hopes to be saved-was once sent in to the
present writer: " Mr. and Mrs. A.'s compliments, and they would be
much obliged if Mr. B. would step in for the evening, as they feel so
very dull."

Moreover, Cecil altered his system for a still worse one ; he remedied
the home tedium by going out to enjoy himself alone, leaving Ella be-
hind him. Wives, especially when newly married, object to this. It
was a widow that dearly loved her husband, who confessed that there
was one comfort that she derived from the very fact of her bereavement.
" She always knew now-or thought she knew-where dear John was
o' nights.'

Ella did not always know where dear Cecil was. It is not to be sup-
posed that she loved him less because she was ýacked by a vague jea-
lousy, but she was angry with him, and showed it. And, alas! Cecil
loved her less in consequence.
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"Don't you think it would be pleasant to have Gracie up from Wool-
wich to stay with us, Ella 1 " he had once suggested.

" It wouki be very pleasant for you, no doubt," she answered, with
bitter significance.

" Good heavens, what do you mean ' do you suppose I want the girl
here ' Are you jealous 't"

He laughed in such a wholesome way that, had Ella entertained any
such preposterous idea of the fascinations of ber young friend, she would
have had the wisdom to dismiss it.

"No, I am not jealous of Gracie, Cecil; you would be glad to have
ber here on my account, I know, in order that you might go out when
you please, without even the slightest scruple that you still sometimes
feel at leaving me quite alone."

" You never need be alone, my dear, I'm sure," replied he gently,
for no woman had ever, and deservedly, such troops of friends."
She raised the book she had depressed to look him in the face whileshe made ber last remark, and once more pretended to be interested in itspages; she did not deign to answer him. The suggestion that "troops

of friends " could supply his place with her, had cut her to the heart.
" You are determined to misunderstand me," said he in the aggrieved

tone that husbands use who know themselves to be in the wrong. " A
man can't be tied to his wife's apron-strings, especially if he is in busi-
ness. Do you suppose I eke having to run up and down the country
away from you and everything pleasant ' Next month, for example, I
have to go to the West of England. I don't complain ; but since it was
for your sake that I have been dipped in the same vat as my father, I
don't think it becomes you, Ella, of all people, to twit me with my ab-
sences from home."

" You know very well that I was not referring to business affairs,
Cecil. If you had been a soldier, I should have had to lose you for
even longer and more often. It is cruel of you to imagine (as you do)
that even Gracie's company would make up to me for the absence of my
husband, and still less the society of such friends as you refer to."

"I am sure they are very nice people--some of them, at least-and
you seem to me to enjoy yourself when amongst them. I heard you say
that you were looking forward to the Groves' picnic at Virginia Water, for
instance, with particular pleasure."

"And so I am, Cecil, because, for once, you are going with me."
"My dear Ella, don't say, 'for once,'" answered he tenderly. " You

know how busy we have been in the City all the spring, so that I could
never get away early. It is only because we had such a long notice from
Lady Elizabeth that I was able to promise. Don't be cross with me,
darling."
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She could not be cross with him when he spoke like that. Even if he
did not mean it, if that pleading and affectionate tone-to which her
very heart-strings vibrated-was not at all genuine, yet since he gave
himself the trouble to use it, she must needs be happy and forgiving.

"And what do you really think about Gracie, darling î " inquired he.
"It seems to me it would be a real charity to give her a holiday ; I dare
say that old commissary has never so much as taken her to the play in
ber life. We must begin very quietly with her-the Monument and
Madame Tussaud's."

" But, dear Cecil, she will never leave her mother. When we last
went down to Woolwich-and a long time ago Uncle Gerard complains
that was-poor Mrs. Ray was too ill to see even me. She has lived much
longer than was expected, but it must all be over soon. Then, indeed,
it will be, as you say, a real charity to invite Gracie."

" But then she will not be able to go anywhere, poor girl," said Cecil,
sincerely commiserating a calamity which precluded amusements.

"Well, I'll send her an invitation to-morrow, darling, to please you,"
said Ella, " though I don't think anything will come of it ; and suppose
we ask Mr. Darall too."

" Just as you like, Ella; only isn't it rather hard lines to ask a fellow
to meet a girl he loves, when the affair can't come off ; and, besides, are
not two people that are spoony on one another rather apt to be bores in
a house ? "

" What a naughty selfish boy you are, Cecil," said Ella, taking his
ear between her finger and thumb and pinching it daintily.

" I never was selfish till I married you, Ella," returned he innocently.
"But when you and I became one, I felt myself bound to love, honour,
and obey myself, and to look after that personage generally. I have a
great weakness for him-I mean for her-J own." And then there was
a tender caress. It is certain that Mr. Cecil Landon had a very pleasant
way with him-and with others.

CHAPTER XXIL

ELLA SCENTS DANGER.

NOTWITHSTANDING the swiftness of our modern postal system, letters
stilll " cross " one another. Nay, the very rapidity of our means of com-
munication has begotten a new contradiction ; for it sometimes happens
that one receives a telegram that tells us a sick friend is dead, fron whom
one afterwards gets a letter. A strange experience it is to take such
in one's hands, written but twelve hours ago, perchance, and feel that
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the thoughts therein contained the writer can no longer think ; that theplans are valueless, since they were designed for this world ; that one
is about to listen to the words of a dead man.

On the very night that Ella dispatched her note to Gracie, expressingthe desire of her husband and herself that she should visit them, andpainting their little schemes for lier amusement in the most seductiveterms-albeit she had little expectation that they would move lier toleave lier mother-Gracie had written to Ella to tell lier that ber mother
was dead. She received the note the next morning at breakfast, andknew at once, by its deep black edging, what had happened.

u bSee-poor Mrs. Ray is gone at last," said she, holding it up to lierliusband.
" Poor soul I it must be a happy release for all parties," observedCecil. " One cannot but be glad upon Gracie's account, as it will per-mit her to enjoy life a little ; she has had but a dull time of it hitherto.My dear Ella, how white you look! I should have thouglt your youngfriend had been too sensible to write upon such a matter in a harrowing,way."p

"I cannot help being touched at Gracie's grief, darling."
"But you don't look touched so much as terrified."
And, indeed, such was the literal fact. There was not a tear in Ella'seyes; but her face had that frozen look which accompanies excessive

fear.
" She writes very sensibly," continued she, taking no notice of ber

husband's remark; " you can read it if you please, dear, for yourself."
As she handed him the letter, she dropped a slip of paper it contained

into ber lap.
" I don't much care," said lie, " for reading about this sort of thing,My dear: 'No pain,' ' sensible to the last,' 'love to yourself '-um.Well that is very satisfactory. She will, of course, corne up to us as soonas she feels herself equal to going about and enjoyingherself."
"That will not be for some time to corne, if I know lier, dear."
"Well, you ought to know lier, if anyone does ; but I should havethought she was not one to ' grizzel' over things that couldn't be helped.The presence of the commissary, too, will hardly be an encouragement

to the sentimental emotions. I am quite sorry to see you so cut up, mydlear."
" It is so sudden, Cecil ; and just as I had written to lier about thea-

tres and amusements too. And the poor old lady was so fond of me."
" And quite right too ; it did credit to ber discernment."
There was silence for some minutes, during which Cecil read TheTimes, and Ella turned and twisted the little note that still lay upon her

lap a score of different ways.
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"By jingo, here's more news from Woolwich !" cried he suddenly.
"What news ? " inquired Ella, in faint tones, but with a certain anxiety

n them, nevertheless.
" Well, perhaps you don't recollect him; I introduced you to him

once, however, upon the Common -one Whymper, a cadet. I re-
member you thought him rather good-looking, which astonished me.
He was a wretched sort of creature, and yet-what luck some people
have !-lhe has come in for fifty thousand pounds. He has only to change
bis name, it seems, to Hobson. It is not a pretty one ; but what signi-
fies about names?"

"They are not of much consequence, indeed," said Ella.
"Ah, that is one of your radical notions. I don't agree with you

there; but a fellow like Whymper might change lis name for anything
-Cavendish, Howard, Plantagenet,-and be no better than he was ;
and Hobson can't make him any worse. He has done it too, in due
form: 'By Her Majesty's Letters Patent,' &c. Ill bet a sovereign he
dosn't stop at 'the shop' another week. We shall have him up in Lon-
don as a 'great catch' this season you may depend upon it. It will be
a case of who will be ' Hobson's choice ' If lie were a better fellow-
and since poor Darall's getting lier seems out of the question-we would
put him in the way of Gracie. I should like to see the commissary
making terms with Whymper-Hobson for the transfer. My young
friend used to be a precious screw."

Thus lie ran on while Ella listened, or seemed to listen, with a loving
smile. She was always amused by Cecil's light, bright talk; but amuse-
nient was not now the expression of lier face, it was rather concilia-
tion, the expression-if one might say so without offence- which Gentle-
man cadet Whymper himself had been wont to wear when seeking to
gain Landon's favour or mitigate his resentment. And yet, for certain,
she had done naught that day to anger him.

With her own hands she helped him with his overcoat as lie took his
departure, as usual, for the City, and even lit his cigar for him.

" Your taper fingers are just the things, my dear, for that work," said
lie in gracious acknowledgment."

"I mistrust your compliments," answered she laughing, " though 1
smile at your wit. Now mind you are to be home to dinner at seven."

" Oh yes, darling-unlàss I should telegraph. There is just a possi-
bility of my being obliged to ask young Magenta-the governor wishes
me to be civil to him, and lie may come up to-day from the west on
business-to dine at the club."

Ella knew that Cecil would not have been seen entertaining Moses
Magenta at his club upon any consideration, but she only smiled still
more sweetly.
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"Dine abroad, or at home, Cecil, just as you prefer," said she. " Whichlever best pleases you will always best please me, darling."
He kissed her and patted her cheek in complacent approval. Almostany other husband would have had his suspicions aroused by havingsuch a license accorded him for the future whjch seered to revive thedays of Papal indulgence. But Cecil's face only exhibited that graciousserenity which betokens a mind at ease with all things, but especiallywith itself. If the British nation should have unanimousy agreed that,

notwithstanding the claims of the reigning family, it would set thent
aside in order to have the advantage of being governed by Mr. Ceci]
Landon, it is our belief that that Young gentleman would have been in
nowise astonished at the selection, but would have calmly and politely
declined the designed favour, on account of the trouble to himself in-
volved in such an otherwise reasonable arrangement.

Yet this, perhaps, was the first occasion on which Ella had ever
wished her Cecil otherwise than he was in character, for notwithstand
ing all their disputes, and matters about which, beyond ail dispute, she
had a right to complain, she loved him still with passionate devotion.
His very self-consciousness and confidence in his own attractions were
not displeasing to her, since they corroborated her own opinion of bis
merits ; but she did wish, just for once, that lie had expressed surprise
at her concession about his dining out, and inquired, however jocoseîy,
the reason of such unwifely acquiescence. If he had given heu ever so
small an opportunity in the way of interrogation, sh, wouid have taken
advantage of it to tell him things which without inquiry he must needs
know some day. But the door had closed upon him, he had not been told,
and the telling was yet to corne. And it must corne soon now. Otherpeople known to themselves had got hold of the scent, and the revelation had surely better be made to her husband by her own lips than by
theirs.

The slip of paper which had been enclosed in Gracie's letter had referred
to it. "At such a time as this, dearest Ella, it is scarcely fit that I
should write upon any subject save one ; but if my dear mother could
speak she would say, I know, 'the Dead are at peace already; see you
to the peace of the Living.' There is some scandalous story afloat hererespecting your marriage. Of course, if I could get about, you couldrely upon me to deny it ; but for the present, as my lips are ciofed, I
think it right you should know--and that Colonel Juxon should know-that things are said about it-I will not sully my pen by saying whatthings-that ought to be contradicted."

For the last twelve months-that is, for the whole time she had beenmarried, and for weeks before-Ella had been expecting some such an-nouncement as this; had been well persuaded that the blow must fall,
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sooner or later, and yet had gone on buoyed up by a baseless hope.
Every day that passed without discovery had swelled that hope until
she had almost believed it possible that discovery might not take place
at all. It is the way of all people who trust to the chapter of accidents
to conceal a matter-the murder that they know must out. At first
they feel that there is no escape ; then, as time passes, they begin to
flatter themselves that the peril is growing less ; and when a long period
has elapsed they become secure, and sometimes audacious. To this last
state of misplaced confidence Ella had never attained, but she had reached
the intermediate condition, and this sudden blow was therefore a severe
one.

"I was wrong, I was wrong," she moaned, " to listen to my uncle,
and not to tell all to Cecil before I became his wife. He loved me then
-nay, God help me if he does not love me now-but he was full of pgs-
sion and devotion ; that was the time to tell him. He would have
married me all the same, and in the way I wished. If he be so fond of
truth he would have respected my oath, and not compelled me to break
it. Why, why did I not tell him? " She put the question as though
to another person, and leaning her forehead on her hands, seemed to
await the reply. " I remember now," she went on, after a pause, " Uncle
Gerard said that it would invalidate the marriage. How could my tel-
ling Cecil beforehand have done that ? I was deceived most cruelly.
My uncle said that out of spite and hate ; I ought to have know him
better. But stay, there was the lawyer's opinion! Perhaps, if I tell
Cecil now, our marriage is invalid ? "

She started up as though she had been stung. Her face was for the
moment no longer beautiful; despair and rage had transformed it. " No,"
she cried, putting her hair back from her face with a passionate gesture,
" if there is justice in heaven such things can never be. Even a fiend
-and Uncle Gerard is not a fiend-would never have permitted me to
run that risk. ' Perhaps, if another told him, it would be no matter,'
says the law, but only I. Yet it is clear I must tell him. Someone will
do it, if I do not, and that soon ; will it be to-day, or to-morrow, or the
next day ? Whom can I consult without committing myself i The old
man is my friend; I will tell him all, and ask him to break it to his son.
And yet how can I, when he himself advised me, while there was
yet time, to have no secrets from Cecil. And yet Cecil has secrets from
me."

Here the mobile face changed once again, and became hard and re-
solute.

(To be continued.)
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THE American edition* of Kingsley's life is somewhat abridged from the
original work. Whether this condensation of the book be an advantage to
the reader or not may be doubted. The American editor states that this bas
has been thought wise, where especially extracts from his published works
have been given, or "his own record of the conclusions at which he arrived,
upon the many important problems that occupied his active mind " have been
recorded. It seems to us probable, for we have not seen the original work, that
they are likely to want in clearness in so far as they have gained in brevity.
Charles Kingsley was an active man certainly ; yet bis work was so distinctly
the outcome of his thoughts, that the one can be interpreted only by a full
and comprehensive exposition, by himself, of the other. Moreover his pub-
lished works are not few, and inasmuch as a biography ought to be a reflex
of its subject, it is to some extent maimed, and imperfect, in seeming, to
those who have not access to them.

Mrs. Kingsley's dedication is a very full appreciative sketch of the Canon's
character. To those who have not carefully read this record of his life, there
may seem to be an excess of eulogy ; others who carefully study him as hie
entire being is unfolded in these pages will cheerfully admit that there is
not a word of praise which an affectionate wife, to whom he admitted his
success in life was mainly due, should have omitted.

Charles Kingsley was a clergyman's son, born at Dartmoor, Devonshire,
and in the Vicarage, in 1816. He appears to have corne of a stalwart stock

on both sides. Speaking of them to Mr. Francis Galton, who had mentioned
the Kingsleys in bis work on " Hereditary Descent,"-" We are but the

düjecta membra of a most remarkable pair of parents. Our talent, such as it
is, is altogether hereditary. My father was a magni6cent man in body and

mind, and was said to possess every talent except that of using his talents.
My mother, on the contrary, had a quite extraordinary practical and admin-
istrative power ; and she combines with it, even at her advanced age (79),
my father's passion for knowledge, and the sentiment and fancy of a young
girl." The result is best given in Mrs. Kingsley's words :-" From bis father's
side he inherited his love of art, bis sporting tastes, bis fighting blood-the
members of bis family having been soldiers for generations, some of them
having led troops to battle at Naseby, Minden, and elsewhere. And from
his mother's side, came, not only his love of travel, science, and literature,
and the romance of bis nature, but his keen sense of humour and a force and
originality which characterized the women of her f amily of a still older gene-
ration." It is not by any means an idle work this of tracing a man's lineage

previous to examining his character and work. Those who desire to

scan the record of this inherited character, unfolding itself at school and out

of it, should carefully peruse the record in the preliminary chapters.

* Chales Kingsley: Bis Lette-s and Memoirs of lis Life. Edited by his wife. Abridged
fromn the London Edition. New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co. Toronto ; Willing & William-
son, 1877.
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In 1836, when his father was transferred to St. Luke's, Chelsea, he felt
himself deprived of the free air of the moors, where the wild scenery and
the play of a romantic imagination had been all in all to him. Writing to a
schoolfellow at Helston, where he had spent many happy days under the
taition of the Rev. Derwent Coleridge, the son of the great Samuel Taylor,
he has many complaints to make of London:-" I find a doleful difference
in the society here and at Helston, paradoxical as it may appear. , . .
We have nothing but clergymen, (very good and sensible men) but talking
of nothing but parochial schools, and duties, and vestries, and curates, &c.

. . . As you may suppose, ail this clerical conversation (to which I am
obliged to listen) has had the effect of settling my opinion on these subjects,
and I begin to hate these dapper young ladies' preachers like the devil, I am
siekened and enraged to see ' silly women blown about by every wind,' fall-
ing in love with the preacher instead of his sermon, and with his sermon
instead of the Bible." Here are the first symptoms of a certain impatience of
temperament which in later days made itself felt against cant and oppression;
but we want that higher activity which made afterwards an energetic worker
in parochial work at Eversley.

Next in order, for our views must be necessarily abrupt and isolated, we
find Charles Kingsley at Cambridge. It was here that hiq activity of intel-
lect began to lead or drive him into doubt. His first difficulty was the Atha-
nasian Creed-" which was in after years bis stronghold," as Mrs. Kingsley
puts it. The " bigotry, cruelty and quibbling " of it were revolting to him.
On this subject an interesting series of letters is given. His future wife
appears to have sent him books in his perplexities on many occasions. There
were Carlyle's works, Coleridge's " Aids to Reflection," and, what perhaps in-
fluenced him more than ail, Maurice's " Kingdom of Christ." His doubts
had melted away under the influence of the Broad Churchman of the Cole-
ridge school, never to assert full mastery over him, although, once and again,
new diffieulties sprang up.

Having taken orders, he was made curate of Eversley, in Hampshire, which
he was not destined to leave long, as curate and vicar for thirty-three years.
In 1844, he was married and began in stern earnest the parochial work he had
despised when seventeen. With the poor his was always a welcome face be-
cause he sympathized with then and, if need be, could aid them with
muscle as well as prayers and alms. "He could swing a flail with the
threshers in the barn, turn his swathe with the mowers in the meadow, pitch
hay with the hay-makers in the pasture. From knowing every fox earth on
the mow, the 'ready hover' of the pike, the still hole where the chub lay, lie
always had a kind word in sympathy for the huntsman or the old poacher. With
tae fariner he discussed the rotation of crops, and with the labourer the
science of hedging and ditching, and yet, while he seemed to ask for informa-
tion, lie unconsciously gave more than he received." The parish had long been
neglected. Instantly this active spirit organized schools, regular house to house
visitations, brighter services and ail other methods of well-doing. In 1844,
he made the acquaintance of the Rev. F. D. Maurice, which perhaps was the
tuining point of his life, and directing hi% aims and providing a widèt channel
or his exertions. Never, after they were on intimate terms, did Kingsley

address Maurice otherwise than his " dear old master." Recognizing the
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weak point in the King's Collège Professor-ha subtle ixitllectuality-the

only exclamation of the pupil, as he sent " Yeast " to press Wa, " I think that

I have now explained Maurice to the people." Long before he had known

Carlyle, again, he wrote, 'More and moto I find that thede writings of
Carlyle's do not lead to gloory discontent-that theits is not a dark, but a
bright view of life ; in reality, more evil speaking agairnt the age and ità, in-
habitants is thundered by the pulpit daily, both Evangelical ahd Tractairn
than Carlyle has been guilty of in all'his work." In fact, hé liked neither o
these parties-the Evangelical was distasteful, becatise he thoùght its systeni
cramped, narrow and uiscriptural, and the Trattàtian, because he believed
them to be phltering with thé articles and thus triftiftg with aill nioTal disti
tions,

It is necessary now to pass over much interestinlg iatter, arid take ou
stand on the eventful years1849-50. The "Saiht's Tragedy" had been púb-
lished, but it was rather a dciUetanti bit of work. The tim had arrived when
he had a hard struggle before him, and was not to emerge fron it, without
receiving so-me heavy blows or being pelted with naunes hard enough, but not
harder than they were to bear. To undrstand Kingsley's position aright
when he attempted to Christianize and humánize the Chartism whiòh was set
afloat by the French Revolutibu of 1848, it is necessary to read not otly
" Yeast," " Alton Locke," and other elaborate works, but his fugitive writ
ings, some extracts from which are to be found in this volume. rirmly be
lieving that somethingtought to be done for the working classes-something

which would bridge the gulf between the different stratâ of society-he was yet
quite aware that they were blind to their true interests, and were led by
honest, but yet blind, leaders. In 1877, we are accustomed to hear pleas for
the workmen ; people are now willing to listen to rational arguments on the
subject, but they were not so thirty years ago. Kingsley, with his collabora-
teurs, Maurice, Hare, Froude, Hullah, Hughes, and many more, had to
bear the brunt of the battle, of which this generätiori has reaped the fruit.
There was nothing of the Communist, or even of the Democrat, about Kings-
ley whatever; yet when he saw a social disease he believed that a remedy
ought to be, and must be, found, and set about it with all the enthusiasni of
a warm-hearted nature. What he desired was not the levelling principles in
vogue amongst the lower classes, but a moral and spiritual elevation, What
ho indicated in his papers on " Politics for the People " was their Material
up-bringing, and an effort on their pàrt to raise themselves by co-operative
exertion. On the other hand, those on " Chrietian Socialisti " were an at-
tempt to secure the recognition, not of a common right to property, but of
the universal brotherhood of man. Take one brief sentence from the plaàard
headed " Workingmen of Englaud !"--" You think the Charter would make

you free-would to God it would ! The Charter is not bad--if the mon who
use it are not bad. But will the Charter make yon free 1 Will it free you
from ton pound bribes ? Slavery to beer atid gin? SlaVety to every spodter
who flattets your self -conceit and stird up bitterness and headlong rage in you I
That, I guess, is real slavery ; te be a slave to one's stomach, one's pookèt,
OnO's own temper. Will the Chartet cure that 1 Frlends, you wiit mdre
than Acts of Parlianent caii give. " That ia certainly not the laagnage of 6
demagogue, and what follows, if we could spare space ta qubte it, il'still lés*
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so. But yet, all the saie, when he saw the hand of evil rising, he was im-

pelled to aim a blow at it. As Tom Hughes observes, " The fact is, that

Charles Kingsley was born a fighting man, and believed in bold attack."

When a correspondent of the Gvardian made him utter the very opposite of

bis opinions, lie disproved the criticisi, and then offered three times the

answer of Father Valerian in Pascal-mentiris imapudentissim.

His quasi alliance with working men soon made him the confidant

of many who were discontented, doubting, or altogether sceptical. With

such men he was eminently successful. Thomas Cooper, who composed

" The Purgatory of Suicides," while in gaol for sedition, was one of these,
and he was afterwards made a believer. On the thoology of Kingsley it is

not our purpose to enter at length. In this volume will be found a series of

letters elaborately discussing the question of endless punisiment froinall points

of view, philological, dogniatic, scriptural and otherwise. He deeply sympa-

thized with Maurice in his ejection froin King's College, for expressing his

doubts on that dognia. He insisted that " his master ought nîot to be called

upon to ad hore to any views or proclaii anything not plainly tauglt in the

Liturgy and Articles of his Church." Ho hated Calvinisn as bitterly as lie

did Tractarianism, and thus speaks of it in one letter :--" If I wanted a proof

of the corruption of human nature, I could find no plainer than the way in

which really amiable and thoughtful people take up with doctrines which

outrage their own reason and norality, simply because they find thein ready-

made to thoir hands. . . . . The influence of Q4ivinisn abroad seems

to me to have been uniformly ruinous, destructive equally of political and

moral life, a blot and a scandal upon the Reformuation; and now that it lias

at last got the upper hand in England, can we say much more of it ?"

So much lias been said about the belligerent part of bis career that Kingsley

does not stand out in this review as he should do in fact, and does very pro-

minently, as a thoroughly good, humane, Christian man in his biography.

By his exertions, literary and other, he had established his faie, and the

remainîing twenty years of his life glided peacefully onward to the great sea,
with iicreasing reputation and in deeper repose. He was not the man to

spare himself in well-doing, and ho early suffered in consequence. These

temporary attacks of illness only served to nerve him for greater effort, and

he renained in harness to the last. No man ever laboured so ungrudgingly

as he for lis fellows, without regard to himîself. Wherever his services or

his counsel were sought, he gave both freely. Whether in his parish or in

the Cathedral stals, with his pen, through the press, or in private letters, he

was always willing to spend and be spent for others. In the smallest inatters

he had consideration for the feelings and weaknesses of his fellows, even the

lowliest and the depraved. With ail he was gentle, and for ail he was thought-

fuil When ho entered upon bis duties at Eversley, although he was fond of

shooting, lue laid aside his gn, lest he should lead some of bis poor parish-

ioners to poach ; and he never would permit hiniself to be placed upon the

Commission of the Peace, lest he might be called on to try any of them. It

is in his home, of which we are afforded a few bright and beautiful glimpses,

that his affectionate spirit displayed itself to best advantage. Every one who

knew him cherished a deep and abiding love for Charles Kingsley, the lius-

band, father, or friend.
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It was only when bis soul was fired by wrong-doing that he was angry, and
did battie for the weak or the oppressed. As Professor Forbes put it, " Inever saw in any man such fearlessness in the path of duty. The one ques-ion with him was, ' Is it right 7' No dread of consequences, and consequen-ces often bitterly felt by him, and wounding bis sensitive nature, ever pre-vented him from doing that to which bis conscience prompted. His sense ofright amounted to chivalry." He was a nervous, forcible writer, who aimeddirectly at the point, regardless of whether he provoked hostility or no,When the crusade, if it may so be called, of natural science against religion, andvice rersd, began, he immediately endeavoured to equip himself for a thoroughunderstandingof the bearings of the controversy, by study. He had no notion,as he himself said, of "subterfuges instead of fact, or of resorting to theo4 ium theologicum ; he therefore corresponded wit Darwin, Huxley, andTyndall, instead of pelting them with stones, or with bard manes which are
often harder to bear. Yet occasionally that delicate humour of bis sometimes
broke loose, when some scientific men left the limits and wandered in con-
jecture h is speech of Lord Dumdreary on the Hippocampus is excellent,and yet tbere is not a spice of ill humour about it. How he contrived to doso much work, to write so much, including some beautiful lyrics whict will
live, and yet carry on so bumorons a correspondence, it is difficult to guessand yet all was thoroughly and conscientiously done until the end. No bookmore effective to stir up young men to active exertion, as well as kindie inthem love for God, for nankind, and for tbe lower creatures, couîd as named
than this loving tribute to the memory of Charles Kingsley.

He finally laid down to rest on the 23rd of January, 1875, in the fifty-sixthyear of his age. Nothing could have been more simple in its calm dignitythan bis death. There was no agony, there was no perturbation of mind, nofear. The last words uttered to bis fellows was a whispered message to hisnurse as the twilight was shaking loose the garments of the night-his last onearth : Ah, dear nurse, and I too am come to an end ; it is all right allasit should be." Bis last audible words were those solemn petitions in tbe
English burial service on behalf of those who stand about the grave. Hisbody rests where he desired it should lie, in Eversley churcbyard, and a bust
bas been erected in the great abbey of which be died a Canon. As bis in-timate friend Max Miller finely says :-" Fame, for which he cared so little,bas come to him. His bust stands in Westminster Abbey, by the side of bisfriend Frederick Maurice, and in the temple of fame, which will be consecrat-ed to the period of Victoria and Albert, there will be a niche for CharlesKingsley, the author of ' Alton Locke' and ' Hypatia.' "

Mr. C. D. Warner bas written some pleasant books of travel, including
Saunterings," principally devoted to Germany and Italy, and " Mummies

and Moslemns," the record of a Nile voyage. The one before us, " In the
Levant," completes the Orient by adding the entire Levantine coast to the
Egyptian voyage.* Now, in the first place, something must be said in dis-
praise of the writer, and that it goes sornewhat aainst the grain to doso will

I n the Levant, by CHARLYs D'DLF. WARNER, author of "Mummies and Mosiemýs;" " MySummer in a Garden," &C., &c. Toronto : Willing & Williamson. Boston : James R. Osgoode &ù. 18M7
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be evident from our Pnxiety to leave it ut the threshold. There is a growing
inclination amongst Americans who go abroad to write little or nothing but
what may be made good for satire or ridicule. This becopies doubly offensive,
when the tawdry humour of exaggeration and far-fetched allusion is em-
ployed on scenes about which cling sacred or classical associations. It is
ill-jesting, in a flippant way, with the hoary head of autiquity. Mr. Julian
Hawthorne's " Saxon Studies" are in the spiteful mood, and Mark Twain's
"Innocents Abroad " is a type of the painfully ludicrous. Now, that a
travel book may be appreciative and also humourous may be seen in King-
lake's " Eothen." But the school of which we are speaking forgets to ob-
serve the limits of good taste, and after drawing, liberally and sometimes
credulously, upon their guide-book erudition, make up a piquant dish from
an inner consciousness which is often coarse and vulgar to a degree. They
seem to have no respect for the genius loci where they may be, when a bad
joke is possible, at the expense of anything or everything men have agreed to
reverence.

Now it is only just to Mr. Warner to state that he is not so bad in this
respect as some of his New England friends; and this volume is not so flip-
pant as some others of his works. Still there is more false humour than

is agreeable to those who do not like their books of travel flavoured with
extracts from the comic columns of American journals. Our author goes
over a large extent of ground, as will be seen presently, and therefore, it
was hardly to be expected that he could add much to his reader's knowledge.
Indeed he wisely avows his determination not to attempt it. The principal
merit of the book consists in its very lively pictures of men, women and man-
ners ; and, for a picturesque view of these, " In the Levant" may be profitably
used by way of supplement to more important works. In short, wherever
Mr. Warner trusts to his vivid powers of observation he is exceedingly in-
teresting; where he dives into history or guide-book he only escapes from
dryness by becoming funny and flippant. Landing at Jaffa, he proceeded to
Ramleh and thence to Jerusalem, whence he made excursions to Bethany,
Bethlehem, the Jordan and the Dead Sea. Returning to Jaffa, he took ship
to Beyrout and made a trip from there to Damascus and Baalbec. The next
sea-jaunt finds him at Cyprus, in the antiquities of which he manifests great
interest. Then to Rhodes, the old home of the Knights of St. John ; so,
through the isles of Chios and Smyrna. Here the party land and make a
short railway journey to Ephesus ; and from Smyrna again through the in-
numerable islands to the Dardanelles to Constantinople. From the Golden
Horn across the Ægean to Salonica, Athens, Marathon, Salamis, Corinth,
and to Italy at Brindisi.

The most valuable and instructive portions of the volume are those relating
to Jerusalem and Constantinople, with their surroundings. At Jerusalem,
in spite of its squalour, Mr. Warner appears to have been fairly overcome by
the memories of the place; and he explores the Holy City with a pious
energy worthy of any of the motley pilgrims he so inimitably describes.
These descriptions, in fact, constitute the charm of the book, and reconcile
us to some blemishes of taste and style. Bethlehem, again, is entirely to his
taste ; for it is exceedingly clean and lovely in its situation. At the khan, or
inn, on the Jericho road, our author grows facetious over the two-pence paid



by the good Samaritan, but at Carmel and the brook Cherith he makes amends
by entering ex a/uimo into the stories of Elijah and Elisha-the localities men-
tioned in Scripture being carefully traced. The Jordan appears to have dis-
gusted him by the rapidity of its stream and the dirtiness of its water ; but
it must be remembered that he only saw it near the Dead Sea, and never
penetrated through Samaria and Galilee to the Lake of Gennessareth. The
Dead Sea was an agreeable surprise to him from the entire absence of any
signa of desolation about it, save drift-wood broight down by the Jordan.
" The Dead Sea," he says, " is the least dead of any sheet of water I know.
When we first arrived the waters were a lovely blue, which changed to green
in the shifting light, but they were always animated and sparkling. It has a
sloping sandy beach, strewn with pebbles, up which the waves corne with a
pleasant murmur. The plain is hot ; here we find a cool breeze. The lovely
plain of water stretches away to the south between blue and purple rauges of
mountains, which thrust occasionally bold promontories into it and a charm
to the prospective. The sea is not inimical eitber to animal or vegetable lifeon its borders." Mr. Warner then goes on to relate that they heard song-
birds and saw gulls and rabbits, and plenty of vegetation in thick blossome.There are no fih in the sea, certainly, but that is because the water is so
dense with salt. His description of a bath, or rather a float there, is verygood.

Mr. Warner's account of Constantinople and its surroundings is animated•
but we forebear to attempt the injustice of condensing it. He has plenty
of denunciations of the Moslems, yet he does not believe the East is ripe
for their expulsion. Oriental monarchies live long in a state of decay, as
the Greek Empire did on the Bosphorus ; or so may that of the Ottoman
Turks. At the same time there is an abiding belief among them that their
departure cannot be far distant ; and they have established a noble cemetery
on the Asiatic shore, which they fondly imagine will still be theirs. The
descriptions of Greece are brief, although there is much to be commended in
Mr. Warner's account of Athens. We close the volume, with our best
thanks for what, on the whole, is a live and instructive book.

MUSICAL PARTIES.
W once heard a prof essional musician shock some amateur friends by saying
that he hated musical parties, and would infinitely rather be asked to a dance,
on which he was immediately put down by one as a very frivolous individual,
and by another as a man who merely used music as a trade, without having
any real interest for it in him.

Both were wrong ; he reslly loved his art, and this was just the reason he
objected to being present where it was so debased as in an ordinary musical
party.

These social abuses are usually perpetrated by one of two classes, eitler by
really musical people who are under the sad delusion that they are giving *
treaM to their musaical friends aud educating the tuste of the u4nmusical, or by

09 •MUSICAL.
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people who for some reason object to dancing and so give a " talking " party
with a little music to cover the conversation. It does not matter by which of
these classes the party is given; in the latter case much bad music is merci-
fully hidden by the conversation, in the former some really good music may
be provided, but it shares the same fate ; on the whole, this is of the two,
the most to be lamented.

At parties given by the unmusical class you always hear two young ladies
with the weakest of voices essay some elaborate Italian Duett, probably writ-
ten in the first instance for Tenor and Bass. One of them, probably the
Alto, plays the accompaniment, and performs marvellous feats in the way of
merging lier own part in the piano part; they become weaker and shakier as
the Duett progresses, and finally end with what the composer had the auda-
city to mark f con fuoco, in the feeblest whisper, and some one (compelled
through being near the piano to say something), remarks " how very pretty;
who is it by ?"

Next we have the young man who " has a fine ear for music." He does
not know a note, but is unfortunately the possessor of a fine voice, with
which lie presents to his audience an imitation of some great singer he has
lately heard. This young man's répertoire is limited. He sings " My Pretty
Jane," if a Tenor, or "The Village Blacksmith," if a Bass. You may find
"Across the Far Blue Hill" in his portfolio, or "Corne into the Garden,
Maud," and be sure lie sings " M'appari " or " A che la morte." He is a
young man of considerable coolness and self-possession, and shows by his
singing that if lie knew anything about it lie would achieve something above
the average, but unfortunatelyhis " fine ear " is the be-all and end-all to him,
and lie will never do any more than lie does at present.

Then there is the man who has no voice ; lie prodiuces sounds somewhat
similar to an active nutmeg grater ; it is hard to see why lie sings at all, ex-
cept that lie has admiring sisters who play his accompaniments, and always
insist on his singing " that lovely thing Fessenden sung when lie was here."
The young lady who plays florid variations on-nothing, and a young man
who plays the flute, with a few nondescript performers (we have seen a man
sit down and whistle to his own accompaniment), make up this kind of
"musical." The other is more pretentious, and in reality is often given in
real love for music, but the result is much the same. You usually hear, or
try to, some good singing, and a professional pianist may be there, but lie
fares no better than the rest, worse indeed, for whilst it is the fashion for the
company to listen more or less attentively to a singer, the moment the piano
is touched it acts as a signal for a perfect rush of conversation as though
everyone had been wanting to say something all the evening and had sud-
denly remembered it all at the same time.

We would like to know why people think politeness necessitates their listen-
ing to a song, and yet do not conceive that it is any insult to a pianist to talk
right through his piece, and say to him at the end, " What! have you done already?
we were just beginning to listen." We have heard a person express an opinion
that it improved instrumental music to talk whilst it was being perf ormed,but
this insane idea cannot lie shared in by many, so that it is difficult to see how
this distinction has arisen between singing and playing. Pianists themselves
might check this nuisance by treating conversation during their performance
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as an insult, and invariably rising from the instrument. Many, however, hesi-

tate to do this, as it would lay them open to the charge of rudeness to the

hostess who has asked them to play ; therefore it devolves on the latter to see

that the more gifted portion of their guests are not annoyed by the rest. We
know a few ladies who do insist firmly that there shall be no talking at their

parties whilst a piece of music is being performed, but those who do this

should be particular about two things ; first, that they have no music that is

not worth listening to; second, that the programmeisnot too long or too heavy.

We have heard a pianist play the whole of a sonata of Bethoven at a musical

party, the effect of which was to disgust and weary the unmusical, and even

the musical portion could not but feel that it was out of place. Deep classi-

cal music, like deep reading, requires a suitable state of mind to receive it,
and the attempt to appreciate the Sonata Passionata, for instance, in the
middle of a miscellaneous concert or party programme, is as hopeless as
would be the attempt to read a theological treatise whilst some one else was
reading " Lady Audley's Secret " aloud.

The question of who to invite to a musical party is a great, but not an in-
soluble, problein. Our friends may be broadly divided into three classes
those who love and understand music, those who like it " in moderation,"
and those devoid of music. The latter we will eliminate from our guests
altogether, and in making up a programme (which we hold should be done
beforehand), let us choose music good enough to please the first class, and
yet not so deep that the second shall f ail to understand and be interested.
Let us be careful that the programme is not too long, but whilst it does

last let perfect silence be insisted on; after it is over, the conversation will

flow the more freely for its temporary check, and the time after supper can

be occupied by music, not previously arranged, or a dance, as the case may

be. The great desideratum is to make a musical party thoroughly mica1d,

and yet to stop short of the point at which it becomes to many tedious and

wearisome. Once let it be understood, that at a musical party you will hear

good music, hear it without interruption, and that you will afterwards be

able to enjoy pleasant, social intercourse, and it will then become an artistic

pleasure, a means of musical improvement, and will be a powerful auxiliary

to the Concert Room as a neans of spreading a true love for, and more

thorough knowledge of music.

Colonists in the days when colonists were more sentimental than they are
now, would, on leaving their mother country, take with them a handful of

earth from their native village. This they did for the sake only of early

associations; but the act had a meaning beyond what they supposed. They

carried with them, unconsciousY perhaps, a pledge that they would continue

in their new country the principles of the old one. Thus it was proposed some

time ago, on the Thames Embankment to carry on the history commenced a

century and a-half ago at the King's Theatre in the Haymarket. To be exact,

it is just one hundred and sixty-six years since Handel produced Rindldo,

the irst opera he gave in England at the Queen's Theatre in the Haymarket.
The Royal Italian Opera has now been established nearly thirty years at

Covent Garden, but though its history during that time has been creditable

and even brilliant, its list of achievements is naturally not to be compared
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with that of the much more ancient Opera House. There is probably not

another lyrical theatre in Europe which has wit»essed so many fine operatic
performances during so long a period as the " Queen's Theatre " of 1711,
which, after being called for a tine the " Royal Academy of Music," became

the " King's Theatre " on the accession of George I., aud retained that name

until another alteration of title became necessary when lier Majesty Queen

Victoria ascended the throne. In 1710 when Handel arrived in England, the

Académie Royale of Paris, at that time under the direction of Raineau, was

held in very little esteem, and Italian music was never performed there at all.

Indeed, for some sixty or seventy years afterwards, and until the arrival of

Gluck in Paris, to be quickly followed by Piccini, the French had the worst

opinion of Italian music, which they despised or perhaps affected to despise.

The Queen's Theatre, as directed by Handel, at least during the first years

of his management, was doubtless not to be compared with the great operatic

theatres of Italy. But it soon became the custom to engage for London all

the Italian singers of the highest repute ; and scarcely an Italian vocalist of

real celebrity appeared from the beginning to the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury without sooner or later visiting England. Handel, like Shakspeare,
was not only a great inventor, but an excellent man of business ; and though

he did not actually introduce Italian Opera into England (a few experiments

in that line having been made during the five or six years preceding his arrival

in London), he it was who first brought out a series of Italian operas, and

who orgaiiized Italian Opera in England on a permanent basis. To his labours

as composer, Handel soon added the functions of a manager ; and from the

early part of the seventeenth century to quite recent times, it may be safely

said that Handel was the only manager who ever made Italian Opera in

England a paying speculation. Besides the thirty-five operas from his own

pen, Iandel, during his connection with English Italian Opera, produced

works by Buononcini, Scarlatti, Hasse, Porpora, and all the most distin-

guished composers of the time. At a later period when the management had

passed from Handel to the Earl of Middlesex, the operas of Galuppi, Pergo-

lesi, Jornelli, Gluck and Piccini were represented, and all the most eminent

vocalists of Europe continued to appear at our London Opera House. After

various adventures at the Lincoln's Inn Theatre, Covent Garden, the Pavilion,
and the King's Theatre, Italian Opera found itself once more, towards the

end of the century, established at the last of these theatres, which, until Covent

Garden was made into an opera house, did indeed seem to be its natural home.

In 1789 the King's Theatre was burned down. It was rebuilt from Novo-

sielski's designs in 1790 ; and from 1790 until some eight or nine years ago,

Her Majesty's-formerly the "King's "-Theatre witnessed the production

of a long list of works by the most eminent Italian, German, French, and

even English composers ; for at least two operas by Balfe, FÉlstaff and the

Bohlmian Girl, one by Macfarran, Robia Flood, and one by Wallace, the

A mber Witch, were played at Her Majesty's Theatre during the period either

of Mr. Lumley's or of Mr. Mapleson's management. From Handel to Gluck,
from Rossini to Verdi, almost every composer of European renown, since the

first invention of Opera, has appeared at Her Majesty's Theatre ; and cer-

tainly with the exception of Madame Patti and perhaps another prima
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donna of these latter days, every vocalist who has gained an historic name
has at some time or other been heard at the Haymarket. It will be well,
therefore, if the associations of Her Majesty's Theatre can be transferred to
the Opera House now in course of erection. Mr. Mapleson proposed, we
remember, to Akp a stone f rom Her Majesty's with which to commence oper-
ations for the jiew house, but we think Lord Dudley refused the request.
For the present season, however, at Her Majesty's the improvements and
decorations have been on a most remarkable scale. The scenery, by-the-way,
has been constructed with a view to serving in the National Opera House
whenever it may be finished.

The Wagner Festival is in full play now in London. At Covent Garden,
Signor Gayarre, Gayarié as he is now to be called, is the reigning novelty.
There reiain Rubinstein and Albani to share the admiration of the " season.'

Arabella Goddard is playing in Paris. Von Bulow contemplates a visit to
London, and Charles Hallé bas commenced his seventeenth series of piano-
forte recitals at St. James' Hall.

A memorial to the late John Oxenford is on foot. A stained glass window
was proposed, but it is thought that a statue will be erected in Drury Lane
Theatre.

$p.eaking of Mad. Catalini in connection with a concert given by her at
Liverpool in 182/?, the critic of a local paper says : " Such was the torrent
of s0und she emitted at one moment that the glass globules pendant from
the central chandelier were powerfully agitated and struck against each
other."

.The Aperor of LBernany has received as a present from some well-mean-

lng amateur, a collection of autograph MSS., comprising, among other things,
the four volumes of sketches made by Beethoven for his symphony in F (No.
8) ; a symphony by Schubert (who seldom made sketches); two quintets by
Spohr, and pieces by Weber and Thalberg. As the Emperor lays no pre-
tension whatever to a knowledge of music, it is hard to guess why the well-
meaning amateur should have confided such treasures to His Majesty, in-
stead of to sorne public library or museum. Possibly that may be their
ultinate destination.

Not long ago, a lady and gentleman were listening attentively to Hector
Berlioz's Music at one of M. Colonne's Chatelet concerts. " That is fine," re-
marked the lady ; " what is it ? " " My dear," replied the gentleman, after
a glance at his bill, " it is La Damnation de Faust." Then, assuming the air
of a connoisseur, he added : " Like Gounod's Faust, it is taken fr9m a noYel
by Werther, a German writer, with whom you are acquainted."

The above is almost as good as the story which was told of a French lady
of distinction some time ago, who, on being presented to Mr. Sakspeare, a
risig Young tenor, exclaimed in surprise' at his being so young a man.

We hear that Mr. Rudolph Aronson,, the young American composer, is
wVitding a grand concert march (" Lafayette ") for the Paris Exhibition. It
may be renembered that Mr. Aronson composed " The Washington March"
for the Centennial, which, it is to be hoped, had more merit in it than
that monstrosity by Richard Wagner, for which the Americans paid so
largely.
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WILLIAM TELL.

At last lie drew his longest bow,
And twanged its tensioned tether,

Then struck an attitude to show
The colour of his feather.

A second afterwards, or more,
An arrow flashed apace,

An instant, and an apple core
Splasbed ini the Austrian's face.

A MAN of mark was William el,
Among his f llow Swiss,

Ilis aim was true, his name a spell,
He never did amiss.

No Austrian rowdy bent hini low,
Thus 'came he an offender,

Quothl he, " I'm fairish at a bow,
But not much on a bender.'

Bring me," quoth tyrant, " an

* apple green,
Hither the braggart's brat,

At splitting hairs, my man, you're

keen,
I'E give you tit for th' hat."

The son stood firm against a tree,
The vegetable bearing,

Looking so arch, that archery
Seemed less of skill than daring.

Lut yet the archer's heart was

wrung,
-He chewed his arrow root!

With quivering lips and nerves. un-

strung,
He looked unfit to shoot.

The tyrant tumbled on the heath,

The boy upraised a shout.
The people all gave lusty breath,

The hero-stood in doubt.

"Why gaze so fierce," whined Austrian prone,

What for 's that pocket arrow

Thus W. T., in hoarsest tone,

"'Twas kept there for your niarrow!

The air by Alpine borns was torn,
And hurdy-gurdies madly turning,

While homeward was the hero borne,
Hand-organs, meanwhile, rapture-churnîing


